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Zusammenfassung – Abstract
Materialien durch eine kontrollierte Anordnung anisotroper Bausteine aufzubauen ist ein
Verfahren, das von der Natur inspiriert ist. Es ermöglicht den Zugang zu komplexen, funktionellen
Materialien. Die Kontrolle über Größe, Form und Funktionalität der Bausteine, sowie die Wahl
des richtigen Anordnungsverfahrens spielen dabei eine wichtige Rolle. Für anorganische
Nanopartikel, z. B. aus Gold oder Zinkoxid ist es weithin bekannt, dass anisotrope Formen durch
die

Kristallstruktur

und

deren

gezieltes

Wachstum

erzeugt

werden

können.

Bei

Polymernanopartikeln hingegen dominieren aufgrund ihrer oft amorphen Struktur sphärische, also
isotrope Nanopartikel. Dennoch gibt es auch unter den Polymeren einige sehr bekannte, kristalline
Polymere, wie beispielsweise Polyethylen.
Die vorliegende Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Synthese und Analyse anisotroper
Polymernanopartikel unter gezielter Nutzung der Kristallinität. Wie eine frühere Arbeit gezeigt hat,
können anisotrope Polymernanopartikel aus Polymeren hergestellt werden, die aus langen,
kristallinen Polyethylen-Segmenten bestehen und in regelmäßigen Abständen funktionelle
Gruppen aufweisen.1 Die Herstellung dieser Polymere mittels Acyclischer Dienmetathese ist
allerdings sehr aufwändig, deshalb wurde in dieser Arbeit die klassische Polykondensation
langkettiger Polyethylen-Telechele mit kurzen funktionellen oder ionischen Gruppen angestrebt.
Die Polyethylen-Telechele können seit Kurzem aus Fettsäuren durch vollständig katalytische und
skalierbare Verfahren hergestellt werden.2, 3 Um eine Polykondensation der Telechele mit ionischen
Gruppen trotz ihrer schlechten Mischbarkeit zu ermöglichen konnten zwei Methoden angewandt
werden: 1) der Einsatz von Tetrabutylammonium-Kationen um Sulfonat-Monomere hydrophober
zu machen und 2) der Einsatz von Click-Chemie um funktionelle Gruppen an reaktiven Polymeren
nachträglich einzuführen.
Die Polykondensation der Tetrabutylammoniumsulfobernsteinsäure mit langkettigen
Polyethylen-Telechelen und anschließendem erneuten Austausch des Kations lieferte die in
Abbildung 1 dargestellten Polymere.

Abbildung 1. Chemische Struktur der ionischen Polykondensate aus Polyethylen-Telechelen und
Sulfobernsteinsäure.
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Für die Einführung funktioneller Gruppen mittels Click-Chemie wurden Polymere mit
reaktiven Doppel- und Dreifachbindungen durch Polykondensation von Itaconsäure mit
langkettigen Diolen in der Schmelze oder von allyl- oder propargylsubstituierten Propandiolen mit
aktivierten, langkettigen Estern in Lösung hergestellt. Durch die Addition von Thiolen an die
Doppel- und von Aziden an die Dreifachbindungen konnten Carbonsäuren und Amine in die
Polymere eingeführt werden.
Umfangreiche strukturelle Untersuchungen der ionischen Polymere aus Abbildung 1 an der
Universität von Pennsylvania deckten interessante, geordnete Morphologien auf. Die Polymere
bildeten bei Raumtemperatur Schichtstrukturen bestehend aus alternierenden Schichten
kristallinen Polyethylens und ionischen Schichten. Zusätzlich konnte aus einem der Polymere
anisotrope, selbststabilisierte Nanopartikel in Wasser hergestellt werden, die ebenfalls eine
lamellare Struktur aufwiesen (Abbildung 2a).
Beim Schmelzen der kristallinen Polyethylen-Ketten durch Erhöhung der Temperatur
transformierten die ionischen Schichten, abhängig vom Verhältnis der Größe der ionischen
Gruppe zur Länge des Polyethylen-Segments, zu ungeordneten Strukturen, hexagonalen Zylindern
oder neuartigen Gyroidstrukturen (Abbildung 2b). Eine Untersuchung der ionischen Leitfähigkeit
der Polymere ergab, dass die Leitfähigkeit nicht, wie üblicherweise, an die Beweglichkeit der
Polymerketten gekoppelt war. Außerdem wies die Gyroidstruktur eine höhere Leitfähigkeit auf als
alle anderen untersuchten Strukturen, was auf ihr 3-dimensional verbundenes ionisches Netzwerk
zurückgeführt werden kann. Aufgrund dieser Eigenschaften bieten die Polymere ein wertvolles
Designkonzept für die Herstellung von Austauschmembranen in Festkörperakkumulatoren.

Abbildung 2. Schematische Darstellungen der Struktur der ionischen Polymere a) als Nanopartikel
in Wasser und als Schichtstruktur und b) Strukturen bei erhöhter Temperatur und deren räumliche
ionische Leitfähigkeit (gelbe Pfeile). Von links nach rechts: Schichtstruktur, Gyroidstruktur und
hexagonale Zylinder.

Neben der Synthese funktioneller Polymere für die Herstellung anisotroper Nanokristalle
beschäftigte sich die Arbeit auch mit der detaillierten Untersuchung der Nanokristalle hinsichtlich
ihrer Struktur und Eigenschaften. Hierzu wurden anisotrope Polyethylen-Nanopartikel verwendet,
die durch Selbstassemblierung von Polyethylen-Telechelen in Wasser hergestellt wurden.3 Diese
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Partikel wiesen ebenfalls eine plättchenförmige Struktur mit einem Polyethylen-Kern und den
funktionellen Gruppen an der Oberfläche auf (Abbildung 3).

Abbildung 3. Schematische Darstellung der Herstellung und Struktur der Polymernanopartikel
aus Polyethylen-Telechelen und TEM-Bilder der Partikel. TEM-Bild Mitte aus Referenz [3]

Anhand dieser Nanopartikel wurde untersucht, welchen Einfluss die funktionelle Gruppe und
deren Gegenion auf die Größe, Struktur und Stabilität der Nanopartikel hat. Es konnte gezeigt
werden, dass Partikel nur dann stabil gegenüber Agglomeration sind, wenn sie große Kationen (z.B.
Cs+ bei Carboxylat-Gruppen) oder stark dissoziierende Kopfgruppen (z.B. Sulfonat) aufweisen.
Weiterhin konnte mittels Tensiometrie und Röntgendiffraktometrie gezeigt werden, dass die
Partikel anders als Tenside oder Bolaamphiphile nicht oberflächenaktiv sind, sondern wie erwartet
Nanokristalle mit einem kristallinen Polymerkern bilden. Die Untersuchung der kristallinen
Struktur der Nanokristalle erfolgte an getrockneten Dispersionen. So wurde festgestellt, dass sich
für

Carboxylat-Kopfgruppen

abhängig

von

der

Trocknungsmethode

unterschiedliche

Lamellendicken und Kristallstrukturen ergaben.
Erste Versuche zur Anordnung der Partikel zeigten, dass sich durch Rotationsbeschichtung
sehr dünne und homogene Polymerfilme herstellen lassen, die aufgrund der funktionellen Gruppen
eine hydrophile Oberfläche aufweisen.
Mit Hilfe von Molekulardynamik(MD)-Simulationen in atomarer Auflösung konnte die
Kristall- und Oberflächenstruktur der Nanokristalle in Wasser untersucht werden und so die
experimentellen Ergebnisse ergänzt werden. Untersucht wurde, analog zu den experimentellen
Studien, der Einfluss der Kettenlänge, der Kopfgruppe und der Kationen auf die Struktur und
Stabilität eines Partikels in Wasser. Mit steigender Größe der Kationen (Na+ < K+ < Cs+) nimmt
für Carboxylat-Kopfgruppen die Dissoziation der Kationen zu und damit auch die Größe der
diffusen Ionenwolke um die Partikel und die elektrostatische Abstoßung der Kopfgruppen. Je
größer die Abstoßung der Kopfgruppen, desto besser auch die Verteilung der Kopfgruppen über
der hydrophoben Seite der Kristalle (Abbildung 4a). Dies führt zu einer Erhöhung der Stabilität
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der Partikel gegenüber Agglomeration. Das bestätigen auch die experimentellen Befunde zur
Stabilität der Carboxylat-Partikel in Abhängigkeit der Kationen. Außerdem konnte gezeigt werden,
dass die Kristallinität kürzerer Polyethylenketten mit nur 23 Kohlenstoffatomen die Abstoßung der
Kopfgruppen nicht übertreffen kann. Somit dissoziieren sie und bilden keine stabilen Kristalle, was
auch in experimentellen Vorarbeiten beobachtet wurde.3
In weiteren MD-Simulationen wurde anhand von Monolagen der Einfluss der lateralen Breite
auf die Struktur der Nanokristalle untersucht. Mit zunehmender lateraler Breite kann die
Abstoßung der Kopfgruppen nicht mehr durch ein Ausweichen der Kopfgruppen am Rand gelöst
werden und es entsteht eine Neigung der Ketten (Abbildung 4b). Durch diese Neigung der Ketten
wird der Abstand der Kopfgruppen an der Oberfläche vergrößert und die Dicke des Partikels
verringert.
Aufgrund der Erkenntnisse aus den MD-Simulationen konnte folgende Hypothese für die
experimentell an getrockneten Dispersionen gemessenen Kristallstrukturen und Partikeldicken
aufgestellt werden. Durch die Trocknung der Dispersion wird die Dissoziation der Kationen
aufgehoben und die Abstoßung der Kopfgruppen voneinander verringert. Dadurch kann sich die
Kristallstruktur bei ungehinderter Mobilität verdichten, die Neigung der Ketten verringert sich und
die Partikel werden dicker.

Abbildung 4. Ausschnitte aus den Molekulardynamik-Simulationen a) eines C48-COOCs Partikels
und b) einer C48-COOCs Monolage in Wasser nach 100 ns.

Zusammenfassend wurden in dieser Arbeit periodisch funktionalisierte Polymere mit langen
kristallinen Polyethylen-Segmenten hergestellt und die Struktur der Polymere im Festkörper und
als Nanopartikel untersucht. Durch eine Kombination aus experimentellen und simulierten
Ergebnissen konnte ein Zusammenhang zwischen der Polymermikrostruktur und der Struktur der
Materialien und Nanopartikel hergestellt werden. Damit liefert die Arbeit wertvolle Erkenntnisse
zur Struktur und Herstellung anisotroper Polymer-Nanokristalle auf Basis von kristallinen
Polymeren und bietet eine Grundlage für das Design fortschrittlicher, hierarchischer Materialien.
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List of Abbreviations
Abbreviations of the ‘International System of Units’ (SI-Units) and chemical formulae are not
listed.
Methods and equipment
AFM

atomic force microscopy

DLS

dynamic light scattering

DMA

dynamic mechanical analysis

DSC

differential scanning calorimetry

ED

electron diffraction

EIS

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy

GIXRD

grazing-incident X-ray diffraction

GPC

gel permeation chromatography

MD

molecular dynamics

NMR

nuclear magnetic resonance

PXRD

powder X-ray diffraction

SAED

selected area electron diffraction

SAXS

small-angle X-ray scattering

SEM

scanning electron microscopy

TEM

transmission electron microscopy

WAXS

wide-angle X-ray scattering

XRD

X-ray diffraction

NMR spectroscopy
δ

chemical shift

br

broad

d

doublet

dd

doublet of doublets

ddt

doublet of doublets of triplets

n

coupling constant of atom X and Y over n bonds

JXY

m

multiplet

ppm

parts per million
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q

quartet

qd

quartet of doublets

quin

quintet

s

singlet

sext

sextet

t

triplet

vt

virtual triplet

Materials and Compounds
AIBN

2,2′-Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile)

DCB

1,2-dichlorobenzene

DIM

diiodo methane

DIPEA

diisopropylethylamine

DMSO

dimethyl sulfoxide

dtbpx

1,2-bis{(di-tertbutylphosphino)methyl}benzene

HDPE

high-density polyethylene

HG II

Hoveyda-Grubbs II

LDPE

low-density polyethylene

LLDPE

linear low-density polyethylene

MEHQ

4-methoxyphenol

PE

polyethylene

PEO

polyethylene oxide

PMMA

poly(methyl methacrylate)

PS

polystyrene

PTA

phosphotungstic acid

SDSS

sodium dimethyl sulfosuccinate

NBu4DSS

tetrabutylammonium dimethyl sulfosuccinate

TCB

1,2,4-trichlorobenzene

THF

tetrahydrofuran

Physical quantities and constants
∆Hm

heat of fusion

∆q

full width at half maximum of the 1st order peak

𝜖

potential well depth of the Lennard-Jones potential
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𝜖0

permittivity of vacuum

𝜃

angle

𝜃0

equilibrium angle

λlong-period

intercrystallite distance

𝜉

correlation length

𝜎

conductivity or
atom diameter

𝜎0

conductivity at infinitely high temperature

𝜎∞

fitting parameter

𝜙

dihedral angle

𝜒

improper dihedral angle

𝜒0

equilibrium improper dihedral angle

𝜒N

Flory-Huggins parameter

acub

morphological parameter for cubic crystal structures

ahex

average distances between the ionic aggregates with hexagonal symmetry

D

fitting parameter

daggregate = ddisordered = d* average distance between ionic aggregates in liquid-like structure
dlayer

interlayer spacing

ĐM = Mw/Mn

molecular weight dispersity

DPn

number-average degree of polymerization

Ea

activation energy

f

volume fraction

fpolar

volume fraction of the polar part of the polymer

G’

storage modulus

G’’

loss modulus

𝐾

force constant

Mn

number average molecular weight

Mw

weight average molecular weight

MCRU

molecular weight of the constitutional repeating unit

𝑝

conversion

𝑄

partial charges

𝑟

radius or
bond length

𝑟0

equilibrium bond length
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R

gas constant

T

temperature

T0

Vogel temperature

Tc

crystallization temperature

Tendo

endothermic crystal transition temperature

Texo

exothermic crystal transition temperature

Tg

glass transition temperature

Tm

melting temperature

tan δ = G’’/G’

tangent of the phase lag between stress and strain

q

scattering vector

q*

first-order scattering peak

𝑉

potential

𝑥

stoichiometric ratio

Other abbreviations
a.u.

arbitrary units

ADMET

acyclic diene metathesis

CRU

constitutional repeating unit

equiv.

equivalent

FWHM

full width at half maximum

LCDSA

living crystallization-driven self-assembly

OOT

order-to-order transition

PEM

proton exchange membranes

p.c.

plasma cleaned

rdf

radial distribution function

r.t.

room temperature

rpm

revolutions per minute

UV/Vis

ultra-violet and visible

VFT

Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann

wt%

weight percent
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Labeling of polymers
The polymers synthesized in this thesis are characterized by their functional monomeric unit,
their hydrocarbon chain length and the counterion or the functional group added by a click
reaction. Based on the functional monomeric unit, the polymers are sorted into five groups with
the following general notation:
Table 0.1. General notation of the polymer labels for the corresponding functional monomeric
unit.
Functional Monomeric Unit Notation
none

PEx

sulfosuccinate

PESxX

itaconate

PEIx-R

allyl propane

PEAx-R

propargyl propane

PEPx-R

All labels start with a PE for polyester and continue with the functional monomeric unit
(except for unfunctionalized polyesters), S for sulfosuccinate, I for itaconate, A for allyl propane
and P for propargyl propane (Table 0.1). The functional group is followed by the number of
carbon atoms in the hydrocarbon chain x (carboxylate carbons included). For PES polymers the
label ends with the counterion X. For polymers functionalized by a click reaction, the added group
R is appended to the end of the label separated by a hyphen.
Exemplarily, PE48 is a regular unfunctionalized polyester-48,4 and PES48Na translates to a
sodium sulfosuccinate polymer with a chain length of 48 carbon atoms. An itaconate polymer with
a hydrocarbon chain length of 23 which is reacted with mercaptopropionic acid by a thiol-ene click
reaction is named PEI23-SC2H4COOH.
Labeling of telechelic polymers and molecules
The telechelic polymers and molecules are characterized by their chain length and functional
group. The general labeling structure for monofunctional telechelic molecules and polymers is
Cx-X
with x the chain length of the hydrocarbon chain (carboxylate carbons included) and X the
functional group. E.g. C48-COOCs stands for the telechelic polyethylene with the chemical formula
CsOOC-(CH2)46-COOCs.
For bifunctional telechelic polymers or molecules, the general labeling structure is
- XVI -

X1-Cx-X2
with different functional groups for X1 and X2, e.g. NaOOC-C48-SO3Na.
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General Introduction

Building up materials from a controlled self-assembly is a process inspired by nature and
enables the formation of complex hierarchical materials.4 One of these hierarchical materials in
nature is wood. It consists of tube-like wood cells made of cellulose microfibrils embedded into a
matrix of hemicelluloses and lignin. The microfibrils wind around the cell wall at different angles,
thus tuning the mechanical properties of the material for different layers of the cell wall and for
local needs in the tree. The thickness of the wood cells varies along the annual rings of the tree and
influences the material’s density.5 On the basis of this hierarchical structuring, nature produces a
tunable, tough and light-weight material from soft polymeric materials.
In a more basic fashion, synthetic polymers can also arrange to hierarchical materials. Polymer
chains in semicrystalline polyethylene for example form lamellae that grow to spherulitic
structures.6 The microstructure of the polyethylene and its crystallinity determine the extent of this
structuring. Consequently, the control of the polymer microstructure is key to the design of diverse
morphologies.
Furthermore, a targeted introduction of functional groups can alter the polymer morphology
and tune its functionality. Especially the introduction of ionic groups can amend polymers with
properties like ionic conductivity. Such conducting polymers gain in importance for advanced
applications like solid-state lithium-ion batteries. In 2019, John B. Goodenough, M. Stanley
Whittingham, and Akira Yoshino were awarded the Nobel prize in chemistry for the development
of lithium-ion batteries.7 However, improving the charge density and the safety of these batteries
are still unresolved challenges. By replacing liquid electrolytes with solid-state polymer electrolytes,
in principal, higher energy densities can be achieved and the risks of hazardous liquids and
flammability are eliminated.8
Besides the control of polymer morphology and functionality, a directed structuring of the
material from the nano- to the macroscopic scale is also desirable. Nanoparticles are investigated
intensely for bottom-up assembly to form nanostructured materials.9-11 The design of the particles
and the self-assembly process determine the morphology and superstructure of the material and
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thus its properties. Especially anisotropic nanoparticles give rise to a variety of different assembled
structures and direction-dependent properties.12-15 Therefore, the control over size, structure, and
functionality of the nanoparticles and the design of the self-assembly process are keys to generate
new hierarchical materials with advanced properties.

1.1 Anisotropic Polymer Nanoparticles Based on
Polymer Crystallinity
Anisotropic nanoparticles exhibit a direction dependency in shape, functionality, physical or
mechanical properties or combinations thereof. Often, an anisotropy in shape goes along with
anisotropies in physical and mechanical properties. This work focuses on the generation of shape
anisotropy by polymer crystallinity, in contrast to Janus or patchy particles which exhibit an
anisotropy of functionality.16, 17
For inorganic nanoparticles, it is well known that the crystal structure and the preferential or
directed growth of crystals determine their shape.14, 18 In contrast to inorganic materials whose
crystallinity is based on strong electronic interactions, polymer crystallinity is based on relatively
weak, non-polar Van-der-Waals interactions between aligned polymer chains. Thus, creating
anisotropic nanoparticles based on polymer crystallinity is a challenging task. Currently, polymers
with little or no crystallinity like polystyrene dominate the colloidal polymer chemistry and with
that spherical (isotropic) nanoparticles. However, there are also some highly crystalline polymers
like linear polyethylene which can be used as shape-determining unit to generate anisotropic
polymer nanoparticles.

1.1.1 Structure of Polyethylene
Polyethylene (PE) is with over 100 million tons per year the most produced polymer
worldwide.19 Historically, PE was divided into two categories, high- and low-density PE (HDPE
>0.94 g cm-3 and LDPE <0.94 g cm-3). LDPE is typically produced by free-radical polymerization
in a high-pressure process at above 1000 bar. Due to chain transfer processes under these
conditions, LDPE exhibits a high degree of branching and thus a low crystallinity and density
(Figure 1.1a). HPDE, in contrast, is produced by catalytic insertion polymerization with Phillips,
Ziegler or metallocene catalysts at low pressures. HDPE has a low degree of branching and thus a
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high crystallinity and density (Figure 1.1c). Later, by copolymerization of ethylene and short αolefins (e.g. butene), a low-density PE could be produced also at low pressures. Due to the linear
nature of the polymer microstructure with short-chain branches, this polymer is termed linear lowdensity PE (LLDPE) (Figure 1.1b).20 In addition, linear PE with molecular weights of over
1 million g mol-1 is termed ultra-high molecular weight PE (UHMWPE). Despite its structural
similarity to HDPE, UHMWPE shows significant differences in processing and mechanical
properties compared to HDPE and is, thus, given a separate category.

Figure 1.1. Schematic molecular structure of (a) LDPE, (b) LLDPE and c) HDPE.

Figure 1.2. Structural hierarchy in crystalline polyethylene. Reproduced with permission from [21].
Copyright Hanser Verlag.
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The structure of semicrystalline high-density polyethylene is assembled on five levels of
hierarchy (Figure 1.2).22 Starting from the smallest level, the polymer chains align to form
crystallites with a defined unit cell. These crystallites form the lamellae which are normally much
larger in lateral size than in thickness. Upon crystallization, the lamellae grow radially outward from
the nucleation site forming spherulites. Due to branches and entanglements in the polymer, noncrystalline regions form between the crystalline lamellae in the spherulites.6
In thermodynamic equilibrium, polyethylene crystallizes in an orthorhombic crystal structure
with unit cell parameters of a = 7.42 Å, b = 4.95 Å, and c = 2.54 Å. The chains in all-trans
conformation are aligned parallel to each other in c direction and the zigzag direction is orthogonal
to the neighboring chains (Figure 1.3a). The chains are rarely perpendicular to the lamellae surface
but exhibit chain tilts of up to 60° because chain loops at the interface of the crystallites increase
the interfacial density.23
A monoclinic crystal structure can be observed for polyethylene if the polymer is subjected to
stress, e.g. by tension or compression.24 In contrast to the orthorhombic crystal structure, the zigzag
directions of the chains are parallel (Figure 1.3b).
For ultradrawn PE films or upon crystallization of polyethylene under high pressure, a third,
hexagonal crystal structure can be observed for polyethylene. The chains in this structure are
aligned parallel to each other on a hexagonal lattice but are conformationally disordered.25

Figure 1.3. Unit cells of polyethylene crystal structures: (a) orthorhombic polyethylene and (b)
monoclinic polyethylene. Lattice parameters are taken from Russel et al.24

Wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) of polyethylene shows two reflexes at q(110) = 1.52 Å-1 and
q(002) = 1.69 Å-1 for the orthorhombic crystal structure and two reflexes at q(001) = 1.38 Å-1 and
q(200) = 1.64 Å-1 for the monoclinic crystal structure.24 Due to the semicrystalline nature of
polyethylene, the reflexes of the crystalline structures are underlaid by a broad halo from the
amorphous regions. From the integral ratio of the crystalline reflexes to the amorphous halo, the
degree of crystallinity can be determined.
Another method to determine the degree of crystallinity uses the heat of fusion from
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and compares it to the heat of fusion of 100% crystalline
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polyethylene calculated to ΔH = 293 J/g.26 With increasing crystallinity, also the melting
temperature increases and the polymer is tougher and more rigid. That is why non-crystalline
LDPE is mostly used for polymer films like plastic bags and semicrystalline HDPE is used for
more structural applications like containers.20
The crystal structure of polyethylene does not only determine the physical and mechanical
properties of the material but also the shape of solution-grown single crystals and nanoparticles in
aqueous dispersion. Solution-grown single crystals of polyethylene are known since the end of the
1950s and consist of thin layers with a uniform thickness of ~10 nm and are lozenge-shaped.27, 28
The synthesis of single lamella nanoparticles of polyethylene in aqueous dispersion was shown in
our group more than 50 years later in 2007 by catalytic insertion polymerization with water-soluble
nickel catalyst precursors.29 With these catalysts, the growing polymer chain was deposited directly
on the surfactant stabilized particle which resulted in highly crystalline nanoparticles.30 The chains
in these crystals crystallized in an orthorhombic crystal structure forming hexagonal platelets with
lamella thicknesses of 11 nm. By annealing, the lamella thickness of the crystals increased and with
that also the degree of crystallinity.30, 31 By catalyst optimization, chain transfer and termination
reactions during polymerization could be reduced to yield single-chain particles of uniform size
and lozenge shape like observed for solution-grown single crystals.32
These examples show the possibilities of the shape-determining crystalline nature of
polyethylene to generate anisotropic nanoparticles. By introducing functional groups, the particle
properties can be tuned, and the particles stabilized in the dispersant without the use of surfactants.

1.1.2 Self-Stabilized Anisotropic Polymer Nanoparticles
In most cases, di- or triblock copolymers are used for the synthesis of self-stabilized anisotropic
nanoparticles with one crystallizable block forming the anisotropic core of the particles and another
block to stabilize the particles in the dispersant.
Extensive studies on anisotropic nanocrystals from block copolymers were performed by
Manners, Winnik and coworkers on poly(ferrocenylsilane) polymers33 and several other polymers.3437

The cylindrical nanocrystal micelles exhibit an anisotropic crystalline core surrounded by a soft

corona. They showed that through the addition of more polymer the micelles grow in length in a
living fashion like polymer chains grow. They termed that process living crystallization-driven selfassembly (LCDSA).38,

39

Based on this work, Schmalz and coworkers reported worm-like

crystalline-core micelles from triblock terpolymers of polystyrene (PS), polyethylene (PE) and
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA).35, 40-42 The particles exhibit a crystalline core of PE which is
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surrounded by a soft patchy corona of PS and PMMA. Depending on the solubility of the polymer
blocks in the solvent used, spherical or worm-like micelles are formed and the surface possesses
more or less patches.41 Dove and coworkers reported cylindrical micelles from block copolymers
with a crystallizable polylactide core.43, 44 The introduction of a third block with terminal double
bonds for thiol-ene click reaction enabled a core functionalization of these micelles.44
Manners and coworkers also expanded the scope from 1D cylindrical micelles to 2D lentilshaped and platelet-like assemblies45, 46 but examples of other 2D structures from block copolymers
are rare. All anisotropic nanoparticles from block copolymers have in common that the shape of
the nanocrystals is influenced by the soft corona surrounding the shape-determining crystalline
core. Thus, cylinder-shaped particles are sterically the most favorable geometry. To overcome this
problem, small ionic groups instead of blocks can be introduced on the crystalline polymer either
as end groups or on the polymer backbone. By LCDSA of crystalline polymers with charged
termini, Manners and coworkers accessed a wide variety of different 2D structures of uniform size
like rectangular, hexagonal or lozenge-shaped platelets.47-49 Depending on the length of the
polymer, these nanocrystals were either chain folded crystals with one chain fold47 or extended
chain crystals.49 By placing ionic groups in regular distances along a crystalline polymer backbone,
chain folds can be induced to form platelet-like nanoparticles with a defined thickness. This was
shown by P. Ortmann in our group for polyethylene synthesized by acyclic diene metathesis
(ADMET) polymerization with pendant carboxylic acid groups on every 46th carbon atom.1 As a
major drawback, the synthesis of the monomer for this ADMET polymerization is tedious.
Alternatively, telechelic polyethylenes with a chain length of 48 carbon atoms and with two
carboxylic acid end groups were used by M. Häußler to generate anisotropic polyethylene
nanocrystals (Figure 1.4a).3

Figure 1.4. (a) Self-assembly behavior of HOOC-(CH2)46-COOH (C48) and HOOC-(CH2)23COOH (C23) in CsOH and (b) TEM images of stained (1% phosphotungstic acid) C 48nanoparticles. Reproduced from [3] with permission. Copyright: John Wiley and Sons
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TEM images showed platelet-like nanoparticles with a homogenous thickness of 6 nm
corresponding to the length of the extended chain suggesting that these are extended chain
nanocrystals (Figure 1.4b). In contrast, the use of shorter telechelic molecules (C23) resulted in
their precipitation.
Despite the advances in designing functional nanocrystals with a defined shape and surface
functionality, the mechanisms of their formation and their microstructure are still little understood.
Furthermore, there are little or no examples of how to assemble them to functional materials to
benefit from their anisotropic shape.

1.1.3 Polymer Thin Films from Colloidal Dispersions
The most important application of colloidal polymer dispersions is the formation of polymer
films in paints and coatings. Commercially, dispersions of poly(vinyl acetate), polyacrylates or
polystyrene from emulsion or dispersion polymerizations are used containing spherical particles
with sizes of 10-10 000 nm.50 These polymers are soft polymers with little or no crystallinity and
with glass transition temperatures below the temperature of application.
After the application of the polymer dispersion on the substrate, the process of film formation
involves several steps (Figure 1.5). Upon evaporation of the solvent, the particles first form a close
packing which slows down the solvent evaporation. Next, a continuous film is formed at the
surface and the residual solvent needs to diffuse through this skin and later through the continuous
polymer film. In contrast to stiff inorganic particles, soft polymer particles deform upon drying to
fill voids and diffusion of polymer chains across particle boundaries occurs.50

Figure 1.5. Schematic representation of water loss from polymer colloid film.

For spherical particles with uniform sizes, the packing structures of the particles are simple fcc
or bcc crystals but the packing structures for anisotropic particles are much more diverse and less
well investigated.
Methods for creating films of self-assembled particles are, for example, drop-casting and spincoating.51, 52 For the simplest method “drop-casting”, a drop of the dispersion is placed on a
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substrate and the solvent is slowly evaporated. An effect of this method, generally known from
coffee stains, is the formation of ring-like deposits along the perimeter of the droplet. A pinning
of the contact line of the droplet induces a capillary flow to replenish the evaporated solvent at the
edge which transports particles from the interior to the edge of the droplet.51 This flow can direct
the self-assembly of particles at the contact line to form ordered structures. Platelet-shaped PE
nanoparticles, for example, assembled to micron-sized stripes of monolayers or stacks of several
layers of flat-on oriented particles.53
Spin coating of solutions or dispersions is used for the fabrication of thin and ultra-thin films
of uniform thickness. An ordered assembly of particles by the centrifugal forces was shown for
silica nanoparticles.52 Spin coating of platelet-shaped polyethylene nanocrystals lead to uniform thin
and ultra-thin films of randomly oriented particles.54 A predominant flat-on orientation of the
particles was only observed for the thinnest 15 nm film.55

1.2 Functional Polymers
Functional groups have a fundamental influence on the structure and properties of polymers.
They can range from ester or amide groups to acid or ionic groups. Especially ion-containing
polymers are of great interest due to their potential application as ion-exchange membranes or solid
polymer electrolytes in Li-ion batteries.56, 57 The functional groups can be placed on different
positions in the polymer: a) as end groups, b) as part of the backbone (in-chain), or c) as pendant
groups or side chains (Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.6. Schematic structure of functional polymers with functional groups as (a) end groups,
(b) part of the backbone, or (c) pendant groups.

1.2.1 Polyethylene Telechelics
Oligomers or polymers containing two functional end groups are called telechelic molecules
or polymers. They are of special interest because they are capable of entering into further
polymerization or other chemical reactions.58
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In general, these functional groups are introduced through initiators, chain-transfer or end-capping
agents during polymerization which leads to a distribution of the molecular weights.59-61 Telechelic
molecules and polymers with a precise chain length and end-group fidelity can be synthesized from
fatty acids.2, 3, 62 Depending on the desired chain length, two different synthetic routes are applied
(Figure 1.7).

Figure 1.7. Synthetic routes to telechelic molecules from fatty acids.2, 3

For telechelic molecules with a similar chain length as the parent fatty acid, an isomerizing
alkoxycarbonylation can be performed introducing a second carboxylate group selectively at the
saturated end of the chain (Figure 1.7a).2, 62 Starting from oleic or erucic acid, chain lengths of 19
or 23 carbon atoms are achieved.
For telechelic polymers with an approximately doubled chain length compared to the parent
fatty acid, a catalytic procedure termed “chain doubling” consisting of consecutive metathesis and
isomerization steps can be used (Figure 1.7b).3 First, a self-metathesis of the fatty acid is
performed, followed by an isomerizing crystallization that selectively crystallizes the
α,β-unsaturated product from the isomeric mixture. As the last step, the “chain doubling”, a twostep, one-pot reaction, is performed. The reaction consists of a cross-metathesis with 2-butene or
2/3-hexene to activate the double bond for the subsequent self-metathesis to the “chain-doubled”
product. Starting from oleic or erucic acid, chain lengths of 32 or 48 carbon atoms are achieved.
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Saponification of the ester groups generates the carboxylic acid or alkali carboxylates that
crystallized in an exceptionally well-ordered, layered structure.63 The thickness of the layers
corresponded to the length of the extended chains with chain tilts of 20-40°.
Other functional end groups such as alcohol, bromide or sulfonate can be introduced by
polymer-analog reactions generally known from classical organic synthesis. Reduction of the ester
with LiAlH4 yields the telechelic alcohol from which an Appel reaction to the bromide can be
performed. Other desired functional groups can be introduced by nucleophilic substitution of the
bromide. Via this route, the synthesis of the disulfonate telechelic NaO3S-(CH2)48-SO3Na was
achieved in our group by M. Häußler recently.64
Besides the use in anisotropic self-stabilized nanocrystals discussed in chapter 1.1.2, these
telechelic molecules and polymers are valuable monomers for polycondensation.

1.2.2 Linear Aliphatic Polycondensates
Polycondensation is a reaction where polymer chains grow by condensation of monomers and
polymer chains. This condensation reaction involves the conjunction of the two reactants under
the release of a small molecule like water or methanol.58 This is exemplarily shown in Figure 1.8
for the polycondensation of adipic acid and hexamethylenediamine to the polyamide known as
Nylon-6.6.

Figure 1.8. Reaction scheme for the polycondensation of adipic acid and hexamethylenediamine
to the polyamide Nylon-6.6.

Polycondensation is a step-growth polymerization which means that the chains do not grow
linearly with the monomer consumption like in living chain-growth polymerizations, but the
monomers react to dimers, trimers, oligomers and eventually to longer polymer chains (Figure
1.9a). Thus, a high conversion is required to obtain high molecular weights. This relationship
between conversion 𝑝 and the degree of polymerization (DPn) is given by the Carothers equation:
𝐷𝑃𝑛 =

1
1−𝑝
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Not only a high conversion is decisive for high molecular weights, but also the stoichiometry
of the two monomers is important. For a stoichiometric ratio 𝑥 of the monomers, the degree of
polymerization for 𝑝 → 1 is given by (Figure 1.9b):
𝐷𝑃𝑛 =

1+𝑥
1−𝑥

Figure 1.9. Number-average degree of polymerization against (a) the conversion and (b) the
stoichiometric ratio of the monomers.

Most condensation polymers contain functional groups in the polymer backbone from the
conjunction of the monomers. Depending on the type of condensation reaction, the polymer
backbone contains for example esters, amides or acetals. The properties of the polycondensates
are influenced to a great extent by the type and the amount of these functional groups.
For mid- and long-chain linear aliphatic polyesters, the ester groups disturb the crystallinity of
the hydrocarbon chains. Thus, the melting point decreases with an increasing number of ester
groups in the polymer backbone.65-67 Polyamides, in contrast, are dominated by hydrogen bonding
between the amide groups which increase the melting point drastically compared to polyethylene
(except at low amide densities, for which a melting point minimum is observed).67, 68 In addition,
linear aliphatic polyesters and polyamides display differences in the structure and the melting point
between even- and odd-numbered distances of the functional groups. This so-called “odd-even
effect” can be associated for by favorable and unfavorable conformations between the functional
groups of neighboring polymer chains in their extended conformation. For polyamides, these
different conformations lead to the formation of more or fewer hydrogen bonds and consequently
higher or lower melting points.67 This shows that, besides the number of functional groups, also
the placement of these groups along the backbone plays a role in controlling the structure and
properties of functional polymers.
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Not only classical ester and amide groups can be a part of the polymer backbone but also ionic
groups such as quaternary amine groups. Such polymers are termed “ionenes” in contrast to
polymers with pendant ionic groups which are called “ionomers”.69

1.2.3 Ionomers
Polymers containing pendant ionic groups can be divided into two groups by their ion content
and the resulting solubility in water. Polyelectrolytes have a high ion content and are water-soluble,
in contrast to ionomers or acid-containing polymers which have a lower ion content and are
consequently water-insoluble.70 The name ionomer was originally introduced by DuPont for
polyolefins containing small amounts of neutralized carboxylic acid groups like Surlyn A®. Surlyn
A® is the tradename of copolymers from ethylene and methacrylic acid in which the acid groups
are partially neutralized with sodium or zinc ions. These ionomers exhibit improved tensile
properties and clarity compared to non-functionalized PE due to ionic cross-links and the absence
of spherulites (Figure 1.10). Due to their superior properties, they are used for extremely thin
packaging films.70 Current research also demonstrates potential applications as shape memory and
self-healing polymers.71, 72

Figure 1.10. Schematic structure of a crystallizable ionomer (e.g. Surlyn A®) with crystalline
domains, amorphous regions, and ion clusters. Reprinted with permission from [70]. Copyright:
John Wiley and Sons.
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A second commercially important ionomer, also from DuPont, is called Nafion® which is a
fluorinated copolymer derived from tetrafluoroethylene with sulfonic acid groups.70 Important
applications are proton exchange membranes (PEM) in fuel cells and cation exchange membranes
in the chlor-alkali electrolysis.73 To reduce the costs for PEMs, the production of non-fluorinated
membranes by sulfonation of polyethylene was investigated. Adversely, the sulfonation of
polyethylene requires harsh radical conditions and carcinogenic solvents and is often accompanied
by chain scission.74,

75

Besides, many other sulfonated polymeric materials like polystyrene,

poly(arylene ether), and poly(imides) were studied to replace Nafion® but they could not rival its
performance due to low durability or low conductivities at low relative humidity.76
In the field of solid polymer electrolytes for Li-ion batteries, recent developments focus on the
use of ionomers as single Li-ion conducting polymers. In single Li-ion conducting polymers, the
anion is immobilized e.g. by attaching it to the polymer backbone leading to a Li-ion transference
number of ~1. Therefore, these materials would overcome the problems of concentration gradients
and polarization of current dual-ion conducting polymers.8 Most of the research in the field of
single Li-ion conducting polymers focuses on amorphous polyethylene oxide (PEO) as the ionconducting phase. PEO has the advantage that it can solvate Li-ions but disadvantageously the ion
mobility is coupled to the polymer segmental motion. Thus, efforts were made to enhance the
polymer mobility by lowering the crystallinity of PEO.77 Trigg and Winey follow another approach
towards enhanced ion transport by focusing on polymers with a layered microstructure. They
showed that, in contrast to ions solvated in PEO, the ion transport along ionic layers is fully
decoupled from the polymer segmental motion.78 Such layered materials can be generated by the
precise placement of functional groups along the polymer backbone.

1.2.4 Precise Acid- and Ion-Containing Polyethylenes
Functional groups can be either embedded or excluded from the polymer crystallites
depending on their size and polarity. If the functional groups are excluded from the crystallites,
their distance and periodicity determine the crystalline structure of the polymer.
For linear polyethylene with alkyl branches on every 49th carbon atom, alkyl branches larger
than methyl groups are excluded from the crystal.79, 80 The long periodic spacing of the branches
enables the crystallization of the linear PE segments and places the branches at the position of the
chain fold. For shorter distances between the branches (every 21st carbon atom and shorter), the
orthorhombic packing of the linear segments gives way to more disordered morphologies.80, 81
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The same situation is present in the case of polyethylene with precise pendant carboxylic acid
groups. Only distances of every 21st carbon atom and larger result in semicrystalline polymers.1, 82
These semicrystalline polymers have a layered morphology with an unusual transverse orientation
of the acid layers (Figure 1.11).83, 84 Like alkyl branched polyethylenes, the carboxylic acid groups
are placed at the chain fold forming crystallites with a thickness corresponding to the distance
between the functional groups. But unlike the alkyl branched polyethylenes, the carboxylic acid
groups can form hydrogen-bonded dimers which result in stacks of polyethylene crystallites
sandwiched between layers of carboxylic acids transverse to the crystalline lamellae. Acid
copolymers wherein the acid groups are separated by either n or n + 1 can be called nearly precise
and are essentially indistinguishable from their precise analogous.85

Figure 1.11. Chemical structure and schematic crystalline morphology of a precise carboxylic acidcontaining polyethylene. Reproduced with permission from [84]. Copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society.

The carboxylic acid groups in acid-containing polyethylenes act as cross-links increasing the
moduli and yield strength of the polymer.70 The regular placement of the pendant acid groups in
addition results in a pronounced strain-hardening due to the acid layers that cooperatively resist
chain displacement.86, 87 The size of the functional groups and their distance further determine the
crystalline structure of the polyethylene. The larger the distance and the smaller the functional
group, the higher the crystalline order of the polyethylene chains.1, 88 Last but not least, the layered
morphology enables the transport of protons or ions along the functional group layers. This was
shown for a precise sulfonic acid-containing polymer which exhibited efficient proton conductivity
under relative humidity on par with commercially used Nafion 117.89
Polymer crystallinity is often considered disadvantageous for ion transport because 1) the
crystalline domains act as barriers and 2) the polymer segmental motion is reduced. But Cheng et
al. showed that the coupling to the polymer segmental motion was neglectable in solution grown
PEO single crystals with infused ions at moderate ion concentration. Furthermore, the ionic
conductivity was strongly anisotropic along the different directions of the crystal.15
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In summary, crystalline layered morphologies from precise ionomers are attractive for the
application as solid polymer electrolytes because they combine improved mechanical properties
and superior ion transport.78

1.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations act as a bridge between the micro- and the macroscopic
world. They give insights into microscopic length and time scales that are difficult or impossible to
access by experiments. With these insights, structural and dynamic bulk properties of the
macroscopic world can be predicted bridging the gap from the microscopic world.90
MD simulations are based on the numerical solution of the classical equations of motions for
a system of interacting atoms or particles. The forces acting on the atoms or particles can be
described by potential energies and can be divided into non-bonded and bonded interactions. For
nonbonded interactions, most simulations focus on pair potentials, while 3-body and higher-order
interactions are neglected. Pair potentials are often described by Lennard-Jones potentials of
𝜎 12
𝜎 6
𝑉LJ = 4𝜖 [( ) − ( ) ]
𝑟
𝑟
with 𝑟 the distance between the atoms or particles, 𝜖 the potential well depth, and 𝜎 the atom or
particle distance where the potential is zero which can be viewed as the combined atom or particle
radii. Coulombic interactions of charged atoms are described by
𝑉Coulomb =

𝑄1 𝑄2
4𝜋𝜖0 𝑟

with 𝑄 the charges and 𝜖0 the permittivity of vacuum.90
For molecular systems, also bonded interactions need to be defined which are often split up
in “bonds”, “angles” and “torsions”. An additional constraint is needed for trigonal carbons and
amide groups to keep their planar geometry. This can be done by improper dihedrals with a stiff
harmonic term for out-of-plane bending. For intramolecular interactions of atoms separated by
more than three bonds, usually, non-bonded interactions are applied.
The equations and parameters for bonded and non-bonded interactions are specified in the
simulation force field. For the ‘Optimized Potential for Liquid Simulations’ (OPLS) force field,
developed for organic molecules and biomolecular systems, the following potentials are used for
“bonds”, “angles”, “torsions” and “impropers”.91
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𝑉𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝐾𝑟 (𝑟 − 𝑟0 )2
𝑉𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 = 𝐾𝜃 (𝜃 − 𝜃0 )2
𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

1
1
1
𝐾1 [1 + cos(𝜙)] + 𝐾2 [1 − cos(2𝜙)] + 𝐾3 [1 + cos(3𝜙)]
2
2
2
𝑉𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 𝐾𝜒 (χ − χ0 )2

with 𝑟 the bond length, 𝑟0 the equilibrium bond length, 𝜃 the angle, 𝜃0 the equilibrium angle, 𝜙
the dihedral angle, 𝜒 the improper dihedral angle, 𝜒0 the equilibrium improper dihedral angle, and
the constants 𝐾.
From a neighbor list, only pairwise interactions within a certain cutoff distance are evaluated.
Longer ranged electrostatic interactions beyond the cutoff are generally solved via long-range
solvers in K-space. Periodic boundary conditions are applied to avoid surface effects for small
systems.
To solve the classical equations of motion and propagate the system over time, a step-by-step
numerical integration needs to be performed. One of the most important integration algorithms
for MD simulations is the ‘velocity Verlet’ algorithm which advances the coordinates and momenta
over a timestep.90
Together, the momenta and the coordinates of all atoms or particles define the so-called ‘phase
space’. At any point in time, the system occupies one point in this phase space. If a system is
propagated over time, the system maps out a trajectory in phase space. From that trajectory, timeaveraged properties like radial distribution functions can be calculated and with that, detailed
information on the equilibrium microstructure of the system or other dynamic properties can be
obtained.92

1.3.1 Simulations of Polyethylene and Functional Polymers
Polyethylene is a widely used and chemically simple polymer which has been studied with MD
simulations for more than two decades.93 For this purpose, many force fields have been developed
and optimized to fit experimental data of n-alkanes.94-97 Until today, especially the crystal growth in
polyethylene is subject to many MD simulation studies. Starting from small systems of n-alkanes,
different aspects of polymer crystallization were investigated like growth rates98, 99 and crystal
structures100 depending on temperature and chain length. Recently, also larger and longer
simulations of entangled polyethylene have been conducted revealing insights into the
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crystallization process and showing the typical layered morphology consisting of crystalline and
amorphous segments.101, 102
For functional polymers like acid- and ion-containing polymers, MD simulations are a valuable
tool to analyze the polymer morphology and relate it to the polymer microstructure. Simulations
of ionomers, for example, showed classical ionic aggregate ionomer structures for different
simulation models.103-105 The calculated peaks in the small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) region
fitted well to the experimental results. Simulations of Nafion 117, commercially used as proton
exchange membranes, revealed the morphologies for two different polymer microstructures:
blocky vs. randomly distributed.106 The simulations showed that the phase segregation is larger for
the blocky microstructure and thus also the water diffusion coefficient. This renders Nafion with
a blocky microstructure more efficient for the application as a proton exchange membrane.
Comparison to experimental values suggests a mixed random and blocky structure for
commercially used Nafion 117. For polyelectrolytes with sulfonated side chains, MD simulations
revealed layered structures with stacks of the amorphous backbone and the functional side
chains.107
For precise polymers, the influence of the polymer microstructure on the polymer morphology
and transport properties is considerable. MD simulation studies assisted in unveiling the layered
morphology of precise acid-containing polymers with hairpin chain-folds introduced by the
pendant acid groups (cf. chapter 1.2.4) and distinguished its structure from other model
structures.83, 89 Moreover, the simulations demonstrated that proton transport is more efficient in
such layered structures compared to random ion channels.89 To increase the internal long-range
order of the bulk polymers, the authors suggested the alignment of the layers. This could, for
example, be achieved by an ordered assembly from polymer nanoparticles. To this end, simulations
of polymer nanoparticles in solution would be beneficial.

1.3.2 Simulations of Self-Assembled Structures in Water
For biopolymers like peptides, investigations of the structure and dynamic properties by MD
simulations in water are common practice. For the assembly of charged molecules in water,
especially, the interactions of the charged groups with water and the counterions in solution are of
interest. To this end, many water models108,

109

and force fields for ionic groups110-113 and

counterions114, 115 were developed and optimized.
Self-assembling amphiphilic peptides were studied by MD simulations revealing the influences
of the peptide termini and the acidic side chains on the structure and stability of the assembly. 116
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Similar to biopolymers, the self-assembly of polyelectrolyte systems was studied by MD simulations
giving insights into the structure and composition of the assemblies and the influence of the salt
concentration.117, 118
Besides the assembly of macromolecules, there are also many examples of smaller molecules
that self-assemble in water like phospholipids119, surfactants120 and bolaamphiphiles.121, 122 All these
assemblies of smaller molecules have in common that they exhibit a liquid-like behavior.
Depending on the volume ratio of the polar head group to the hydrophobic tail, micelles, vesicles
or bilayers are formed. Thus, phospholipids containing two fatty acids generally form bilayers
whereas surfactants and phospholipids with one fatty acid form micellar structures.123
These examples show that MD simulations are a useful tool to analyze the structure of selfassembled molecules or polymers in water and their interaction with the solvent. In that way,
valuable insights for the design of structured materials and their assembly from dispersion are
gained.
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Scope of the Thesis

Despite the need for new advanced polymeric materials, e.g. in solid-state Li-ion batteries,
crystalline ionic polymers that are hierarchically structured are often neglected. One reason is the
challenging control over polymer microstructures and structure-forming building blocks like
nanoparticles. Another reason is the still ill-understood self-assembly of polymer nanoparticles due
to the lack of a detailed insight into the microstructure and interactions of such polymer
nanoparticles.
In this work, new routes to functional and ionic polymers with a controlled polymer
microstructure and morphology were developed and investigated. To this end, polycondensations
of ionic monomers with long-chain polyethylene telechelics to periodic ionomers and postpolymerization functionalizations of polycondensates by click reactions were performed.
Investigations of the polymer morphologies led to a deeper understanding of how the polymer
microstructure and functional groups define the polymer and nanoparticle morphology and thus,
also their properties like ionic conductivity (chapter 3).
Recently, the self-assembly of polyethylene telechelics to anisotropic nanoparticles was
reported.3 To understand the structure determining principles, the influences of chain length,
functional group, and counterion on the size, shape, stability, and crystal structure of the
nanoparticles were investigated. Furthermore, preliminary studies on the self-assembly of the
nanoparticles to thin films were performed. The analysis of the structure and properties of these
polymer thin films provided insights into the behavior of polymer nanoparticles in nanostructured
functional materials (chapter 4).
The experimental studies on polymer nanoparticles from polyethylene telechelics were
complemented by molecular dynamics simulations. The experimentally observed influences of
chain length, functional group and counterion were thus extended by a microscopic insight into
the nanoparticle’s crystalline and surface structure (chapter 5).
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Periodically Functionalized

Polyethylenes from Polyesterification

3.1 Introduction
By endowing polyethylene (PE) with functional groups, its chemical stability and mechanical
robustness can be amended by other desirable properties. This is perhaps most pronounced for
ionic or acid groups.124-127 Thus, random copolymers of ethylene and acrylic acid70 from highpressure free radical polymerization are used commercially as tough protective layers or for
packaging and have potential as shape-memory materials or ion-exchange membranes.71, 128, 129 The
random monomeric sequencing and branched microstructures of these polymers largely destroy
the characteristic crystalline morphology of linear polyethylene.
While sulfonate groups are of particular interest due to their strongly dissociating nature,75, 130,
131

the accessibility of polyethylenes with sulfonate groups is very limited. Sulfonation of

polyethylene is accompanied by chain scission due to the strongly oxidizing conditions, and the
resulting microstructures are uncontrolled.74, 75, 132 In contrast, very defined microstructures with
the periodic placement of sulfonate groups along a PE chain can be obtained by acyclic diene
metathesis (ADMET) polymerization and subsequent hydrogenation. Regular placement of
pendant acid groups at sufficient distance (21 carbons) induces folded chain conformations at the
acid group to form layers of acid (or ionic) groups embedded between hexagonally packed PE
crystallites.83, 89, 133, 134 For the case of hydrated sulfonic acid groups, proton conductivity is very
promising.89 In aqueous dispersions, ADMET-derived polymers exhibit similar folded chain
conformations in nanoscale single crystals.1 The nanoparticle cores are crystalline PE segments
leading to a distinct particle shape and thickness, while the carboxylate functional groups reside at
the surface and provide colloidal stability. Unfortunately, the multistep synthesis of the ADMET
monomers, particularly sulfonate-substituted ADMET monomers, limits scalability.
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This chapter reports an alternative synthetic approach to produce sulfonated PE-like ionomers
via melt polycondensation of PE-telechelic diols and sulfonate diesters. Additionally, acid and
amine-containing PE-like polyesters were synthesized via melt polycondensation and subsequent
post-polymerization modification by click reactions. The required telechelic building blocks have
recently become available through an entirely catalytic scalable ‘chain-doubling’ of common fatty
acids.3 This work provides fundamental insights for designing solid polymer electrolytes using
nanostructured ionomers with long nonpolar units and short strongly interacting ionic units.
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3.2 Results and Discussion
Long-chain aliphatic polyesters with PE-like solid-state structures and properties66, 135, 136 have
been obtained by solution or melt polycondensation protocols similar to those for shorter chain
monomers.65, 137 The use of ionic monomers in melt polycondensation was often limited to polar
polymers by their low miscibility.138,

139

To overcome this constraint when using long apolar

polyethylene telechelics, two synthetic strategies were applied: 1) melt polycondensation was
facilitated by reducing the polarity of the monomer with a large alkylammonium cation, specifically
the dimethyl sulfosuccinate monomer with a tetrabutylammonium cation, and 2) synthesis of
reactive polymers with double and triple bonds and subsequent post-polymerization
functionalization via click reactions.

3.2.1 Synthesis of Ionic Polymers from Tetrabutylammonium
Sulfosuccinate
The tetrabutylammonium salt of dimethyl sulfosuccinate was polymerized with long-chain
aliphatic diols by melt polycondensation. Ion exchange of the formed polymers (PES23NBu4 and
PES48NBu4) for alkali ions yielded the corresponding Li, Na, and Cs salts PES23M with M = Li,
Na, Cs and PES48M with M = Na, Cs 75%/NBu4 25% (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Synthesis scheme for PES polymers.
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Synthesis of tetrabutylammonium dimethyl sulfosuccinate (NBu4DSS)
Starting from sodium dimethyl sulfosuccinate which was synthesized analog to the procedure
by Srilakshmi et al.140, the sodium cation was exchanged by tetrabutylammonium via the
sulfosuccinic acid using the strongly acidic ion-exchange resin Dowex 50W X8 and subsequent
neutralization with tetrabutylammonium hydroxide. Note that other sodium dialkyl sulfosuccinates
are available commercially. In this case, the methyl ester was favored due to the easier removal of
the generated alcohol during polycondensation. The 1H NMR spectrum of the resulting
tetrabutylammonium dimethyl sulfosuccinate (NBu4DSS) shows a ratio of sulfosuccinate to
tetrabutylammonium counterion of 1:1 (Figure 3.2). The melting point of the sulfosuccinate was
lowered from over 200 °C for the sodium salt to 62 °C for the tetrabutylammonium salt. The
crystallization of NBu4DSS was found to be slow, and, thus, no crystallization and no melting in
the second heating cycle was observed in DSC (Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.2. 1H NMR spectrum of tetrabutylammonium dimethyl sulfosuccinate in DMSO-d6.
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Figure 3.3. DSC traces of tetrabutylammonium dimethyl sulfosuccinate at a heating and cooling
rate of 10 °C/min, first heating (black), cooling (red) and second heating (blue).

Polycondensations with NBu4DSS
Polycondensation of NBu4DSS with tricosane-1,23-diol and octatetracontane-1,48-diol (both
generated from erucic acid2, 3) under classical melt conditions yielded PES23NBu4 and
PES48NBu4, respectively. Due to the asymmetric character of the sulfosuccinate monomer which
can be incorporated into the polymer chain in two different orientations, nearly precise polymers
are obtained. The 1H NMR spectra show signals at 3.58, 3.59 (E1 & E1’) and 3.42 ppm (E2)
corresponding to the end groups of the polymers, that are the two methyl esters from the different
orientations of the diester monomer and the methylene group adjacent to the alcohol (Figure 3.4
and Figure 7.2). From these end groups and the backbone signal at 3.99 ppm (B), degrees of
polymerization (DPn) of 46 for PES23NBu4 and 29 for PES48Bu4 were calculated corresponding
to molecular weights (Mn) of 1.7 × 104 g mol-1 for both polymers. GPC analysis in DMSO vs.
PMMA standards revealed apparent molecular weights (Mn) of 4.2 × 104 g mol-1 and
4.5 × 104 g mol-1, respectively, and nominal dispersities (ĐM = Mw/Mn) of 1.24 and 1.13 (Table
3.1, Figure 7.26 and Figure 7.27). Note that for both polymers two batches with similar molecular
weights were synthesized and used for further analyses.
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Figure 3.4. Exemplary 1H NMR spectrum of PES23NBu4 in d6-DMSO at 388 K for the
determination of the molecular weight.

Table 3.1. Overview of PESxNBu4 polymers and their molecular weights.

Mn, NMR

Mn, GPCa

PES23NBu4 46

1.7

4.2

1.24

PES48NBu4 29

1.7

4.5

1.13

polymer

a

DPn, NMR

4

(10 g/mol) (104 g/mol)

ĐM

in DMSO (+ 0.1 M LiCl + 5 g/L acetic acid) at 80 °C vs. PMMA standards

Ion exchange of PESxNBu4 polymers
For PES23NBu4, the lithium, sodium and cesium analogs, PES23Li, PES23Na, and
PES23Cs, respectively, and for PES48NBu4, the sodium and cesium analogs, PES48Na and
PES48Cs, respectively, were obtained by dispersing the polymer in the corresponding aqueous
alkali chloride solution. After filtration, washing, and drying of the polymer, 1H NMR revealed
quantitative conversion to the alkali salt for PES23M with M = Li, Na, Cs (Figure 7.4 to Figure
7.6). After dispersing the polymer twice, PES48NBu4 showed a conversion to the cesium salt of
about 75% (PES48Cs75/NBu425) (Figure 7.8). For PES48Na, the polymer was dispersed four
times, resulting in virtually complete cation exchange and only traces of remaining NBu4+
counterions (Figure 7.7). The degree of polymerization remained uncompromised upon the
exchange of ions as observed by 1H NMR. This indicates that the polymers are stable against
hydrolysis under the neutral conditions employed. All NMR spectra and full assignment of the
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polymers in 1H NMR (and 13C NMR for PES48NBu4) are shown in the appendix (Figure 7.1 to
Figure 7.8).

3.2.2 Synthesis of Functional Polymers by Click Reactions
Click reactions are defined to be simple and highly selective. Therefore, they can overcome the
limitations of post-polymerization reactions of low solubility and low polymer dynamics.141-144 Two
well-known click reactions are the thiol-ene and the azide-alkyne click reactions.
For thiol-ene click reactions, polymers bearing reactive carbon-carbon double bonds were
prepared via two synthetic routes: 1) polycondensation of dimethyl itaconate with long-chain
aliphatic diols in the melt (PEI polymers, Figure 3.5) and 2) polycondensation of allyl substituted
propanediol with activated long-chain aliphatic diesters in solution (PEA polymers, Figure 3.6).
For azide-alkyne click reactions, a polymer bearing reactive alkynes was prepared by
polycondensation of propargyl substituted propanediol with activated long-chain aliphatic diesters
in solution (PEP polymers, Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.5. Synthesis scheme for PEI polymers.
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Figure 3.6. Synthesis scheme for PEA polymers.

Figure 3.7. Synthesis scheme for PEP polymers.

Melt polycondensations with dimethyl itaconate
By melt polycondensation of dimethyl itaconate with 1,12-dodecanediol, 1,19-nonadecanediol
(generated from oleic acid2), 1,23-tricosanediol or 1,48-octateracontanediol, the polymers PEI12,
PEI19, PEI23, and PEI48 were formed, respectively. Due to its low boiling point, the dimethyl
itaconate monomer was used in excess for PEI19, PEI23 and PEI48 and the excess removed
during the condensation under reduced pressure. To avoid a cross-linking of the double bonds
during the polymerization, 4-methoxyphenol (MEHQ) was added as a radical scavenging agent. In
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addition, a maximum temperature of 130 °C was applied for PEI12, PEI19 and PEI23 and 160 °C
for PEI48.
In the 1H NMR spectrum of PEI19, polymer end groups are observed at 3.77 and 3.70 ppm
(E1, E1’) and at 3.63 ppm (E2) corresponding to the methyl esters and the methylene group adjacent
to the alcohol (Figure 3.8). For PEI12, only the alcohol end-group E2 is observed because
stoichiometric amounts of dimethyl itaconate were used. In case of PEI23 and PEI48, only the
end groups E1 and E1’ are observed due to the excessive use of dimethyl itaconate. From the
integral ratio of end group signals to the backbone signals (B) degrees of polymerization (DPn) of
35, 47, 34 and 25 were calculated for PEI12, PEI19, PEI23, and PEI48, respectively.
Corresponding molecular weights range from 0.5 to 1 × 104 g mol-1 (Table 3.2). For PEI19, the
terminal double bond partially isomerized to an internal double bond evidenced by the signals at
6.77 ppm and 2.28 ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum. All NMR spectra and the full assignment of the
polymers in 1H NMR are given in the appendix (Figure 7.9 to Figure 7.12).

Figure 3.8. Exemplary 1H NMR spectrum of PEI19 in CDCl3 for the determination of the
molecular weight.

For PEI12, PEI19 and PEI23, GPC measurements in THF vs. PS standards revealed
molecular weights (Mn) of 1.0 × 104 g mol-1, 1.0 × 104 g mol-1 and 1.4 × 104 g mol-1, respectively
(Table 3.2). For PEI12 and PEI19, a shoulder in the GPC trace to higher molecular weights and
high molecular weight dispersities of over 3 are observed which hint to a partial cross-linking of
these polymers (Figure 7.28 and Figure 7.29). However, the degree of cross-linking was low
enough to be able to fully dissolve the polymers in organic solvents like THF. PEI23, in contrast,
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does not show a shoulder in the GPC trace. Still, a partial cross-linking of PEI23 cannot be
excluded because the sample is filtrated prior to the GPC measurement which can remove small
amounts of swollen high molecular weight parts. PEI48 showed an overall low solubility in THF
and trichlorobenzene (TCB) which excluded in-house GPC measurements.
Table 3.2. Overview of PEIx polymers and their molecular weights.
polymer DPn, NMR

a

Mn, NMR

Mn, GPCa

4

(10 g/mol) (104 g/mol)

ĐM

PEI12

35

0.5

1.0

3.34

PEI19

47

0.9

1.0

3.55

PEI23

34

0.8

1.4

1.89

PEI48

25

1.0

-

-

in THF at 50°C vs. PS standards

Solution polycondensations with allyl or propargyl substituted propanediols
Polycondensation of the activated long-chain diacids nonadecane-1,19-dioic acid or tricosane1,23-dioic acid with 2-allyl-1,3-propanediol or 2-propargyl-1,3-propanediol in solution yielded the
polymers PEA23, PEP19 and PEP23. The diacids were activated with thionyl chloride prior to
the polycondensation to yield the acyl chlorides. The polycondensations were performed in a
toluene solution from which the polymers precipitated in the course of the reaction.
For PEA and PEP polymers, the end-group analysis in 1H NMR was challenging because all
end group signals lay close to or beneath a backbone signal. The methylene group next to the free
acid (E1) was observed at 2.44 ppm and the methylene group next to the ester of the diol end (E2)
was observed at 4.21 ppm for PEA and at 4.25 and 4.27 ppm for PEP polymers (Figure 3.9,
Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15). For the calculation of the molecular weight, it had to be considered
that the 13C satellites of the backbone signals next to the end group signals overlapped with the
end-group signal. Therefore, 1% of the backbone signal integral was subtracted from the end group
signal before calculating the degree of polymerization. In this way, degrees of polymerization of 69
for PEA23, 43 for PEP19 and 25 for PEP23 were calculated with the corresponding molecular
weights (Mn) of 1.6 × 104 g mol-1, 0.9 × 104 g mol-1, and 0.6 × 104 g mol-1, respectively (Table 3.3).
For PEA23, PEP19 and PEP23, GPC measurements in THF vs. PS standards revealed
molecular weights of 1.7 × 104 g mol-1, 2.1 × 104 g mol-1 and 1.3 × 104 g mol-1, respectively (Table
3.3 and Figure 7.31, Figure 7.32 and Figure 7.33). For PEP polymers, the unsymmetrical shape
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of the E2 NMR signal suggests that more signals underlay this end group signal leading to an
underestimation of the molecular weight in NMR compared to GPC (Figure 7.14 and Figure
7.15). The comparison of molecular weights from NMR and apparent molecular weights from
GPC supports this assumption (Table 3.3). Despite the structural similarity between PEA and
PEP polymers, PEA23 showed similar molecular weights in NMR and GPC whereas PEP19 and
PEP23 showed significantly higher apparent molecular weights in GPC compared to NMR.

Figure 3.9. Exemplary 1H NMR spectrum of PEA23 in CDCl3 for the determination of the
molecular weight.

Table 3.3. Overview of PEAx and PEPx polymers and their molecular weights.
polymer DPn, NMR

Mn, NMR

Mn, GPCa

4

(10 g/mol) (104 g/mol)

ĐM

PEA23

69

1.6

1.7

2.30

PEP19

43

0.9

2.1

1.87

PEP23

25

0.6

1.3

2.00

a

in THF at 50 °C vs. PS standards

Thiol-ene click reactions
Several types of thiol-ene click reactions with different reaction pathways and initiators were
probed for applicability and conversion to the desired product. Experiments on the NMR scale
showed that the Michael addition with Me2PPh resulted in an incomplete conversion. Also, the
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photo-initiated radical reaction proved difficult for long-chain polyethylene polymers because
simultaneous heating and illumination was not possible. Thus, the radical thiol-ene click reaction
with AIBN as a thermal initiator was chosen as the preferred method.
The following general procedure for the functionalization by thiol-ene click reaction was
established. The reaction was conducted in chloroform or THF with a 10-fold excess of the thiol
and 0.1 equivalents of AIBN. After three hours at 80-90 °C full conversion of the double bond
was achieved as observed in 1H NMR (Figure 7.16 to Figure 7.22). For PEI48, the concentration
of polymer in solution was decreased due to its low solubility. Simultaneously, the excess of thiol
and the amount of AIBN were increased to maintain their concentration.
Molecular weights were determined either by NMR or GPC (Table 3.4). For NMR spectra
measured in THF-d8, the solvent signals overlap with the ester end-groups. Thus, calculations of
the molecular weights from these spectra was not possible. Additionally, GPC analysis could not
be performed for amine-functionalized polymers due to interactions of the amine functional
groups with the GPC column. PEI48-SC2H4COOH could not be analyzed by GPC due to its low
solubility in the GPC solvents (THF and TCB).
Table 3.4. Overview of PEIx-R and PEAx-R polymers and their molecular weights.

Mn, NMR

Mn, GPCa

46

0.9

-

-

PEI19-SC2H4COOH

-

-

1.8

2.14

PEI19-SC2H4NH2

19

0.4

-

-

PEI23-SC2H4COOH

-

-

2.5

2.79

PEI23-SC2H4NH2

26

0.6

-

-

PEI48-SC2H4COOH

16

0.7

-

-

-

2.1

1.95

polymer

DPn, NMR

PEI12-SC2H4COOH

PEA23-SC2H4COOH a

(104 g/mol) (104 g/mol)

ĐM

in THF at 50 °C vs. PS standards

The comparison of degree of polymerization and molecular weight before and after thiol-ene click
reaction (Table 3.2 and Table 3.4) by NMR remained inconclusive due to the difficult end-group
analysis. A possible degradation of the polymers upon functionalization could still be investigated
by comparing the end-group signals in NMR before and after functionalization. For PEI48 before
functionalization, only ester end-groups were observed (Figure 7.12). Upon degradation of the
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polymer, a signal for the hydroxy end-groups would be expected at 3.63 ppm in the 1H NMR
spectrum of PEI48-SC2H4COOH which is not the case (Figure 7.21). In contrast, for PEI23SC2H4NH2 the hydroxy end groups were observed after functionalization (not present before)
which indicates a partial degradation of the polymer during the thiol-ene click reaction. A possible
degradation mechanism is the formation of an amide group from the amine leading to an ester
cleavage in the polymer backbone similar to the mechanism described by Lv et al.145
Azide-alkyne click reaction
The azide-alkyne click reaction of PEP19 with 2-azidoacetic acid was performed successfully
with copper(I) iodide as the catalyst. A complete conversion of the alkyne group was achieved, and
all expected signals could be assigned to the polymer in 1H NMR spectra (Figure 7.23). The
unfavorable positions of the end groups in the NMR spectra and the low solubility of the polymer
in most solvents rendered the determination of the molecular weight challenging.

3.2.3 Synthesis of Non-Ionic Polyesters
For comparison to the ionic polymers, non-ionic polyesters from dimethyl succinate were
prepared (Figure 3.10). Melt polycondensation of dimethyl succinate with 1,23-tricosanediol and
1,48-octatretracontanediol yielded the polyesters PE23 and PE48, respectively. Dimethyl succinate
was used in a 1.5-fold excess. Due to its low boiling point, the excess could be removed during
condensation converging to a stoichiometric monomer ratio.

Figure 3.10. Synthesis scheme for the polyesters PE23 and PE48.

In the 1H NMR spectrum, exclusively methyl ester end groups (3.71 ppm) are observed and
degrees of polymerization of 54 for PE23 and 29 for PE48 were calculated from the end groups
corresponding to molecular weights (Mn) of 1.2 × 104 g mol-1 and 1.1 × 104 g mol-1, respectively
(Figure 7.24 and Figure 7.25). GPC analyses revealed the same molecular weights as the end
group analyses from NMR and dispersities of ~2 as expected for a step-growth polymerization
(Table 3.5, Figure 7.37 and Figure 7.38).
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Table 3.5. Overview of PEx polymers and their molecular weights.
polymer DPn, NMR

a

Mn, NMR

Mn, GPC

4

(10 g/mol) (104 g/mol)

ĐM

PE23

54

1.2

1.2

2.04

PE48

29

1.1

1.1

1.71

in TCB or DCB at 160 °C vs. PE standards

3.2.4 Thermal Properties and Morphologies of Non-Ionic Polymers
and Polymers Functionalized by Click Reactions
The thermal properties of the non-ionic polymers PEx, PEIx, PEAx, and PEPx were
investigated by DSC. All polymers are semicrystalline and exhibit a single melting point above room
temperature. With increasing length of the hydrocarbon chain, the peak melting point (Tm) of the
polymer increases (Figure 3.11 and Table 3.6). Additionally, the melting point decreases with the
increasing length of the side chain. PEx polymers exhibit the highest melting points compared to
PEIx, PEAx and PEPx polymers due to the lack of side chains.

Figure 3.11. Peak melting points (Tm) of PEIx, PEPx, PEAx, and PEx polymers and linear
polyethylene for comparison66 vs. the proportion of hydrocarbons in the polymer backbone.
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A correlation was also observed between the hydrocarbon chain length and the heat of fusion
(ΔHm) which is a measure for the degree of crystallinity of a polymer. Within a class of polymers,
the degree of crystallinity increases with increasing hydrocarbon chain length. Only PEI48 exhibits
a lower melt enthalpy than PEI23 although a higher degree of crystallinity would be expected due
to the longer hydrocarbon chains. This can be attributed to defects in the polymer structure like
partial cross-linking that lower the degree of crystallinity significantly (Table 3.6).
Table 3.6. Thermal properties from DSC of PEIx, PEAx, PEPx, and PEx polymers.
polymer Tm (°C) Tc (°C) ΔHm (J/g)
PEI12

41.9

-7.5

45

PEI19

56.9

49.2

107

PEI23

70.9

62.3

130

PEI48

102.4

86.3

87

PEA23

60.3

53.1

115

PEP19

47.5

40.9

76

PEP23

66.5

57.6

114

PE23

94.9

76.5

133

PE48

114.7

97.8

143

Table 3.7. Thermal properties from DSC of PEIx-R, PEAx-R, and PEPx-R polymers.
polymer

Tm (°C) Tc (°C) ΔHm (J/g)

PEI19-SC2H4COOH

60.1

44.5

86

PEI19-SC2H4NH2

77.3

62.0

86

PEI23-SC2H4COOH

72.3

61.9

93

PEI23-SC2H4NH2

90.2

72.5

93

PEI48-SC2H4COOH

108.7

96.7

83

PEA23-SC2H4COOH

67.5

60.7

88

PEP19-N3CH2COOH 87.8

79.7

76
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After functionalization, the PEIx, PEAx, and PEPx polymers still exhibit a semicrystalline
morphology with a single melting point but a slightly higher peak melting point (Tm) and a lower
heat of fusion (ΔHm) (Table 3.7). Interactions of the functional groups (e.g. hydrogen bonding)
increase the melting point whereas the crystallinity reflected by the heat of fusion is reduced
through the addition of side chains.
By powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), the crystal
structures of the non-ionic polymers PE23, PE48, and PEI23 and the functionalized polymer
PEI23-SC2H4COOH were analyzed.
The PXRDs of PE23 and PE48 show two crystalline peaks at q = 1.52 Å-1 and 1.68 Å-1 which
correspond to an orthorhombic crystal structure of the PE chains (Figure 3.12a).146 In the low q
range PE23 exhibits two peaks at q = 0.20 Å-1 and 0.39 Å-1 and PE48 exhibits two peaks at
q = 0.12 Å-1 and 0.21 Å-1 (Figure 3.12b). These peaks suggest a layered structure with interlayer
distances of 31 Å for PE23 and 60 Å for PE48 as calculated from the first-order peak by 𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 =
2𝜋
𝑞∗

.

Figure 3.12. PXRD (black) and SAXS (blue) data of PE23 and PE48. (a) shows the full data range
and (b) shows details of the low and high q regions. The numbers at q = 0.06-0.7 Å-1 refer to the q
ratios of the peak positions relative to the primary peak q*. The labels ortho at q > 1.3 Å-1 represent
the orthorhombic PE backbone crystal structure.
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For PEI23 and PEI23-SC2H4COOH, both polymers exhibit one crystalline peak at
q = 1.53 Å-1 for PEI23 and q = 1.50 Å-1 for PEI23-SC2H4COOH which indicates a hexagonal
packing of the polyethylene chains (Figure 3.13).146 The functional groups of the polymers form
disordered aggregates as indicated by the broad amorphous peaks at q = 0.20 Å-1 for PEI23 and
q = 0.19 Å-1 for PEI23-SC2H4COOH.
Despite the small difference in the polymer microstructure between PE23 and PEI23, they
exhibit totally different crystal structures. Furthermore, the crystal structure of PEI23 did not
change upon functionalization. Most likely, the crystallization in PEI23 is hampered by a partial
cross-linking of the polymer structure which occurred as a side reaction during melt
polycondensation as discussed in chapter 3.2.2.

Figure 3.13. PXRD (black) and SAXS (blue) data of PEI23 and PEI23-SC2H4COOH. The label
hex represents the hexagonal PE backbone crystal structure.

3.2.5 Thermal Properties and Morphologies of PES Polymers
The in-depth analysis of polymer morphologies and thermal properties was done by Lu Yan
in the group of Karen Winey at the University of Pennsylvania. The results were published in two
journal articles.147, 148
Thermal properties and morphologies of ultra-long-chain PES48 polymers
For all PES48 polymers, two thermal transitions during both heating and cooling were
observed in DSC (Figure 3.14 and Table 3.8). Multiple thermal transitions have been reported
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recently in monodisperse polyethylene-based telechelic molecules and precise polyacetals, which
arise from an alkyl backbone crystal structure transition and the melting of the crystals.63, 149 These
sulfonate-containing ionomers with long alkyl units exhibit similar thermal transitions, specifically,
the 48-carbon alkyl backbone exhibits a crystal-to-crystal structural transition below the melting
temperature. Thus, the thermal transitions are labeled as Texo and Tendo, rather than simply Tc and
Tm. The structural underpinnings for these thermal transitions will be detailed using X-ray
scattering.
In addition to DSC measurements, DMA measurements were performed on PES48NBu4 to
determine the glass transition temperature (Tg). A temperature sweep from -50 to 80 °C was
performed and the maximum in tan δ at 28 °C was attributed to the glass transition temperature
(Tg = 28 °C) (Figure 3.15).

Figure 3.14. DSC traces of PES48NBu4, PES48Cs75/NBu425, and PES48Na in the second
cycle at 10 °C min-1 ramp rate (endothermic up).
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Table 3.8. Materials information and thermal transitions from DSC for PES48NBu4,
PES48Cs75/NBu425, and PES48Na.
polymers

PES48NBu4

cation
radius (Å)
4.94150

fpolara

0.36

PES48Cs75/
NBu425

1.81151

0.23

PES48Na

1.16151

0.16

Texo (°C) Tendo (°C)

type of alkyl chain phase
transition

-

80

monoclinic/orthorhombic ↔
hexagonal

95

103

hexagonal ↔ amorphous

91

96

orthorhombic ↔ hexagonal

123

148

hexagonal ↔ amorphous

90

95

orthorhombic ↔ hexagonal

120

140

hexagonal ↔ amorphous

a

Volume fraction of the sulfosuccinate units calculated based on the Van der Waals volume via the
Chemicalize software.

Figure 3.15. DMA traces of PES48NBu4 with a heating rate of 2 °C/min.

The hierarchical morphologies of the isotropic bulk polymers were investigated through X-ray
scattering across a wide range of q (0.002-2 Å-1). Driven by the crystallization of the long alkyl units,
all three polymers are semicrystalline at room temperature.
The sharp crystalline peaks and broad amorphous peaks in the wide-angle X-ray scattering
(q = 1.4-1.7 Å-1) data demonstrate the semicrystallinity of these polymers (Figure 3.16). At room
temperature, the two crystal peaks in PES48NBu4 at q = 1.38 and 1.50 Å-1, resembling the
reflections from PE monoclinic phase (space group C2/m, chain axis along the b axis) with
q(001) = 1.31 Å-1, q(200) = 1.55 Å-1.152 In polyethylene, the monoclinic crystal phase is typically found
in co-existence with an orthorhombic phase,24 (space group Pnam, and chain axis along the c axis)
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scattering pattern having q(110) = 1.52 Å-1, and q(200) = 1.70 Å-1.153,

154

Here, we notice that the

reflection at q = 1.50 Å-1 in PES48NBu4 exhibits larger intensity than that at q = 1.38 Å-1 and an
additional peak at q = 1.68 Å-1 is consistent with {200} reflection in the PE orthorhombic
structure. Thus, we conclude that there is a co-existence of monoclinic and orthorhombic phases
in PES48NBu4. The two crystal peaks (q = 1.51 and 1.66 Å-1) for PES48Cs75/NBu425 and the
two peaks (q = 1.51 and 1.67 Å-1) for PES48Na resemble the PE orthorhombic structure,153 with
the corresponding lattice parameters are provided in Table 3.9. The monoclinic packing order of
the PE backbones in the PES48NBu4 probably arises from lattice expansion to accommodate the
large NBu4+ cation. The semicrystallinity is further evidenced by a broad peak at 0.022 Å-1 in
PES48Cs75/NBu425 and 0.053 Å-1 in PES48Na from the Lorentz-corrected SAXS plot (Figure
7.40). These features correspond to the intercrystallite scattering of the crystalline-amorphous
stacks in semicrystalline polymers (λlong
PES48Na.

155-157

period

): 285 Å in PES48Cs75/NBu425 and 121 Å in

The fact that no clear peak in this q-range is found in PES48NBu4 suggests that

the amorphous-crystalline contrast is insufficient or the interlayer spacing is poorly defined due to
small crystalline size or substantial heterogeneity.

Figure 3.16. Room temperature X-ray scattering profiles of melt-pressed PES48NBu4,
PES48Cs75/NBu425, and PES48Na films. The numbers at q = 0.06-0.7 Å-1 refer to the q ratios
of the peak positions relative to the primary peak q*. The labels ortho and mono at q > 1.3 Å-1
represent the orthorhombic and monoclinic PE backbone crystal structures. Data were shifted
vertically for clarity.
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Table 3.9. Structural information on bulk PES48NBu4, PES48Cs75/NBu425, and PES48Na.

polymers

lattice
parameters (Å)

ionic aggregate distances (Å)

a

b

c

layered

hexagonal

disordered

mono

8.32

-

4.52

ortho

7.48

5.00

-

50

-

-

235

90

hex

4.97

-

-

49

-

-

246

130

amorph

-

-

-

-

-

38.0

-

30

ortho

7.56

4.98

-

65

-

-

1077

130

hex

4.92

-

-

65

-

-

839

150

amorph

-

-

-

-

45

-

-

30

ortho

7.52

5.01

-

60

-

-

897

110

hex

4.80

-

-

60

-

-

600

T

(°C)

30
PES48NBu4

PES48Cs75/
NBu425

PES48Na

PE unit
structurea

correlation
length of
ionic
layers (𝝃)
(Å)b

130
amorph
42
hex, ortho denote that the alkyl segments crystallize on monoclinic, hexagonal, and orthorhombic,
respectively. Amorph indicates that the alkyl segments are amorphous. bSize along the layered ionic
aggregate normal direction, calculated from FWHM of q*.
aMono,

The series of peaks in the intermediate q-range of 0.06-0.7 Å-1 with the order of q/q* = 1, 2, 3,
4, etc., indicate that the ionic groups in these polymer microphases separate into stacks of layers
(Figure 3.16). As with previously studied precise acid- and ion-containing polyethylenes
synthesized by ADMET, the crystallization of the long alkyl unit of precisely 48 CH2 units in these
PES48 ionomers produces layered aggregates.78, 83, 88, 89, 133, 158 The primary layer peak in PES48NBu4
(q* = 0.13 Å-1) indicates an interlayer spacing (dlayer) of 50 Å at room temperature. The scattering
from PES48Cs75/NBu425 and PES48Na have q* = 0.098 and 0.104 Å-1 with dlayer = 65 and 60 Å,
respectively. Interestingly, the average layer-to-layer distance in PES48NBu4 is 23 and 17% smaller
than in PES48Cs75/NBu425 and PES48Na, respectively, although NBu4+ is 4- to 6-fold larger
than Cs+ and Na+ in diameter. We attribute this to the fact that the alkyl units in PES48NBu4
adopt a larger chain tilt angle relative to the layer normal to accommodate the bulky NBu 4+
cations.23, 63
The extent of the layered structure normal to the layers (𝜉) is estimated according to the
2𝜋

Scherrer equation: 𝜉 = ∆𝑞 , where ∆𝑞 is the FWHM of the 1st order layer peak (Table 3.9). Thus,
at room temperature, an average of 4 ionic layers is stacked in each crystallite in PES48NBu4 and
14-16 layers in the crystallites of PES48Cs75/NBu425 and PES48Na due to the stronger
electrostatic force between the SO3- and the smaller cations compared to NBu4+. As the crystal
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phases transform from orthorhombic to hexagonal in PES48Cs75/NBu425 and PES48Na upon
heating, the correlation lengths of ionic layers decrease, suggesting a decrease in the crystal order.
Note that the room-temperature correlation lengths of ionic layers in PES48Cs75/NBu425
(𝜉 = 1077 Å) and PES48Na (𝜉 = 840 Å) are much larger than the long period in
PES48Cs75/NBu425 (λlong period = 285 Å) and PES48Na (λlong period = 121 Å). Thus, the ionic layers
cannot be in-plane with the crystal plane but are instead transverse to the crystallite plane.84 In these
precise polyethylene sulfonates, the backbones cannot extend through the ionic layers, because the
large pendant sulfonate groups, especially the one with the bulky NBu4+ cations, cannot be
accommodated in the densely packed alkyl units. Previous experimental studies and all-atom
molecular dynamic simulations of precise PEs support the presence of chain-folding
conformations at the pendant acid groups.83, 89, 133 Thus, we conclude that the three polymers studied
herein have chain-folded conformations that exclude the sulfonate groups from the crystallites
comprised of alkyl chains. Furthermore, this motif produces layered ionic aggregates that are
stacked transverse to the amorphous-crystalline layers.
To elucidate the polymer morphology evolution as a function of temperature, X-ray scattering
was collected in situ between room temperature and 170 °C. Figure 3.17 shows the X-ray scattering
data of PES48NBu4, PES48Cs75/NBu425, and PES48Na at three selected temperatures from
the second heating. All morphological transitions are fully reversible in these materials, as
evidenced by the complete X-ray scattering data during the cooling and second heating at each
measured temperature (Figure 7.41).
The alkyl backbones in PES48NBu4 exhibit a mixture of the monoclinic and orthorhombic
crystal structures at 30 °C, as discussed above. When the temperature increases to 90 °C, the [001]
and [200] reflections from the monoclinic crystal phase and [110] and [200] reflections from the
orthorhombic phase merge into a single peak at q = 1.40 Å-1, indicating that the alkyl chains are
packed on a hexagonal lattice. An orthorhombic to hexagonal crystal structure transition prior to
melting has been observed in polyethylene, which could be due to the introduction of chain ends
in the crystallites that facilitate chain rotation.146, 154, 159, 160 The crystal phase transition only slightly
affects the interlayer distances (Figure 7.42). Further increasing the temperature to 130 °C, the
alkyl backbones become fully amorphous as evidenced by the broad amorphous peak at
q = 1.35 Å-1. Accompanied by the melting of the polymer backbones, the layered ionic aggregates
transit into a liquid-like packing (daggregate = 37.85 Å) in the amorphous polymer matrix indicated by
the single peak at q = 0.17 Å-1. Thus, we attribute the thermal transition at ~80 °C in DSC of
PES48NBu4 to a crystal structure transition between the mixed monoclinic and orthorhombic
phases and the hexagonal phase, and the exo/endothermal peak at ~100 °C arises from the
hexagonal/amorphous melting transition of the alkyl backbone.
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Figure 3.17. X-ray scattering of bulk (a) PES48NBu4, (b) PES48Cs75/NBu425, and (c)
PES48Na at selected temperatures during the second heating. Black triangles and diamonds
represent peaks from layered or hexagonal ionic aggregate morphologies. Ortho, hex, and mono
represent orthorhombic, hexagonal, and monoclinic crystal structures of the alkyl backbone
segments, respectively.

The PES48Cs75/NBu425 and PES48Na ionomers also exhibit crystal-to-crystal phase
transitions of the alkyl segments, specifically from orthorhombic to hexagonal, while maintaining
the layered ionic aggregates, Figure 3.17 and Table 3.8. Interestingly, the melting transitions in
PES48Cs75/NBu425 and PES48Na ionomers are accompanied by order-to-order transitions of
the ionic aggregate morphologies. Unlike PES48NBu4 which exhibits a disordered ionic aggregate
morphology in the melt, the ionic groups in PES48Cs75/NBu425 and PES48Na have hexagonal
symmetry at temperatures above Tm of the alkyl units. Hexagonal symmetry correlates to X-ray
peaks with q/q* = 1, √3, √4, see Figure 3.17b, c. The average distances between the ionic
aggregates (ahex) are 45 Å (q* = 0.16 Å-1) and 41 Å (q* = 0.18 Å-1) for PES48Cs75/NBu425 and
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PES48Na, respectively. At 120 °C, PES48Na exhibits co-existence of the layered and hexagonal
symmetry, as indicated by the triangles and diamonds in Figure 3.17c.
Figure 3.18 summarizes the hierarchical polymer morphology as a function of temperature
including both the alkyl chain packing order (symbols) and the ionic aggregate morphology
(shading). The long alkyl segments in the three polymers exhibit monoclinic/orthorhombic to
hexagonal to amorphous structural transitions with increasing temperature. At temperatures below
Tm, the sulfosuccinate units in the three polymers form stacks of ionic layers within the crystalline
lamellae. When the alkyl chains melt, the sulfosuccinate units in PES48NBu4 aggregate in a liquidlike structure, in contrast to the hexagonal packing in PES48Cs75/NBu425 and PES48Na. For
PES48Na, the transformation from layered to hexagonal aggregate occurs between ~100 and
~130 °C during heating (Figure 7.41c). If we qualitatively assume that decreasing the counterion
sizes is analog to a simple decrease in fpolar (Table 3.8), this phase diagram is reminiscent of the
conventional 𝜒N vs f phase diagram of diblock co-polymers. Furthermore, varying the counterion
size gives rise to a change in the strength of electrostatic interaction. The strong ionic binding
affinity between the Na+ or Cs+ and SO3- also plays a role in preventing the ionic aggregate’s
transition from layers directly into a disordered state. The precise spacing between the polar groups
further promotes them to assemble into a hexagonal symmetry. Thus, counterion size in the PES48
ionomers leads to a large alteration in the ionic aggregate morphologies.

Figure 3.18. Morphology diagram of bulk PES48NBu4, PES48Cs75/NBu425, and PES48Na
during second heating. Red circle, blue hexagon, green diamonds, and black squares represent
amorphous, hexagonal, monoclinic, and orthorhombic structures of the alkyl backbones,
respectively. Letters L, H, and D represent layered, hexagonally packed, and disordered ionic
aggregate morphologies.
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Figure 3.19. (a) TEM image and (b) number-weighted size distribution measured by DLS of
PES48Na nanocrystals.

The crystallization of the long alkyl segments also determines the structures of these ionicsubstituted polymers in dispersion. When PES48Na is dispersed in a mixture of DMSO and water
under ultrasonication, the polymer forms self-stabilized nanoparticles. TEM reveals anisotropic
platelet-like particles with a defined thickness of ~6 nm (Figure 3.19a). This agrees very well with
the interlayer distance measured by X-ray scattering for bulk PES48Na (60 Å) and suggests a
chain-folded polymer conformation in these nanoparticles with a PE-like crystalline core between
outer layers of sulfonate groups. The lateral size, which is mostly determined by the preparation
procedure, ranges from 10 to 20 nm with a small portion of larger particles (Figure 7.43). Further
estimation of the particle size by single-angle DLS yields a number-weighted size of 4 nm (Figure
3.19b).
Similar nanoparticles of precise PE telechelics will be investigated in the following two chapters
4 and 5 also showing a crystalline structure of the polyethylene core.
Thermal properties and morphologies of long-chain PES23 polymers
Table 3.10 summarizes the basic physical and thermal properties of the PES23 polymers. The
volume fractions of the polar sulfosuccinate units, which were calculated through the van der Waals
volume using Chemicalize software, increase from 0.28 to 0.53 when the cation size increases from
Li+ to NBu4+. Driven by the crystallization tendency of the long PE unit, all PES23 polymers are
semicrystalline at room temperature and exhibit a melting temperature as evidenced by DSC
(Figure 3.20). Due to the slow crystal growth rates in PES23Li, a 1 °C/min cooling rate was used
to observe crystallization. PES23Na crystallizes even more slowly and exhibits a melting point
after 3 days at room temperature. The melting temperatures (Tm) of PES23Li, PES23Na, and
PES23Cs are 120-130 °C, while the Tm is significantly lower for PES23NBu4 (32 °C). This
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indicates that the large ammonium cation significantly impedes the dense packing of the PE
segments into crystallites. Interestingly, PES23Li and PES23Na show an additional thermal
transition at 176 and 194 °C, respectively, that will be explored by in situ X-ray scattering.
In addition, PES23NBu4 observes a glass transition at Tg = -2 °C as evidenced by the peak in
tan δ in the DMA measurement (Figure 3.21).
In the previous chapter, we investigated the morphology of the ultra-long-chain PES48
polymers. The ionic groups in those polymers self-assemble into stacks of ionic layers embedded
in the PE crystallites and the ionic layers transform into hexagonal symmetry upon the melting of
the PE units. Remarkably, new bicontinuous gyroid structures form in PES23Li, PES23Na, and
PES23Cs at elevated temperatures. Figure 3.22 displays the small-angle X-ray scattering data of
PES23Li at 150 °C. The Bragg peaks at √6𝑞*, √8𝑞*, √14𝑞*, √16𝑞*, √20𝑞*, √22𝑞*, √24𝑞*,
√26𝑞* correspond to the (211), (220), (321), (400), (420), (332), (422), and (431) reflections of a
𝐼𝑎3̅𝑑 gyroid phase with a cubic unit cell dimension of a = 75.8 Å.
Details regarding the peak positions are provided in Table 7.1. Note that the volume fraction
of the polar block with the Li+ cation is 0.27, which is similar to the volume fraction of amorphous
diblock copolymers exhibit the bicontinuous gyroid morphology. This is the first report, to the
best our knowledge, that a 3D interconnected ionic aggregate morphology has been identified
experimentally in a neat ionomer, i.e. without added solvent or salt.
Table 3.10. Materials information and thermal transitions from DSC for PES23Li, PES23Na,
PES23Cs, and PES23NBu4.
polymer

PES23Li

𝒇𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒂𝒓 a

0.27

cation size
(Å)
0.76

138

Tendo
(°C)b

Texo
(°C)

type of morphology
transitione

123.1c

90.1

LAY - GYR

175.9

168.1

GYR- HEX

126.6d

-

LAY - GYR

193.7

153.4

GYR- HEX

PES23Na

0.27

1.02

PES23Cs

0.29

1.67

139.3

120.5

LAY - GYR

4.94161

31.9

29.6

LAY - DIS

PES23NBu4 0.52
a

The volume fraction of the sulfosuccinate units. bThe thermal transition temperatures according
to DSC typically measured at 10 °C/min. cPES23Li was measured at a ramp rate of 1 °C/min.
d
The melting temperature of PES23Na is measured three days after the 1st cycle due to the slow
crystallization. eLAY, GYR, HEX, and DIS represents layered, gyroid, hexagonal, and disordered
ionic aggregate morphologies, respectively.
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Figure 3.20. DSC thermograms of (a) PES23Li, (b) PES23Na, (c) PES23Cs, and (d)
PES23NBu4. The data for PES23Li was taken at a ramp rate of 1 °C/min. For PES23, the dark
blue data are from the second cycle after erasing the thermal history and the light blue data is the
first heating ramp after 3 days at room temperature. The arrows indicate temperature ramping
direction. The thermal transition temperatures and the corresponding enthalpies are as labeled.

Figure 3.21. DMA traces of PES23NBu4 with a heating rate of 2 °C/min.
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Figure 3.22. Small-angle X-ray scattering profile of PES23Li at 150 °C exhibits the 𝐼𝑎3̅𝑑 cubical
gyroid phase. The ratios of the Bragg peaks are labeled.

Figure 3.23. In situ X-ray scattering profiles of (a) PES23Li, (b) PES23Na, (c) PES23Cs, and (d)
PES23NBu4 at selected temperatures during the second heating. Data are shifted vertically for
clarity. Ratios of the Bragg peaks are as labeled. [100]hex denotes that the PE blocks are packed on
a hexagonal lattice leading to the [100] Bragg reflection. Complete in situ X-ray scattering data from
heating and cooling cycles are available in Figure 7.46 and indicate full reversibility.
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To further investigate the stability of the gyroid phase, in situ X-ray scattering was used to study
the morphologies and thermal transitions. Figure 3.23 shows the small- and wide-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS and WAXS) data from the four PES23 polymers at selected temperatures during
heating. All the morphological transformations within the measured temperature range are fully
reversible (Figure 7.46).
At 30 °C, all four polymers exhibit a single crystalline peak at q ≈ 1.5 Å-1 indicating that the
long PE blocks crystallize on a hexagonal lattice. The hexagonal crystal phase was observed in
linear PEs at elevated temperatures with q(100) = 1.48 Å-1 and ahex = 4.88 Å25, 146 and was recently
identified in a series of precise acid- and ion-containing polyethylenes.83, 89, 133 Unit cell parameters
of the hexagonal lattice are provided in Table 7.2. The pendant sulfonate groups are packed into
stacks of layers as evidenced by the Bragg reflections in the small q-range with position ratios (q/q*)
of 1:2:3:4 and layer-to-layer distances (dlayer) of ~35-38 Å (Table 3.11). The hexagonal packing of
the backbones and a tight chain folding conformation have been elucidated previously in our
studies on three precise ion- and acid-functionalized polyethylenes.83, 89, 133 Thus, it is reasonable to
infer that the PES23 polymers adopt a similar chain folding motif at the polar block to allow the
ionic groups to form layers. This polymer conformation satisfies the attractive interactions
between polar groups (SO3-M+) while allowing the PE segments to crystallize. Further evidence
for this morphology includes the dlayer values observed for the PES23 polymers, which are
consistent with an all-trans monomeric backbone (35.2 Å), the sulfonate/cation size, and varying
degrees of chain tilt.
Upon heating above the first thermal transition temperature, the crystalline peak at q ≈ 1.5 Å-1
disappears, and a broad amorphous halo related to the average backbone-to-backbone spacing
appears between 1.3 and 1.4 Å-1, indicating the melting of the PE crystallites (Figure 3.23).
Accompanying this PE melting, the ionic aggregates in PES23Li, PES23Na, and PES23Cs
transforms from layered structures to bicontinuous gyroid morphologies exhibiting the 𝐼𝑎3̅𝑑 space
group. The cubic gyroid structures of PES23Na and PES23Cs resemble the one formed in
PES23Li (Figure 3.22), and the polar volume fractions are comparable (0.27-0.29) (Table 3.10).
In contrast, the layered ionic aggregates in PES23NBu4 directly transform into disordered
aggregates upon melting with an average inter-aggregate distance of 27.6 Å; this liquid-like order
of ionic aggregate morphology is typical with most ionomer melts.104, 162 The absence of the gyroid
in PES23NBu4 is attributed to the larger polar volume fraction in PES23NBu4, fpolar = 0.52, being
incompatible with the gyroid morphology. The gyroid structure in ionomers appears to require an
amorphous polymer backbone (T > Tm), a well-defined polymer microstructure, and a polar
volume fraction of ~0.28.
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Further increasing the temperature to 170-190 °C leads to another phase transition in
PES23Li and PES23Na, which correlates with the transformation of gyroid ionic aggregates to
hexagonal symmetry. The hexagonally packed ionic aggregates in PES23Li at 170 °C and
PES23Na at 190 °C give rise to the Bragg reflections of q*, √3q* and √4q* with d100 = 2π/q* =
26.2 and 27.0 Å, respectively. The gyroid phase in PES23Cs persists to 210 °C with no additional
phase transitions. Both the well-defined chemistry and the strongly interacting ionic forces in the
PES23 polymers are essential in forming ordered ionic aggregate morphologies.
Table 3.11. Ionic aggregate morphologies of PES23 polymers.
polymer

PES23Li

PES23Na

PES23Cs

PES23NBu4

temperature (°C)

morphology type

morphological
parameter (Å)

30

layered

36.7

130

gyroid

69.9

170

hexagonal

30.2

30

layered

34.9

130

gyroid

72.6

190

hexagonal

31.1

30

layered

38.1

170

gyroid

75.4

30

layered

35.5

60

disordered

27.5

Morphological Parameter: 𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 𝑖𝑑𝑖 ; 𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑏 = 𝑑ℎ𝑘𝑙 (ℎ2 + 𝑘 2 + 𝑙 2 )1/2 ; 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑑 ∗ =
2𝜋/𝑞 ∗
Figure 3.24 summarizes the morphologies of PES23 ionomers as a function of temperature
as determined by in situ X-ray scattering and includes both the PE backbone structure (symbols)
and the morphology of the ionic aggregates (shaded colors). The dash lines in the phase diagram
denote the phase boundaries extracted from X-ray scattering, and there are temperatures where
two morphologies coexistence.
The ionic aggregates in PES23Li and PES23Na undergo two order-to-order transitions
(OOTs) upon heating: (1) the layered ionic aggregates transform to the gyroid phase with a small
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coexistence region at 100-120 °C; (2) the gyroid morphologies transition to hexagonal symmetries
at higher temperatures. In PES23Na, the gyroid to hexagonal OOT presents a coexistence region.
PES23Cs only exhibits one OOT, i.e., from layers to gyroid, with a coexistence region at 130160 °C. The coexistence regions (G + L and H + G) associated with these OOTs are attributed to
the slow kinetics of these transformations and will be evident in the rheological and conductivity
measurements below. In PES23Cs, the gyroid morphology persists up to 210 °C, the highest
experimental temperature employed.

Figure 3.24. Morphology diagram of PES23 ionomers during the second heating in X-ray
scattering. Blue hexagons and red circles represent PE backbone structures. L, G, H, and D letters
denote layered, gyroid, hexagonal, and disordered ionic aggregate morphologies.

Increasing the cation size to NBu4+ leads to simultaneous melting of the PE crystals and an
order-disorder transition from layered to disordered ionic aggregates; PES23NBu4 does not
exhibit OOTs. The counterion size impacts both the volume fraction of the polar blocks in the
ionomers and the strength of the electrostatic cohesion. Since the ionic radius of NBu4+ is 2-5 times
larger than that Li+, Na+, and Cs+, both the large fpolar (0.52) and the weakened electrostatic
interaction in PES23NBu4 impede the formation of the bicontinuous gyroid morphology. The
gyroid structure in the minority phase of diblock copolymers is typically found at a volume fraction
of 0.2-0.4.163-165 The fpolar (0.27-0.29) here in PES23Li, PES23Na, and PES23Cs is consistent with
conventional χN vs f phase diagram in amorphous diblock copolymers. Note that these PES23
polymer are structurally different from block copolymers, a direct comparison with block
copolymer phase behavior would be difficult at this early stage. A gyroid structure with NBu4+ ions
might be possible by employing a shorter alkyl block to reach an appropriate volume fraction.
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Linear viscoelastic properties are sensitive to microphase separated morphologies in diblock
copolymers and have previously been used to detect OOTs in amorphous diblock copolymers.
Figure 3.25 shows the storage modulus (G’) as a function of temperature (T > Tm) upon the first
cooling and second heating. The loss modulus (G”) data are provided in Figure 7.47.

Figure 3.25. The melt-state storage modulus of PES23 ionomers as a function of temperature.
Data are shown from the first cooling (lighter) and the second heating (darker) at a rate of 1 °C/min
and a fixed oscillatory shear frequency of 1 rad/s. The black arrows indicate the onset of OOT
during the cooling or heating. Note the different G’ scale in (d).

When decreasing temperature from 200 °C, the storage modulus of PES23Li smoothly
increases, consistent with the slowing of the segmental mobility. Notably, there is a slope change
in G’ at ~160 °C that correlates to the hexagonal to gyroid OOT. This slope change in G’ is also
observable during the second heating at a slightly higher temperature, which is due to the hysteresis
in the transformation from the cubic gyroid to hexagonal morphology. PES23Na exhibits a more
pronounced drop in G’ from 5 × 107 to 5 × 106 Pa when the gyroid phase transforms into
hexagonal morphology upon heating (Figure 3.25b). Unlike PES23Li, the storage modulus of
PES23Na in the gyroid structure depends only weakly on temperature, suggesting that the
PES23Na gyroid phase is better developed and more mechanically robust. Figure 3.25a and b
provide strong evidence of gyroid-hexagonal OOTs in PES23Li and PES23Na that is consistent
with the thermal transitions observed in DSC and X-ray scattering.
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The layered to gyroid OOTs in PES23Li and PES23Na occur below ~125 °C and were not
accessible by rheology. For PES23Cs, a change in the slope G’ at ~150 °C during cooling might
indicate a gradual transition from gyroid to layered aggregates. The coexistence of gyroid and
layered structure ~150 °C is evidenced by SAXS data (Figure 3.24, Figure 7.46). This transition
is more noticeable in the heating cycle where the transition from layered to gyroid aggregates
corresponds to an increase in G’.
Finally, rheology confirms that ionic aggregates in PES23NBu4 are disordered in that G’ is
smaller than G” within the measured temperature window consistent with liquid-like behavior.
Since PES23NBu4 only exhibits a single phase above the melting point, no abrupt change is
observed in G’ during the temperature ramp (Figure 3.25 d). The gradual modulus decrease during
the heating is consistent with higher segmental mobility, as observed in the PES23Li.

3.2.6 Ionic Conductivity of PES Polymers
This work was done by Lu Yan and supervised by Karen Winey at the University of
Pennsylvania. The results were published in two journal articles.147, 148
Ionic conductivity of ultra-long-chain PES48 polymers
Figure 3.26 displays the temperature-dependent DC ionic conductivity (σ) in three periodic
polyethylene sulfonates. The nonionic PE48 polymer was also studied for comparison. Typically,
the ion transport in amorphous polymers above the glass transition temperature is coupled with
the polymer segmental relaxation, which can be described using the Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann
−𝐷

(VFT) relationship: 𝜎 = 𝜎∞ exp (𝑇−𝑇 ), where D is inversely related to the fragility and T0 is the
0

Vogel temperature.

77, 78

Here, we apply the VFT equation to the ionic conductivity at temperatures

higher than the Tc and the fitting parameters are compiled in Table 3.12. The small D values (~1),
corresponding to high fragility, in these PES48 ionomers suggest a weak coupling of the ionic
conductivity with segmental dynamics.166, 167 A discontinuity in conductivity occurs at temperatures
close to the onset of crystallization. The ionic conductivities below Tc agree well with the Arrhenius
−𝐸

behavior, 𝜎 = 𝜎0 exp ( 𝑅𝑇𝑎), where 𝜎0 is the ionic conductivity at infinite high temperature and Ea
is the activation energy for ion transport. This demonstrates that the ion transport at T < Tc in the
three semicrystalline polymers with ionic layers is decoupled from the polymer segmental motion.
Overall, the ionic conductivities are low, particularly at the preferred use temperatures (<60 ºC).
These low ionic conductivities are probably the results of both the cations being tightly bonded to
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the sulfonate groups and discontinuities in the layered ionic aggregates (i.e., grain boundaries). Both
of these attributes have been mitigated for proton conductivity in hydrated precise polyethylene
with sulfonic acid groups.89
A comparison of the ionic conductivities of three PES48 ionomers reveals that ion transport
increases with the cation size, which also corresponds to the weaker ionic interaction between the
tethered sulfonate anions and the counterions. Figure 3.27 compares the ionic conductivities at
97 °C (370 K), at which all three polymers exhibit the layered ionic aggregate structure. We observe
that the ionic conductivity is approximately inversely proportional to 1/r2, where r is the cation
radii (Table 3.8). This indicates that the electrostatic interaction between the SO3- anions and the
counterions, which dominate the strength of the ion-pair association, correlates with the ionic
conductivity. PES48Na also exhibits the highest activation energy (143.6 kJ/mol) for ion
conduction in the layered morphologies (T < Tc) compared to PES48Cs75/NBu425
(92.5 kJ/mol) and PES48NBu4 (100.0 kJ/mol), which further confirms that the strength of ionic
interaction plays a key role in the overall ionic conductivity. Extensive previous studies reveal that
promoting ion dissociation can increase both the concentration and mobility of conducting ions
and, thus, the ionic conductivity.161, 168-172 As a consequence, the next critical step to enhance the
ion transport in these PES48 ionomers and similar polymers is to increase the counterion
dissociation and, therefore, the total number of mobile charges.

Figure 3.26. DC ionic conductivities of PES48NBu4, PES48Cs75/NBu425, PES48Na, and
nonionic PE48 measured upon cooling. Solid lines are the fits from VFT (T > Tc) or Arrhenius
equation (T < Tc). The diamond markers represent the ionic conductivity of PES48NBu4
measured at 50%, 70%, and 90% relative humidity. The letters D, H, L denote disordered,
hexagonal, and layered ionic aggregate morphologies, respectively.
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Table 3.12. VFT/Arrhenius fitting parameters of the temperature-dependent DC ionic
conductivity data of PES48Na, PES48Cs75/NBu425, and PES48NBu4.
VFT (T > Tc)
polymers

log 𝝈∞

(S/cm)

D

T0 (K)

Arrhenius (T < Tc)

log 𝝈𝟎 (S/cm) Ea (kJ/mol)

PES48Na

-3.63

1.31

282.4

36.5

143.6

PES48Cs75/NBu425

-2.61

1.77

247.0

21.9

92.5

PES48NBu4

-2.21

0.79

283.7

26.5

100.0

Figure 3.27. Ionic conductivity at 97 °C as a function of 1/r2 where r is the ionic radii of NBu4+,
Cs+, and Na+.

A broadly used approach to facilitate the cation dissociation is to blend the polymer with small
molecules or ionic liquids.173-177 As a first attempt to demonstrate that the presence of a high
dielectric constant small molecule can promote ion dissociation and, thus, ion transport, water was
introduced in PES48NBu4. Figure 3.26 shows the ionic conductivity of PES48NBu4 polymer
under 50, 70, and 90% relative humidity environment. The incorporation of water molecules
maintains the layered aggregate structure (Figure 7.45) and increases the ionic conductivity more
than three orders of magnitude at 80 °C. Water molecules apparently coordinate with NBu4+ to
dissociate the cations from the tethered SO3- groups. Furthermore, the persistence of the
semicrystalline morphology with layered ionic aggregates in the presence of water at T < Tc,
provides good mechanical integrity of the material. In lieu of water, other organic small molecules
with high dielectric constants or ionic liquids might similarly improve ion transport without
necessarily compromising the mechanical properties of PE-like ionomers.178
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Ionic conductivity of long-chain PES23 polymers
Figure 3.28a displays the temperature-dependent DC ionic conductivities of the PES23
ionomers during cooling; the non-ionic PE23 polymer is included for reference. PE23Li and
PES23Na exhibit similar ionic conductivities between 80 and 160 °C. Increasing the counterion
size from Li+ or Na+ to Cs+ increases the ionic conductivity by nearly half an order of magnitude
at temperatures above the Tm of PES23Cs. Exchanging the counterion to NBu4+ increases ionic
conductivity by 2 orders of magnitude compared to the other PES23 polymers. The increase in
ionic conductivity with increased counterion size is primarily attributed to weakened ion-pairing
interactions, which not only lower the crystallization temperature by 70-90 °C but also enhance the
mobility of ions by facilitating ion dissociation.161 Note that NBu4+ cations are an informative
comparison here to rationalize structure formation, but not of prime interest for energy
applications. The ionic conductivities of all polymers at temperatures above the Tm are described
−𝐷

well with a Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) relationship: 𝜎 = 𝜎∞ exp (𝑇−𝑇 ), where D is inversely
0

related to the fragility, and T0 is the Vogel temperature corresponding to an infinitely slow structural
relaxation time. Fitting parameters are provided in Table 7.3. The VFT behavior at T < Tm
indicates that the ion transport in melt-state PES23 polymers is facilitated by the polymer
segmental relaxation.139, 161, 168
Figure 3.28b shows the ion transport for each polymer separately to demonstrate the
influence of morphology on the ionic conductivities. The ionic conductivity of PES23Li decreases
on cooling from 190 °C until the onset of the hexagonal-to-gyroid OOT at 170 °C. The ionic
conductivity increases by about a factor of 10 during this order-to-order phase transition until the
transformation is completed at 150 °C. Then the σ continues to decrease with temperature in a
VFT manner until the conductivity is too low to be measured. These results demonstrate that the
formation of the interconnected gyroid ionic aggregate morphology is more efficient for ion
conduction compared to the hexagonal shaped ionic aggregates in PES23Li. In contrast, the
hexagonal to gyroid OOT for PES23Na at ~190 °C was not accessible in the conductivity
measurement and the gyroid to layered OOT at ~125 °C is absent due to slow crystallization
kinetics. Thus, the gyroid phase persists throughout the measured temperature window, and the
ionic conductivities display a smooth VFT-like temperature dependence.
For PES23Cs and PES23NBu4, the ion conduction displays a VFT behavior while the
ionomers exhibit the gyroid or disordered ionic aggregates, respectively, in the melt state. As the
temperature decreases to the onset of crystallization, the ionic conductivities show an abrupt
−𝐸

decrease and exhibit Arrhenius-like temperature dependence 𝜎 = 𝜎0 exp ( 𝑅𝑇𝑎 ), where σ0 is the
ionic conductivity at infinite high temperature, and Ea is the activation energy for ion transport.
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Such Arrhenius-like behavior suggests that ion transport in layered ionic aggregates embedded with
crystalline PE backbone segments is decoupled from the polymer relaxations. A similar trend was
also observed in our recent work on (i) low molecular weight monodisperse and telechelic
polyethylenes forming semicrystalline ionic layered structures63 and (ii) periodic polyethylene
sulfonate ionomers with PE segments of 48 carbons (see the previous chapter).147
Ionic conductivities during the second heating from 25 °C were also investigated up to
~180 °C (Figure 7.48). Since PES23Na does not exhibit morphological change within the
measured temperature window, the ionic conductivities are consistent between heating and
cooling. For PES23Cs and PES23NBu4, the ionic conductivities in the layered morphologies
show a small discrepancy between first cooling and second heating due to differences in the crystal
size and crystallinity during the cooling. Once the polymers become fully melted, the ionic
conductivities are consistent between the cooling and heating cycles.

Figure 3.28. (a) Temperature-dependent ion conductivities of PES23 polymers during cooling at
~1 °C/min. (b) The ionic conductivities are presented separately to clarify the dependence on
morphologies. Dashed lines indicate the phase boundary obtained from cooling in DSC. HEX,
GYR, LAY, and DIS denote hexagonal, gyroid, layered, and disordered ionic aggregate
morphologies, respectively.

The phase transition hysteresis in PES23Li provides valuable insights regarding the
morphological effects on ion transport. Figure 3.29 shows the ionic conductivities of PES23Li
upon cooling (190 °C to 25 °C, ~1 °C/min) followed directly by a second heating (25 °C to 190 °C,
~1 °C/min). At high temperatures, we observed an increase in the ionic conductivity during
cooling (solid symbols) when the hexagonal ionic aggregates transform into the gyroid ionic
aggregates, while upon the second heating the ionic conductivity decreases during the gyroid-tohexagonal OOT. In addition, during the gyroid-to-hexagonal OOT at 150-180 °C, the ionic
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conductivities during the second heating are higher than those measured in the first cooling and
correspond to the persistence of the gyroid phase. These results unequivocally demonstrate the
higher ionic conductivity in the 𝐼𝑎3̅𝑑 cubical gyroid phase relative to the hexagonal phase in
PES23Li.

Figure 3.29. Ionic conductivity of PES23Li during the first cooling from 190 to 25 °C (solid) and
second heating back to 190 °C (open). LAY, GYR, and HEX represent layered, gyroid, and
hexagonal aggregate morphologies, respectively.

To compare the ion transport in the gyroid and layered morphology, we measured the
isothermal ionic conductivity of PES23Li after directly cooling from 190 °C to 100 °C
(~1 °C/min). The slow crystallization of PES23Li, as mentioned in the thermal analysis section,
allows the ionic conductivity to be probed as the amorphous gyroid structure evolves into the
semicrystalline layered structure (Figure 3.30a). To capture the corresponding structural evolution,
X-ray scattering data was also collected isothermally at 100 °C for a similar amount of time after
cooling directly from 190 °C (~1 °C/min), Figure 3.30b, c, d.
Figure 3.30a shows that the ionic conductivity of PES23Li at 100 °C gradually decreases over
~8 hours from ~5 × 10-8 S/cm to ~2 × 10-10 S/cm. X-ray scattering patterns at selected times
during isothermal crystallization at 100 °C are shown in Figure 3.30b with the full patterns as a
function over time shown as heatmaps in Figure 3.30c and d. After 20 min, X-ray data indicates
that the ionic aggregates of PES23Li pack in a gyroid structure similar to the pattern in Figure
3.22. The appearance of a peak at lower q after 200 min suggests the coexistence of the gyroid
structure and the layered structure. At 300 min, the layered structure dominates the overall ionic
aggregate morphology and a crystalline peak at 1.48 Å-1 appears. The transformation is completed
after ~500 min as evidenced from Figure 3.30c and d, which is consistent with a plateau in ionic
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conductivity. The ionic conductivity in the layered PES23Li is expected to depend on crystallinity,
crystal domain sizes, grain boundary morphologies, etc., that will vary with crystallization
conditions. Nonetheless, for this thermal treatment, we demonstrate that the bicontinuous gyroid
phase is more efficient for ion conduction than the isotropic semicrystalline layered morphology
in PES23Li. We attribute the more than 2 orders of magnitude higher ionic conductivity at 100 °C
found for the gyroid morphology to the great connectivity of the ionic aggregates between grains.
While challenges remain to make PES23 promising single ion conductor (i.e., dissociating the
cations from the sulfonates), the ability of these polymers to self-assemble into ordered gyroid ionic
aggregates is an important step toward designing viable single-ion conductors.

Figure 3.30. (a) Isothermal ionic conductivity of PES23Li as a function of time after cooling from
190 to 100 °C (~1 °C/min). (b) Time-dependent in situ X-ray scattering profiles of PES23Li after
cooling from 190 to 100 °C. The stars and the triangles represent the first-order peak in the gyroid
and layered morphologies, respectively. Isothermal (c) SAXS and (d) WAXS data of PES23Li after
cooling from 190 to 100 °C as a function of time, where color indicates scattering intensity. Vertical
strips correspond to peaks in I vs q data in (b).
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3.3 Summary and Conclusion
Periodically functionalized polyethylenes were synthesized from polyesterification of longchain polyethylene telechelics and short functional units. To overcome the limitation of miscibility
for the nonpolar polyethylene telechelics with polar functional monomers, two methods were
explored in this work: 1) the use of a nonpolar, bulky cation to reduce the polarity of the sulfonate
group and 2) post-polymerization functionalization by click reactions.
A straightforward melt polyesterification of tetrabutylammonium sulfosuccinate with
polyethylene telechelics produced periodic polyethylene sulfonates with strongly interacting
sulfonate and long crystallizable PE-like units. Three counterions, namely Li+, Na+, and Cs+, were
introduced through ion exchange with the original cation, NBu4+.
By melt polyesterification of itaconate or solution polyesterification of allyl or propargyl
functionalized propane diol with polyethylene telechelics, precursor polymers were synthesized that
exhibited periodically placed reactive groups for click reactions. Thiol-ene and azide-alkyne click
reactions added functional groups, namely -COOH, and -NH2 to the crystallizable PE-like
backbone at periodic distances.
The unique microstructure of these polymers includes hydrophobic alkyl units of variable
lengths separated by short functional or ionic units. Below the melting temperature, these polymers
form semicrystalline structures with crystalline alkyl segments and microphase-separated functional
or ionic segments. For polymers that can be functionalized by click reactions, GPC measurements
and crystallinities indicated a partial cross-linking of the polymers after melt polycondensation. This
is also reflected by the undefined microstructures of the unfunctionalized and functionalized
polymers PEI23 and PEI23-SC2H4COOH in X-ray scattering. The polyethylene sulfonates, in
contrast, showed a layered microstructure of crystalline PE layers sandwiched between ionic layers.
In water, these polymers similarly formed crystallites that are anisotropic, self-stabilized
nanoparticles due to the ionic groups. Upon melting of the PE-like units, the ionic groups
rearranged into aggregates with liquid-like order in PES23NBu4 and PES48NBu4 and hexagonal
order in PES48Cs75/NBu425 and PES48Na. For PES23M with M = Li+, Na+, Cs+, the ionic
groups formed a bicontinuous gyroid structure upon heating until PES23Li and PES23Na also
transitioned into a hexagonal structure. The order-order transitions in ionic aggregate
morphologies represent a new type of morphological transitions in ionomers. Furthermore, the
bicontinuous gyroid structure is a new 3D interconnected ionic aggregate morphology for
ionomers.
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The temperature dependence of the ionic conductivity depends strongly on the morphologies
of these periodic polyethylene sulfonates. Above the melting temperature, ion transport correlates
with segmental dynamics. A pronounced discontinuity occurs around the crystallization
temperatures where the ion transport becomes decoupled from chain dynamics in the layered
morphologies. The ion conductivity at all temperatures increases with cation size and with the
addition of water. Particularly interesting, the bicontinuous gyroid morphology exhibits higher ion
conductivities at a given temperature than the isotropic layered and hexagonal morphologies. These
results demonstrate that the gyroid structure with its 3D interconnected ion-conducting pathways
is a highly advantageous nanostructure for ion conduction in single-ion containing polymers.
Therefore, future directions for improving ionic conductivity will be the generation of the
bicontinuous gyroid structure at room temperature and dissociating the cations within the
microphase separated ionomers.
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3.4 Experimental Section
3.4.1 Materials and Methods
All reactions and manipulations of moisture and air-sensitive substances were performed under
an inert gas atmosphere using standard Schlenk or glovebox techniques.
Dry toluene was distilled from sodium, dry dichloromethane was distilled from CaH2, and dry
THF was distilled from sodium prior to use and all dry solvents were stored under inert gas
atmosphere (N2). Sodium hydride, Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst, and titanium(IV)
butoxide (Ti(OnBu)4) were stored in a glovebox under inert gas atmosphere.
1,4-Benzochinone, ethyl vinyl ether, sulfuric acid, magnesium sulfate, Dowex 50W X8, tetran-butylammonium hydroxide (40 wt% solution in water), propargyl bromide, titanium(IV)
butoxide (Ti(OnBu)4), 4-methoxyphenol (MEHQ), 2,2′-azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN),
phosphoric acid, and sodium hydroxide were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich. Methanol, LiAlH4,
sodium hydrogen carbonate, sodium metabisulfite, diethyl malonate, lithium chloride, cesium
chloride, chloroform, and thionyl chloride were supplied by Merck. Toluene, THF, iso-propanol,
ethyl acetate, hydrochloric acid, sodium chloride, acetone, and potassium hydroxide were supplied
by vwr. Heptane, ammonium chloride, and diethyl ether were supplied by Carl Roth.
Mercaptopropionic acid, cysteamine and phosphotungstic acid were supplied by Fluka. Dimethyl
succinate, maleic anhydride, and pyridine were supplied by Acros Organics. Allyl bromide and
cesium hydroxide were supplied by abcr. Palladium on charcoal was supplied by Degussa and
dimethyl itaconate by TCI. Hydrogen 5.0 was supplied by Air Liquide.
Nonadecane-1,19-diol, tricosane-1,23-diol, nonadecane-1,19-dioic acid, and tricosane-1,23dioic acid were synthesized from oleic or erucic acid, respectively, according to reported
procedures.2 Dimethyl hexacos-2-ene-1,26-dioate was synthesized from erucic acid by selfmetathesis and isomerizing crystallization according to a reported procedure.3

3.4.2 Synthetic Procedures for Monomeric Compounds
Synthesis of dimethyl octatetracont-24-ene-1,48-dioate
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Dimethyl octatetracont-24-ene-1,48-dioate was synthesized analog to the previously reported
procedure from our group.3 A Schlenk tube was charged with 20 g (44.2 mmol, 1 equiv.) of
dimethyl hexacos-2-ene-1,26-dioate and set under a nitrogen atmosphere. 55 mL (442 mmol,
10 equiv.) of 2/3-hexene and 20 mL of dry dichloromethane were added and the mixture was
heated to 40 °C. 138 mg (0.21 mmol, 0.005 equiv.) Hoveyda-Grubbs 2nd generation catalyst and
48 mg (0.44 mmol, 0.01 equiv.) 1,4-benzoquinone were added as a solution in 0.7 mL of dry
dichloromethane. After the addition of the catalyst, an evolution of gas was observed and the
diester dissolved completely to yield a clear dark-green solution. The solution was stirred for 30 min
at 40 °C and cooled to room temperature. 70 mL of degassed heptane were added, and the volatiles
were removed slowly in vacuo. The catalyst was quenched with 10 mL of ethyl vinyl ether which
was added to the Schlenk tube and stirred for 15 min at 40 °C. The slurry was dissolved in hot
toluene and filtered over a short silica plug. A part of the toluene was removed under reduced
pressure and the product recrystallized from about 600 mL toluene to yield dimethyl octatetracont24-ene-1,48-dioate as a white crystalline solid in 80% yield.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.38 (m, 2H, H-5), 3.66 (s, 6H, H-6), 2.30 (t, 3JH,H = 7.6 Hz, 4H,

H-1), 1.96 (m, 4H, H-4), 1.62 (quin, 3JH,H = 7.3 Hz, 4H, H-2), 1.25 (m, 38H, H-3).
Synthesis of dimethyl octatetracontane-1,48-dioate

A 200 mL Büchi miniclave reactor with glass inlet was charged with 13.5 g (17.7 mmol)
dimethyl octatetracont-24-ene-1,48-dioate, 675 mg (5 wt%) palladium on charcoal, 104 mL of
THF, and 26 mL methanol and set under an argon atmosphere. The reactor was pressurized with
20 bar hydrogen and heated to 80 °C under stirring overnight. The reactor was cooled to room
temperature and depressurized. The reaction mixture was dissolved in hot toluene and filtered over
a short silica plug. The solvent was removed, and the product was recrystallized in a mixture of
about 800 mL isopropanol and 100 mL toluene to yield dimethyl octatetracontane-1,48-dioate as a
white crystalline powder in 99% yield.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, C2D2Cl4, 80 °C) δ 3.70 (s, 6H, H-4), 2.33 (t, 3JH,H = 7.5 Hz, 4H, H-1), 1.66

(quin, 3JH,H = 7.4 Hz, 4H, H-2), 1.33 (m, 84H, H-3).
Synthesis of octatetracontane-1,48-diol
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8 g (10.5 mmol, 1 equiv.) dimethyl octatetracontane-1,48-dioate were dissolved in 800 mL hot
THF and 1 g (26.2 mmol, 2.5 equiv.) of LiAlH4 was added slowly. After stirring the mixture for 5 h
at 80 °C, the solvent was removed. The product was purified by Soxhlet extraction with 700 mL
toluene for 2 days to yield octatetracontane-1,48-diol as a white crystalline solid in 94% yield.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, C2D2Cl4, 80 °C) δ 3.66 (m, 4H, H-1), 1.60 (quin, 3JH,H = 6.7 Hz, 4H, H-

2), 1.33 (m, 88H, H-3), 1.14 (br, 2H, H-4).
Synthesis of sodium dimethyl sulfosuccinate (SDSS)

Sodium dimethyl sulfosuccinate was synthesized analog to the procedure by Srilakshmi et al.11
Maleic anhydride (50 g, 0.51 mol) was dissolved in 500 mL methanol and 50 drops (~0.5 mL)
concentrated H2SO4 were added. The solution was heated to 80 °C and stirred for 7 h. The solvent
was removed under vacuum and the residue dissolved in ethyl acetate. The solution was washed
with NaHCO3 (aq) and water (2x), dried over MgSO4 and the solvent removed under vacuum.
Dimethyl maleate was obtained as a clear liquid in 77% yield and was used without further
purification.
Dimethyl maleate (56.8 g, 0.39 mol) was dissolved in 500 mL of a 1:9 (v/v) mixture
methanol/water and sodium metabisulfite (41.1 g, 0.43 mol) and water (10 mL) were added. The
mixture was heated to 90 °C and stirred for 18 h. The solvent was removed under vacuum and the
resulting solid was extracted with methanol under ultrasonication. The solvent was removed from
the extract and the resulting white solid was recrystallized from a 1:1 (v/v) mixture of
methanol/ethyl acetate to yield sodium dimethyl sulfosuccinate as a white, crystalline solid in a
78% yield.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ 3.69 (dd, 3JH,H = 11.0 Hz, 3JH,H = 4.1 Hz, 1H, H-3), 3.58 (s,

3H, H-1 or H-4), 3.57 (s, 3H, H-1 or H-4), 2.92 (dd, 3JH,H = 17.3 Hz, 3JH,H = 11.0 Hz, 1H, H-2),
2.81 (dd, 3JH,H = 17.3 Hz, 3JH,H = 4.1 Hz, 1H, H-2).
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Synthesis of tetra-n-butylammonium dimethyl sulfosuccinate

Sodium dimethyl sulfosuccinate (3.5 g, 14.1 mmol) was dissolved in 50 mL of a 3:1 (v/v)
methanol/water mixture. A column with a diameter of 5 cm was packed with ~100 mL of Dowex
50W X8 ion-exchange resin, and the resin was suspended in the methanol/water mobile phase.
The sodium dimethyl sulfosuccinate solution was slowly passed through the exchange column,
with a flow rate of 1 drop/s. The resulting sulfonic acid was neutralized with a 40 wt% tetra-nbutylammonium hydroxide solution in water. The neutralization of the solution to pH 7 was
monitored using pH paper. The solvent was removed via rotary evaporation and the product dried
under reduced pressure (~0.01 mbar) until the product crystallized as a colorless solid.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.07 (dd, 3JH,H = 11.4 Hz, 3JH,H = 3.6 Hz, 1H, H-4), 3.71 (s, 3H,

H-1 or H-6), 3.60 (s, 3H, H-1 or H-6), 3.03 – 3.31 (m, 10H, H-3 and H-7), 1.60 (m, 4H, H-8), 1.41
(sext, 3JH,H = 7.3 Hz, 8H, H-9), 0.97 (t, 3JH,H = 7.3 Hz, 12H, H-10).
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.44 (C-2 or C-5), 169.81 (C-2 or C-5), 61.74 (C-4), 58.75 (C-

7), 52.28 (C-1 or C-6), 51.73 (C-1 or C-6), 34.24 (C-3), 24.04 (C-8), 19.75 (C-9), 13.73 (C-10).
1

H NMR (400 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ 3.65 (dd, 3JH,H = 11.0 Hz, 3JH,H = 4.0 Hz, 1H, H-4), 3.57 (s,

3H, H-1 or H-6), 3.56 (s, 3H, H-1 or H-6), 3.17 (m, 8H, H-7), 2.90 (dd, 1H, 2JH,H = 17.4 Hz, 3JH,H
= 11.0 Hz, H-3), 2.80 (dd, 1H, 2JH,H = 17.4 Hz, 3JH,H = 4.0 Hz, H-3), 1.57 (m, 4H, H-8), 1.31 (sext,
3

JH,H = 7.3 Hz, 8H, H-9), 0.93 (t, 3JH,H = 7.3 Hz, 12H, H-10).
13

C NMR (100 MHz, d6-DMSO) δ 172.10 (C-2 or C-5), 169.50 (C-2 or C-5), 61.62 (C-4), 58.03

(t, 1JN,H = 2.6 Hz, C-7), 52.05 (C-1 or C-6), 51.99 (C-1 or C-6), 34.23 (C-3), 23.57 (C-8), 19.68 (C9), 13.93 (C-10).
Synthesis of diethyl 2-allylmalonate

Diethyl 2-allylmalonate was synthesized analog to the procedure by Roy et al.179 To a dispersion
of 5.76 g (240 mmol, 1 equiv.) NaH in 200 mL dry THF at 0 °C, 76.9 g (480 mmol, 2 equiv.) diethyl
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malonate were added dropwise. After stirring the reaction mixture for 1 h at room temperature, it
was cooled to 0 °C, 29.0 g (240 mmol, 1 equiv.) allyl bromide was added dropwise, and the mixture
stirred at room temperature overnight. The reaction was quenched by the addition of 200 mL
saturated aqueous solution of ammonium chloride. The product was extracted in ethyl acetate,
washed with brine, dried over MgSO4, and the solvent removed at a rotary evaporator. Fractional
distillation yielded the product as the second fraction (8 mbar, 99 °C) as a colorless liquid in a 64%
yield.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.77 (ddt, 3JH,H = 17.0 Hz, 3JH,H = 10.2 Hz, 3JH,H = 6.8 Hz, 1H,

H-2), 5.08 (m, 2H, H-1), 4.18 (m, 4H, H-5), 3.40 (t, 3JH,H = 7.5 Hz, 1H, H-4), 2.63 (m, 2H, H-3),
1.25 (t, 3JH,H = 7.1 Hz, 6H, H-6).
Synthesis of 2-allylpropane-1,3-diol

2-allylpropane-1,3-diol was synthesized analog to the procedure by Roy et al.179 To a dispersion
of 11 g (300 mmol, 1 equiv.) LiAlH4 in 200 mL dry diethyl ether at 0 °C, diethyl 2-allylmalonate
was added dropwise. After stirring the reaction mixture at room temperature overnight, the
reaction was quenched by addition of water. The salts were filtered off and washed with diethyl
ether. The solvent of the filtrate was removed at a rotary evaporator to yield the crude product
which was purified by column chromatography with a gradient of petrol ether to ethyl acetate 2:3
to pure ethyl acetate. The pure product was obtained as a colorless liquid in a 34% yield.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.80 (ddt, 3JH,H = 17.2 Hz, 3JH,H = 10.1 Hz, 3JH,H = 7.1 Hz, 1H,

H-2), 5.07 (d, 3JH,H = 15.3 Hz, 1H, H-1), 5.04 (d, 3JH,H = 9.8 Hz, 1H, H-1), 3.8 (dd, 3JH,H = 10.7 Hz,
3

JH,H = 4.1 Hz, 2H, H-5), 3.67 (dd, 3JH,H = 10.7 Hz, 3JH,H = 7.2 Hz, 2H, H-5) 2.34 (br, 2H, H-6),

2.07 (vt, 3JH,H = 7.1 Hz, 2H, H-3), 1.87 (m, 1H, H-4).
Synthesis of diethyl 2-(prop-2-yn-1-yl)malonate

Diethyl 2-(prop-2-yn-1-yl)malonate was synthesized analog to the procedure by Mandal et al.137
To a dispersion of 2 g (83.4 mmol, 1 equiv.) NaH in 250 mL THF at 0 °C, 26.7 g (167 mmol,
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2 equiv.) diethyl malonate was added dropwise. After stirring the mixture for 2 h at room
temperature, 9.9 g (80% in toluene, 83.4 mmol, 1 equiv.) propargyl bromide was added dropwise
at 0 °C and stirred overnight at room temperature. The solvent was removed, and the salts
dissolved in 75 mL water and the product extracted 3 times with ethyl acetate. The extract was
dried with MgSO4 and ethyl acetate was removed. The product was obtained as a colorless liquid
after purification by fractional distillation.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.15 (q, 3JH,H = 7.1 Hz, 4H, H-4), 3.49 (t, 3JH,H = 7.7 Hz, 1H,

H-1), 2.70 (dd, 3JH,H = 7.7 Hz, 3JH,H = 2.6 Hz, 2H, H-2), 1.96 (t, 3JH,H = 2.6 Hz, 1H, H-3), 1.21 (t,
3

JH,H = 7.1 Hz, 6H, H-5).

Synthesis of 2-(Prop-2-yn-1-yl)propane-1,3-diol

2-(Prop-2-yn-1-yl)propane-1,3-diol was synthesized analog to the procedure by Mandal et al.137
To a dispersion of 2.54 g (67.5 mmol, 1.3 equiv.) LiAlH4 in 250 mL dry diethyl ether at 0 °C, 10.3 g
(51.9 mmol, 1 equiv.) 2-(prop-2-yn-1-yl)malonate was added dropwise and the mixture was stirred
at room temperature overnight. The reaction was quenched with water and the organic phase
separated. The water phase was extracted 3 times with ethyl acetate and the combined organic
phases were washed with water and brine, dried with MgSO4 and the solvents removed. The pure
product was obtained as a colorless liquid after column chromatography with ethyl acetate in a
70% yield.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.77 (dd, 3JH,H = 10.9 Hz, 3JH,H = 4.8 Hz, 2H, H-4), 3.71 (dd,

3

JH,H = 10.9 Hz, 3JH,H = 6.2 Hz, 2H, H-4), 2.26 (dd, 3JH,H = 6.9 Hz, 3JH,H = 2.7 Hz, 2H, H-2), 2.00 (t,

3

JH,H = 2.7 Hz, 1H, H-1), 1.92 (m, 1H, H-3).

Synthesis of 2-azidoacetic acid

3.25 g (50 mmol, 2 equiv.) of sodium azide was dissolved in 50 mL ice-cold water, 3.47 g (25 mmol,
1 equiv.) 2-bromoacetic acid was added, and the solution was stirred at room temperature
overnight. The reaction was quenched with conc. HCl to a pH of 1-2 and stirred at room
temperature for 30 min. The product was extracted with diethyl ether, washed with brine, dried
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with MgSO4, and the solvent was removed under reduced pressure to yield 2-azidoacetic acid as a
brownish oil in a 59% yield.
1

H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 10.51 (br, 1H, H-2), 3.97 (s, 2H, H-1).

3.4.3 Polymerization Procedures and Post-Polymerization Reactions
and Procedures
General polymerization procedure for PES23NBu4 and PES48NBu4
Polymerizations were performed in a 100 mL two-necked Schlenk tube equipped with an
overhead stirrer. The efficient mixing of the viscous polymer melt was achieved by a helical agitator.
The monomers (tetrabutylammonium sulfosuccinate and tricosane-1,23-diol or octatetracontane1,48-diol, ratio 1:1) were weighed into the reaction vessel, degassed, and set under a nitrogen
atmosphere. The reaction vessel was heated to 130 °C until all solids were completely melted and
500 ppm of Ti(OnBu)4 catalyst was injected as a 0.01 M solution in toluene. A constant nitrogen
stream was applied, and the temperature was raised to 160 °C by 10 °C each hour. At 160 °C
reduced pressure was applied (~0.01 mbar) and the melt heated to 170 °C for PES23NBu4 and to
180 °C for PES48NBu4, respectively, by 10 °C each hour. The melt was stirred for 11-14 h at 170
or 180 °C, respectively, and cooled to room temperature under nitrogen to obtain the desired
polymer as a transparent solid.
General procedure for the ion exchange from tetrabutylammonium to lithium, sodium or
potassium
The tetrabutylammonium polymer (PES23NBu4 or PES48NBu4) was dispersed in an
aqueous solution of lithium chloride (2 M), sodium chloride (saturated) or cesium chloride (11 M).
To facilitate the process, the dispersion was stirred vigorously, heated to temperatures up to 80 °C
and/or placed in an ultrasonication bath. The solid was filtered off, washed with the salt solution
and deionized water until the filtrate was free of chloride ions (tested with silver nitrate). The wet
filtrate was washed with acetone to facilitate drying and dried under reduced pressure for at least a
day. With this procedure, the desired PES23 polymers were obtained as white powders in
quantitative yields. For PES48Cs, the procedure was repeated once yielding a residual content of
PES48NBu4 of 25%. For PES48Na, the procedure was performed four times until only 3% of
NBu4+ cations remained in the polymer as determined by 1H NMR spectroscopy.
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General polymerization procedure for PEI12, PEI19, and PEI23
1 g (6.3 mmol, 1 or 1.5 equiv.) of dimethyl itaconate and 1.28 g (6.3 mmol, 1 equiv.) of
dodecane-1,12-diol, 1.27 g (4.2 mmol, 1 equiv.) of nonadecane-1,19-diol or 1.50 g (4.2 mmol,
1 equiv.) of tricosane-1,23-diol, respectively, and 0.5 wt% of 4-methoxyphenol (MEHQ) were
weighed into a two-necked Schlenk tube equipped with an overhead stirrer and set under a nitrogen
atmosphere. To ensure an efficient mixing of the viscous polymer melt a helical agitator was used.
The flask was heated to 130 °C and 500 ppm of Ti(OnBu)4 in toluene (0.01 M) were added as a
catalyst. The melt was stirred for 4 h at 130 °C and the flask was vented with nitrogen every 15 min.
After that, reduced pressure (~0.01 mbar) was applied and the melt was stirred for another 8 h at
130 °C. The reaction vessel was vented, the melt was cooled to room temperature, dissolved in
chloroform, precipitated in methanol, filtered off, and dried under reduced pressure to yield the
polymers PEI12, PEI19 or PEI23, respectively, as white powders.
Polymerization procedure for PEI48
200 mg (0.283 mmol, 1 equiv.) of 1,48-octatetracontanediol, 98 mg (0.622 mmol, 2.2 equiv.)
of dimethyl itaconate, and 1.5 mg (0.5 wt%) MEHQ were weighed into a Schlenk tube and set
under a nitrogen atmosphere. The Schlenk tube was heated to 140 °C until all solids were melted
and 14 μL (500 ppm) of Ti(OnBu)4 catalyst in toluene (0.01 M) was added. The melt was stirred for
1 h at 140 °C, 1 h at 150 °C and 1 h at 160 °C. 8 additional drops of dimethyl itaconate were added
stepwise over a period of 70 min until only itaconate end-groups were observed in the 1H NMR
spectrum after 30 min. Reduced pressure was applied (~0.01 mbar) and the melt stirred for 1 h at
160 °C. The reaction vessel was vented, and the melt was cooled to room temperature to yield the
PEI48 polymer as a white solid.
General polymerization procedure for PEAx and PEPx polymers
4.3 mmol (1 equiv.) of nonadecane-1,19-dioic acid or tricosane-1,23-dioic acid were dispersed
in 25 mL of SOCl2 and heated to reflux overnight to obtain a clear solution of dioyl dichloride.
The SOCl2 was removed under reduced pressure to yield the dioyl dichloride as a white powder
which was used without further purification.
4.3 mmol (1 equiv.) of 2-allylpropane-1,3-diol or 2-(prop-2-yn-1-yl)propane-1,3-diol was
dissolved in 4 mL toluene and 9.0 mmol (2.1 equiv.) of pyridine was added. The dioyl dichloride
was dissolved in 4 mL of toluene and the diol solution was added to the dioyl dichloride solution
yielding a white precipitate. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 2 h and at 70 °C
overnight. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The resulting solid was dissolved in
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chloroform, precipitated in methanol, filtered off and dried under reduced pressure to yield the
corresponding polymers PEA23, PEP19 or PEP23 as white powders.
General procedure for thiol-ene click reactions
In an 8 mL vial, 1 equiv. of polymer and 10 equiv. of mercaptopropionic acid or cysteamine
were dissolved in 0.04 mL mg-1 THF (or 0.03 mL mg-1 chloroform for PEI12 and PEI19 with
mercaptopropionic acid). 0.15 equiv. of AIBN were dissolved in 1 mL THF (or chloroform,
respectively) and were added to the polymer solution. The reaction mixture was stirred for 3 h at
80 °C (or 90 °C for PEI12). The polymer was precipitated in diethyl ether (for PEI12, PEI23) or
methanol (for PEI19, PEI48, and PEA23), filtered off, washed with pure solvent and dried under
reduced pressure to yield the functionalized polymers as a white solid. For PEI48 the amount of
solvent was doubled to 0.08 mL mg-1 and the amount of mercaptopropionic acid and AIBN
increased to 36 equiv. and 0.5 equiv., respectively.
Procedure for the azide-alkyne click reaction to PEP23-N3CH2COOH
200 mg (0.48 mmol, 1 equiv.) PEP23 was dissolved in 5 mL chloroform, set under a nitrogen
atmosphere, and 73 mg (0.72 mmol, 1.5 equiv.) 2-azidoacetic acid, 9 mg (0.048 mmol, 0.1 equiv.)
CuI, and 0.12 mL (0.48 mmol, 1 equiv.) DIPEA were added. The reaction mixture was stirred at
50 °C for 3 days. The solvent was removed, the mixture dissolved in chloroform, precipitated in
diethyl ether, filtered off, and dried under reduced pressure to yield the PEP23-N3CH2COOH
polymer as a greenish powder.
Polymerization procedure for PE23
703.2 mg (1.97 mmol, 1 equiv.) of 1,23-tricosane diol and 458.4 mg (3.14 mmol, 1.6 equiv.)
dimethyl succinate were weighed into a 50 mL Schlenk tube equipped with a magnetic stirring bar
and set under a nitrogen atmosphere. The Schleck was heated to 130 °C until all solids were
completely melted and 0.1 mL Ti(OnBu)4 in toluene (0.01 M) was added as a catalyst. The melt was
stirred for 15 min at 130 °C in the closed vessel and then, a constant nitrogen stream was applied,
and the melt stirred for another 45 min. The temperature was raised to 180 °C by 10 °C each hour.
At 160 °C, the nitrogen stream was turned off and reduced pressure was applied (~0.01 mbar).
After 17 h at 180 °C, 0.1 mL additional TiOnBu4 catalyst solution was added, heated to 190 °C, and
stirred under vacuum for an additional 2 h. The Schlenk tube was vented, the melt was cooled to
room temperature, dissolved in chloroform, precipitated in methanol, filtered off, and dried under
reduced pressure overnight to yield a white solid.
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Polymerization procedure for PE48
900 mg (1.27 mmol, 1 equiv.) 1,48-octatetracontanediol and 280 mg (1.27 mmol, 1.5 equiv.)
dimethyl succinate were weighed into a 25 mL Schlenk tube equipped with a magnetic stirring bar
and set under a nitrogen atmosphere. The Schlenk tube was heated to 140 °C until all solids were
completely melted and 0.6 mL Ti(OnBu)4 in toluene (0.01 M) were added as a catalyst. The melt
was stirred for 15 min at 140 °C in the closed vessel, then, a constant nitrogen stream was applied,
and the melt stirred for another 45 min. The temperature was raised to 160 °C by 10 °C each hour
under a constant nitrogen stream. After 1 h at 160 °C, a vacuum was applied (~0.01 mbar) and the
melt stirred for another hour at 160 °C, heated to 170 °C and stirred for an hour. 0.6 mL additional
Ti(OnBu)4 in toluene (0.01 M) was added, the melt heated to 190 °C by 10 °C each hour and stirred
for 18 h at 190 °C under vacuum. The Schlenk tube was vented, the melt was cooled to room
temperature, dissolved in toluene, precipitated in methanol, filtered off, and dried under reduced
pressure overnight to yield a white solid.
Preparation of PES48Na nanocrystal dispersion
A Bandelin HD3200 ultrasonotrode with a KE76 tip operated at 120 W was used for
ultrasonication. 3 mg of PES48Na were dissolved in 1 mL of hot DMSO. 3 mL of deionized water
was added, and the mixture was ultrasonicated for 2 min. The resulting dispersion was filtered
through a 0.45 µm syringe filter and dialyzed against water for 3 days.

3.4.4 Methods for the Characterization of Polymers and Dispersions
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker Avance III 400, 400 HD or 600. 1H and 13C chemical
shifts were referenced to the solvent signal. The method for the determination of the molecular
weight of the synthesized polymers by 1H NMR spectroscopy see chapter 3.4.5.
Gel permeation chromatography (GPC)
GPC measurements at 50 °C were performed on a Polymer Laboratories GPC050 instrument
equipped with two Mixed C columns with THF as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL min-1 with linear
calibration against PS standards. GPC measurements at 80 °C were performed by PSS in Mainz on
an Agilent 1200 equipped with 10 μm PSS GRAM linear columns with DMSO with 0.1 M LiCl
and 5 g/L acetic acid as eluent at a flow rate of 1 mL min-1 with linear calibration against PMMA
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standards. GPC measurements at 160 °C were performed on a PolymerChar GPC-IR instrument
equipped with 10 μm PSS POLEFIN analytic linear XL columns with 1,2,4-tricholorobenzene or
1,2-dichlorobenzene as eluent at a flow rate of 0.5 mL min-1 with universal calibration for PE23
and linear calibration against linear polyethylene standards for PE48.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
In-house DSC analyses were performed on a Netzsch Phoenix 204 F1 instrument with a
heating and cooling rate, respectively, of 10 °C/min. DSC analyses of PES23 polymers were
performed on a TA Q2000 instrument at the University of Pennsylvania. PES23 samples were
dried at 60 °C under vacuum overnight prior to the measurement and were heated to ~200 °C to
remove any thermal history. A temperature ramp rate of 10 °C/min was applied to PES23Cs and
PES23NBu4, and a 1 °C/min ramp rate was chosen for PES23Li and PES23Na due to the slow
crystal growth rates. All data reported are selected from the second cycle.
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
DMA analyses were performed on a Triton Technology TTDMA instrument equipped with a
single cantilever geometry. A temperature sweep from -50 to 20 °C for PES23NBu4 and from -50
to 80 °C for PES48NBu4 was performed with a heating rate of 2 °C/min, 1 N constant force and
a frequency of 1 Hz. Triton Technology DMA software was used to acquire and process the data.
The maximum in Tan Delta was used to determine the glass transition temperature (Tg).
The specimens for dynamic mechanical analyses were prepared by piston injection molding
using a HAAKE Minijet II (Thermo Scientific) with a rectangular mold with the following
dimensions: 60 × 10 × 1 mm3 resulting in two specimens with 30 × 10 × 1 mm3 after cutting them
in half. The cylinder temperature was set to 150 °C and the mold to 21 °C for PES23NBu4 and to
160 °C and 70 °C for PES48NBu4, respectively. The polymer was injected with a pressure of
300 bar for 10 s for PES23NBu4 and 500 bar for 10 s for PES48NBu4, and a post-pressure of
200 bar for 5 s and 450 bar for 5 s, respectively, was applied.
Dynamic light scattering (DLS)
DLS was performed on filtrated samples on a Malvern Nano-ZS ZEN 3600 particle sizer (173°
backscattering). Analysis of the autocorrelation function was performed with the Malvern Zetasizer
software 7.13 to obtain number-weighted particle size distributions.
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
A Zeiss Libra120 microscope operated at 120 kV acceleration voltage was used for TEM and
cryo-TEM images. The filtrated dispersions were diluted five-fold and a 3% phosphotungstic acid
(PTA) solution (1% in water) was added as a staining agent. The dispersions were left standing for
30 min to ensure the adsorption of PTA onto the nanoparticles. The samples were drop-cast on
carbon-coated TEM grids freshly treated by glow discharge to hydrophilize the surface and dried
for at least 3 hours.
Cryo-TEM measurements were performed by Marina Krumova at the University of Konstanz.
The samples were prepared using a Grid-Plunger Leica EM GP. 3 µL of the PES48Na dispersion
(0.1 wt%) was dropped onto both sides of a Quantifoil holey carbon film grid. The excess liquid
was removed with filter paper (1s blotting on both sides). The resulting thin water films were
vitrified by rapid immersing (plunging) into liquid ethane at -180°C. The specimens were then
inserted into a cryo-transfer sample holder CT 3500 and transferred to the TEM.
X-ray scattering
Powder X-ray diffraction measurements for PEI23, PEI23-SC2H4COOH, PE23, and PE48
were performed on a Bruker AXS D8 Advance diffractometer operated by the Particle Analysis
Center (PAC) at the University of Konstanz equipped with an IμS source (Cu Kα, λ = 1.54 Å) and
a Lynxeye XE detector.
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements for PEI23, PEI23-SC2H4COOH, PE23,
and PE48 were performed on a Bruker Nanostar instrument also operated by the PAC.
X-ray scattering measurements of PES polymers were performed at the Dual-source and
Environmental X-ray Scattering (DEXS) facility operated by the Laboratory for Research on the
Structure of Matter at the University of Pennsylvania. A Xeuss 2.0 from Xenocs was used with a
GeniX3D source (energy = 8 keV, Cu Kα, λ = 1.54 Å), a PILATUS3 1M detector (981×1043
pixels, pixel dimension 172 µm) for small-angle scattering (SAXS), and a Pilatus 100K detector
(487×195 pixels, pixel dimension 172 µm) for wide-angle scattering (WAXS). The sample-todetector distances are 35 cm, 1200 cm and 6400 cm for SAXS and 16 cm for WAXS.
In situ X-ray scattering profiles at various temperatures were measured using a Linkam
HFSX350-GI hot stage. Polymers were loaded into 1.0 mm diameter glass capillaries (Charles
Super Company) and sealed after drying under vacuum at 150 ºC. The polymers were first heated
above Tm to remove any thermal history and then cooled to 30 °C followed by heating back to the
melt state to confirm the reversibility of the structural transitions. Data were collected every 20 °C
for 10 min, after 3 min (PES48) or 5 min (PES23) equilibration time. All 2D SAXS data was
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isotropic and thus azimuthally integrated to 1D using the Foxtrot software. The peaks were fit with
Lorentzians to extract peak position and the FWHM.
For X-ray scattering at room temperature, PES48NBu4, PES48Cs75/NBu425, and
PES48Na were melt-pressed at 150 °C to a thickness of 0.12 mm and cooled to 25 °C. All meltpressed films appear translucent and are easy to handle (Figure 7.39). Scattering data was also
collected on films after ionic conductivity measurements to ensure the structure was unaltered.
Rheology
Melt-state rheology measurements were performed at the University of Pennsylvania on hotpressed samples in an ARES G2 rheometer (TA instrument) equipped with a set of parallel plates
of 8 mm for the top and 25 mm for the lower plate. A 1% strain was chosen to ensure all
measurements were taken within the linear viscoelastic regime. Temperature sweep measurements
were taken at a rate of 5 °C /min and 1 rad/s fixed frequency. Samples were first cooled from
~70 °C above the melting point and tested for at least two cooling and heating cycles to ensure
reproducibility.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
The temperature-dependent ionic conductivities were measured at the University of
Pennsylvania via EIS with a Solartron Analytical Modulab XM MTS spectrometer in a Janis VPF100 cryostat with a frequency range of 10-1 to 106 Hz at an amplitude of 100 mV. The hot-pressed
films, which are larger than 10 mm in diameter, were sandwiched between two stainless steel
parallel plates with an upper electrode with a 10 mm diameter. The samples were first equilibrated
at ~180 °C under vacuum in the cryostat until there was no change in the measured impedance.
Isothermal frequency-sweep measurements were performed cooling at 5 °C intervals after holding
for 5 minutes to equilibrate; each frequency sweep was repeated three times. Temperatures were
decreased until measurements became unreliable due to poor contact with the electrodes or lack
of instrument sensitivity. The cooling and heating cycles were repeated at least twice to ensure
consistent results and demonstrate reversibility. Bulk polymer resistance (R) at each tested
temperature was extracted from the Nyquist plot using ModuLab XM MTS software, and the DC
ionic conductivity (𝜎) was calculated from =

𝑙
𝐴×𝑅

, in which l is the polymer film thickness and A

is the area of the upper electrode.
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3.4.5 Determination of the Molecular Weight by 1H NMR
High temperature 1H NMR spectroscopy was used to calculate the (number average) molecular
weight of polymers from the degree of polymerization. The degree of polymerization was
calculated from the ratio of backbone to end-groups.
As the backbone signal, the methylene group next to the ester group in the backbone was used
and one or two different end-groups.
PES:
B: ester methylene (δ = 3.99 ppm, m, 4H)
E1 & E1’: methyl ester (δ = 3.58 ppm and 3.59 ppm, s, 3H)
E2: hydroxy methylene (δ = 3.42 ppm, t, 2H)
PEI:
B: ester methylene (δ = 4.14 ppm and 4.08 ppm, t, 2H)
E1 & E1’: methyl ester (δ = 3.77 ppm and 3.70 ppm, s, 3H)
E2: hydroxy methylene (δ = 3.63 ppm, q, 2H)
PEA:
B: ester methylene (δ = 4.06 ppm, m, 4H)
E1: ester methylene (δ = 2.44 ppm, t, 2H)
PEP:
B: ester methylene (δ = 4.13 ppm, m, 4H)
E1: ester methylene (δ = 4.25 ppm, m, 2H)
E2: carbonyl methylene (δ = 2.43 ppm, t, 2H)
PE:
B: ester methylene (δ = 4.12 ppm, t, 4H)
E1: methyl ester (δ = 3.73 ppm, s, 3H)
The degree of polymerization for PES, PEI and PE polymers is calculated by:
𝐷𝑃𝑛 =

∫𝐵
𝐸
𝐸
∫ 31 + ∫ 22
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And for PEA and PEP polymers by:
𝐷𝑃𝑛 =

∫𝐵
𝐸
𝐸
∫ 21 + ∫ 22

+1

The number average molecular weight (Mn) was calculated by multiplying the molecular weight
of the constitutional repeating unit (CRU) with DPn/2 because one CRU consists of two
monomeric units:
𝑀𝑛 = 𝑀𝐶𝑅𝑈 ∗
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𝐷𝑃𝑛
2

4

Extended Chain Polymer

Nanocrystals and Thin Films

4.1 Introduction
While polymer nanoparticles have been studied intensively in many instances, a control of their
shape is a largely unmet challenge. Routes to polymer nanoparticles with shapes beyond spheres
are rare. These are, however, key to particle-based materials with direction-dependent properties.
One possible approach to impart an anisotropic shape in polymer nanoparticles is based on
polymer crystallinity, a packing of chain segments via van der Waals interactions. Thus, block
copolymers with a crystallizable block can form dispersions of e.g. nanowires with a crystalline core
and an amorphous lyophilic corona.41,

180-182

In such block copolymer structures, the corona-

forming block also strongly impacts structure formation and the soft corona blurs a distinct nonspherical shape of the core. To overcome the necessity of a stabilizing corona, small ionic groups
rather than soft polymer blocks can be used to stabilize crystalline polymer nanoparticles. The ionic
groups in principle can be bound in the polymer chain as end groups, or as side chains.1, 47, 48, 183 For
polyethylene (PE), the archetype of a synthetic crystalline polymer,6, 184-187 an introduction of ionic
groups at regular intervals along the chain has been demonstrated to enable the formation of diskshaped nanoparticles in aqueous dispersion.1 Their thickness corresponds to the distance of ionic
groups along the polymer chain, which suggests a single lamella nanoscale crystal nature. This
approach, in general, is subject to limitations: the post-polymerization arrangement of chains to
folded chain nanocrystals27, 30 is slow, which can hinder the formation of regularly shaped crystals.
Second, the synthesis of polymers and in particular polyethylenes with ionic groups at precise and
sufficiently long intervals along the chain via ADMET polymerization is tedious. These limitations
could be overcome by the formation of crystalline nanoparticles from telechelics, chains of uniform
length that correspond to a single full run length through the anticipated nanocrystal and with two
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end groups that will form the crystal surface. Indeed, a telechelic polyethylene
HOOC(CH2)46COOH when injected into aqueous CsOH solution formed crystalline
nanoparticles, with a thickness corresponding to an extended chain as observed by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). This telechelic PE is accessible from erucic acid by entirely catalytic
and scalable high conversion reactions, with virtually perfect precision of chain length and end
group fidelity.3 Compared to conventional monocarboxylate surfactants, which form ‘bilayer’
micelle or vesicle structures, these PE telechelics not only contain two end groups that can provide
colloidal stabilization but also longer, crystallizable chains that distinguish them also from
‘bolaamphiphiles’.122 This enables the formation of extended-chain crystalline nanoparticles.
This chapter reports insights into the size, stability, and crystalline structure of such particles
from an experimental approach. The next chapter will expand the study by the microscopic
crystalline and surface structure from a simulation perspective. The nature of the counterion and
the head group is revealed to be decisive for obtaining stable dispersions and for the crystalline
structure of the particles. This provides general insights into the structure and design of crystalline
polymer nanoparticles beyond the well-studied block copolymer structures.
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4.2 Results and Discussion
4.2.1 Nanoparticles with Variable Head Groups and Counterions
Beyond the preliminary report on dispersions of HOOC(CH2)nCOOH (n = 21, 46) in aqueous
CsOH3 (designated as C48-COOCs and C23-COOCs), the effect of the nature of the counterion
on the colloidal behavior was studied. To this end, dispersions were prepared with
HOOC(CH2)46COOH in NaOH and KOH (0.01 M), C48-COONa and C48-COOK, respectively.
As a more strongly dissociating end group, which interacts less with the counterions, sulfonate
groups were investigated on dispersions from NaO3S-(CH2)48-SO3Na (C48-SO3Na) in water.
General observations on size and colloidal stability
In contrast to the dispersion prepared with CsOH (C48-COOCs), dispersions from sodium
and potassium hydroxide (C48-COONa and C48-COOK) form agglomerates of nanoparticles,
which precipitate eventually (Figure 4.1a). This is also reflected by dynamic light scattering (DLS),
which revealed number-weighted particle sizes of 200 nm for sodium and 56 nm for potassium
counterions (Figure 4.1b). TEM images of C48-COOK show that the dispersions contain wormlike structures that likely consist of fused primary nanoparticles and C48-COONa features even
larger agglomerates in the range of several hundreds of nanometer (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.1. (a) Images of C48-COONa, C48-COOK and C48-COOCs dispersions in 0.01 M
aqueous sodium, potassium, and cesium hydroxide, respectively, and C48-SO3Na dispersion in neat
water and (b) number weighted particle sizes of these systems determined by DLS.
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Figure 4.2. TEM images of C48-COOK (left) and C48-COONa nanoparticles (right) stained with
300 ppm phosphotungstic acid (PTA).

By dispersing C48-SO3Na in hot water, a clear transparent dispersion was obtained (Figure
4.1a). DLS revealed a number-weighted particle size of 9.8 nm (Figure 4.1b) and in TEM plateletlike particles with a lateral size of 14 nm and a thickness of 5.3 nm are observed (Figure 4.3b).
The Cryo-TEM image of particles in solution support the observation from TEM on dried samples
that the particle shape is platelet-like, and showed that the particles are not agglomerated in
dispersion (Figure 4.3c). Comparing the C48-COOCs (20 nm diameter and 6.1 nm thickness) and
C48-SO3Na nanoparticles in TEM (Figure 4.3), the C48-SO3Na particles are smaller in height and
lateral size. Furthermore, the contrast at the interface of the C48-SO3Na particles is lower and less
defined than for C48-COOCs. A statistical evaluation of the particle sizes from TEM images is
given in the appendix (Table 7.4 and Figure 7.49 to Figure 7.54).

Figure 4.3. TEM images of C48-COOCs (left, from ref. [3]) and C48-SO3Na (mid) nanoparticles
stained with 300 ppm phosphotungstic acid (PTA). Cryo-TEM image of C48-SO3Na
nanoparticles (right). Measurements of the thickness (blue) and lateral size (red) on single
particles.
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Time-dependent colloidal stability and lateral size
The time-dependent colloidal stability of C48-COOCs and C48-SO3Na dispersions was
monitored by the turbidity of the dispersions. In addition, particle sizes were determined by DLS
periodically over 3 months for C48-COOCs dispersions prepared with different concentrations.
Dispersions with nanoparticle concentrations of ≤1 mg/mL (≤0.1 wt%) C48-COOCs and
≤10 mg/mL (≤1 wt%) C48-SO3Na are stable over several months. For higher concentrated
C48-COOCs nanoparticle dispersions of 10 mg/mL (1 wt%), the particles start to agglomerate
leading to a turbid dispersion after several days (Figure 4.4a). By DLS, the increase in particle size
was monitored in comparison to a lower concentrated dispersion of 1 mg/mL (0.1 wt%) (Figure
4.4b). After a few days, a maximum number-weighted particle size of about 50 nm is reached. This
suggests that larger particles precipitate and are thus omitted in the number-weighted particle sizes
from DLS. In TEM, a broad distribution of particle sizes, from small 30 nm to large several
hundreds of nanometer big particles, are observed after six weeks (Figure 4.5). The low and
homogeneous contrast of the particles indicates that these particles only grow in lateral size and
the thickness of about 6 nm is maintained. Furthermore, the low solubility of the polyethylene
telechelics in water at room temperature and the existence of partly fused particles indicate that the
particles grow by coalescence. In contrast, Ostwald ripening involves a dissolution of the small
particles and redeposition of the dissolved species which is not expected here.58

Figure 4.4. (a) Images of a 1 wt% (left) and a 0.1 wt% dispersion (right) of C48-COOCs
nanoparticles after several days and (b) time-dependent number-weighted particle sizes determined
by DLS for a 0.1 wt% (blue) and a 1 wt% dispersion (black) of C48-COOCs nanoparticles.
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Figure 4.5. A TEM image of stained (300 ppm PTA) nanoparticles taken from a 1 wt%
C48-COOCs dispersion after six weeks. Red lines mark the diameter of the particles in the lateral
dimension.

Particle shapes by atomic force microscopy (AFM)
To further analyze the shape of the nanoparticles, AFM measurements were performed on
C48-COOCs and C48-SO3Na particles on a silicon wafer (Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7). For
C48-COOCs dispersions, the excess CsOH forms crystalline agglomerates that are difficult to
distinguish from the polymer nanocrystals and thus, complicate the shape analysis. To overcome
this problem, larger particles of an aged 10 mg/mL dispersion were used here.

Figure 4.6. (a+b) AFM images of C48-COOCs nanocrystals drop-casted on a silicon wafer and
(c+d) height profiles. TEM images cf. Figure 7.55.
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Figure 4.7. (a) AFM image of C48-SO3Na nanocrystals drop-casted on a silicon wafer and (b)
height profile.

For C48-COOCs, the sample shows single platelet-like nanoparticles and small agglomerates
distributed over the whole measurement area. The thicknesses of the observed nanoparticles and
agglomerates range from 4 to 10 nm, as exemplarily shown on the height profile of two particles
(Figure 4.6). Unequally distributed residual CsOH might cause the observed height differences
and the presence of particle-like structures with thicknesses <6 nm. Please note, that a potential
tilt of the polymer chains might also have a direct influence on the particle thickness here. A
detailed discussion about chain tilt in these nanocrystals from an experimental and simulation
perspective is given in chapter 4.2.2 and 5.2.3, respectively.
For C48-SO3Na, the particles agglomerated to form small areas of monolayers with a uniform
height of about 5 to 6 nm (Figure 4.7). This height matches the particle thicknesses observed in
TEM images of the dried dispersions (Figure 4.3).
Zeta potential and its dependency on the pH
The Zeta potential is a measure of the quality of the electrostatic stabilization of nanoparticles
and thus, their stability.188 To this end, the Zeta potentials of the four dispersions C48-COONa,
C48-COOK, C48-COOCs, and C48-SO3Na were determined from the electrophoretic mobility of
the particles.
All four dispersions exhibit a negative Zeta potential of <-55 mV which indicates good
colloidal stability (Figure 4.8).189 However, for C48-COOK and C48-COONa dispersions, this is in
contrast with the low colloidal stability observed visibly. Both dispersions are turbid after
preparation and the particles precipitate eventually. The agglomeration of these particles prior to
the Zeta potential measurement might increase the absolute surface charge and with that the Zeta
potential.190
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Figure 4.8. Zeta potential of diluted dispersions and pH of original dispersions of C48-COONa,
C48-COOK, C48-COOCs, and C48-SO3Na.

For C48-COOCs, the stability of the dispersion depends also on the deprotonation of the
carboxylic acid group and thus on the pH of the dispersion. To investigate the pH dependence, a
C48-COOCs dispersion was titrated with HCl and the particle sizes and the Zeta potential measured
simultaneously (Figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9. Number-weighted particle size (black) and Zeta potential (red) of the C48-COOCs
particles dependent on the pH of the dispersion.

Upon addition of HCl, the particles coagulated visibly but the number-weighted particle size from
DLS stayed small (~ 8 nm) until a pH of 9 was reached. At around pH 7, the particle size increased
drastically indicating a complete agglomeration and precipitation of the particles. Below pH 9 also
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the Zeta potential increased as the negative surface potential of the particles was compensated by
the protonation of the acid groups.
This experiment demonstrates the dependency of the stability on the pH of the dispersion. It
shows that a dispersant of pH >9 is needed to sufficiently deprotonate the carboxylic acid groups
to stabilize the particles in water by electrostatic repulsive interactions of the head groups. In
contrast, C48-SO3Na dispersions in water were stable and exhibited a neutral pH of ~7.
Surface tension
To investigate if the C48 telechelics can act as surfactants and whether free telechelics are
present in the dispersions, the surface tensions of a C48-COOCs and a C48-SO3Na dispersion were
measured by tensiometry. The surface tensions of C48-COOCs and C48-SO3Na dispersions were
comparable to deionized water and slightly higher than the surface tension of the CsOH solution
(Table 4.1).
These results show that the C48 telechelics do not act as surfactants which would reduce the
surface tension of the dispersions, but are tightly bound into nanocrystals.191
Table 4.1. Surface tension of nanoparticle dispersions and reference solvents at 25 °C.
sample

concentration
(mg/mL)

surface tension
(mN/m)

MilliQ

-

72.4

CsOH (0.01 M)

-

68.7

C48-COOCs

1

71.8

C48-SO3Na

1

72.6

4.2.2 Crystal Structures of Extended Chain Nanocrystals
The crystal structures of the C48-COOCs and C48-SO3Na nanocrystals were investigated by
X-ray diffraction (XRD) and electron diffraction (ED) on dried samples. A direct determination
of the crystal structures in dispersion was not possible with these techniques due to the low
concentration of the dispersions which limited the signal intensity. Thus, the dispersant had to be
removed prior to the measurements. To this end, several methods were applied: 1) freeze-drying,
2) precipitation of the particles in methanol and 3) film formation by drop-casting on a TEM grid
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or a Si wafer. By comparison of the different results, potential changes in the crystal structure upon
removal of the dispersant can be revealed.
For C48-COOCs, all three methods were applied. The freeze-dried dispersion was additionally
washed with methanol and dried under reduced pressure to remove the excess of CsOH. The film
was drop-casted on a TEM grid and analyzed by TEM-ED.
For C48-SO3Na, methods 1) and 3) were applied: freeze-drying and the film formation on a Si
wafer. By drop-casting a 50 mg mL-1 dispersion on a plasma-cleaned Si wafer, a 4.8 μm thick film
was obtained. To analyze the film, grazing-incident XRD (GIXRD) was used. For experimental
details see the experimental section (chapter 4.4).
Crystal structures from XRD
All analyzed samples exhibited a layered morphology of the ionic aggregates indicated by the
peaks in the small q range (q < 0.6 Å-1) with an order of q/q* = 1, 2, 3, 4, etc (Figure 4.10 and
Figure 4.11). The calculated interlayer distances varied between 4.7 and 6.2 nm which is in
agreement with extended PE chains and chain tilts of 33-51° similar to the structures observed for
the carboxylate telechelics in bulk (Table 4.2).63
For the freeze-dried C48-COOCs dispersion, one sharp peak was observed in the wide-angle
region at q(100) = 1.40 Å-1 indicating a hexagonal packing of the PE chains. The interlayer distance
of the ionic aggregates (calculated from the peaks in the small-angle region) was 4.7 nm which
corresponds to a chain tilt of 51° assuming extended PE chains. In contrast, the precipitated
C48-COOCs particles, exhibited mainly an orthorhombic packing of the PE chains with
q(110) = 1.53 Å-1 and q(200) = 1.68 Å-1 and an interlayer distance of 6.2 nm (chain tilt of 33°). However,
a small amount of hexagonally packed PE chains like the freeze-dried crystals with a chain tilt of
51° was present as well.
The C48-SO3Na particles exhibit an orthorhombic packing of the PE chains with interlayer
distances of 5.8 and 5.9 nm corresponding to chain tilts of 38° for both methods applied (freezedrying and film formation).
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Figure 4.10. (a) PXRD and (b) SAXS data (blue) and PXRD data (black) in the low q range of a
freeze-dried (top) and a precipitated (bottom) C48-COOCs nanocrystal dispersion.

Figure 4.11. (a) PXRD data and (b) SAXS data (blue) and PXRD data (black) in the low q range
of a freeze-dried C48-SO3Na nanocrystal dispersion (top) and a drop-casted C48-SO3Na film
(bottom).
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Table 4.2. Structural data of freeze-dried and precipitated C48-COOCs and freeze-dried and dropcasted C48-SO3Na nanocrystal dispersions.

PE unit
structure a

b

c

hex

4.5

-

-

4.7

51

31

ortho

7.5

4.9

-

6.2

33

40

hex

4.5

-

-

4.7

51

23

freeze-dried

ortho

7.5

4.9

-

5.8

39

16

drop-casted

ortho

7.5

4.9

-

5.9

38

14c

freeze-dried

C48-SO3Na

correlation
length of
ionic
layers ξ
(nm)b

interlayer
chain
distance
tilt
dlayer
(°)a
(nm)

nanocrystals method

C48-COOCs

lattice
parameter (Å)

precipitated

a

Calculated with an extended chain length of 7.2 nm for C48-COOCs and 7.4 nm for C48-SO3Na.
Size along the layered ionic aggregate normal direction, calculated from FWHM of q* in SAXS.
c
Calculated from FWHM of 2q* in PXRD.
b

TEM-ED of a C48-COOCs film
The film drop-casted from a C48-COOCs dispersion on a TEM grid revealed a continuous
film in TEM with an irregular film thickness indicated by the irregular contrast in the TEM image
(Figure 4.12a). The ED images show reflexes at distances of 2.4 and 2.7 nm-1 corresponding to an
orthorhombic PE crystal structure (Figure 4.12b and c). In regions with a thick film, rings are
observed due to the random orientation of the crystals (Figure 4.12c), whereas in regions with a
thin film, also spots can be seen in the ED image (Figure 4.12a and b) which indicate oriented
crystals.

Figure 4.12. (a) TEM image and (b)+(c) TEM-ED images of a C48-COOCs film. The red circle
in (a) marks the region where the TEM-ED image (b) was taken.
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The corresponding particle thicknesses from TEM of single particles are 6.1 nm for
C48-COOCs and 5.3 nm for C48-SO3Na (cf. Figure 4.3).
Comparison of results
Comparing all results from XRD and TEM, two different PE crystal structures and
corresponding interlayer distances/particle thicknesses are observed for C48-COOCs nanocrystals:
1) orthorhombic PE + ~6.2 nm thickness and 2) hexagonal PE + 4.7 nm thickness. This leads to
the conclusion that the crystal structure of the C48-COOCs nanocrystals changed upon removal of
the dispersant for at least one of the three methods applied. Two factors that probably influence
this change in the crystal structure are the temperature and the drying time. In the freeze-drying
process, the chains are kinetically trapped by the low temperature and thus, this method is assumed
to cause the least change in the crystal structure. The fastest method of drying is the precipitation
of the particles which can possibly also kinetically trap the crystal structure of the particles. Indeed,
the same crystal structure is observed for freeze-dried C48-COOCs particles and in part also for
precipitated C48-COOCs particles. Consequently, in dispersion, the C48-COOCs particles are
assumed to exhibit a hexagonal crystal structure and the particle thickness is assumed to be smaller
than observed for dry particles in TEM (4.7 nm vs. 6.1 nm).
For C48-SO3Na, all applied methods to remove the dispersant (freeze-drying and film
formation) yielded the same crystal structure and similar interlayer distances: orthorhombic +
~5.8 nm thickness. Therefore, distinct from C48-COOCs, there is no evidence for a change in the
crystal structure upon removal of the dispersant. Thus, the C48-SO3Na particles are assumed to
exhibit an orthorhombic crystal structure in dispersion with a particle thickness of ~5.8 nm.
Further analyses of the crystal structures and the chain tilts by MD simulations will be discussed
in chapters 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.

4.2.3 Polymer Nanocrystal Thin Films
The formation of polymer films is the most important application of polymer particle
dispersions.50 For example, surfaces can be coated with functional or protective layers. Due to their
functional groups, extended chain polymer nanocrystals from polyethylene telechelics are
predestined for the formation of functional polymeric layers.
For the formation of functional polymer films, two different methods were applied, dropcasting and spin-coating. In general, spin-coating yields especially thin and homogenously flat films
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whereas drop-casting, as the simplest method to generate polymer films, results in thicker and often
inhomogeneous films.
Drop-casted polymer nanocrystal film
To investigate the internal structure of a polymer film by grazing-incident XRD (GIXRD), a
thick film is needed to achieve a suitable signal intensity. To this end, a C48-SO3Na film was
prepared by placing a drop of a 50 mg/mL dispersion on a plasma-cleaned Si wafer. After drying
of the dispersion under ambient conditions, a film with a thickness of ~4.8 μm was obtained. From
drying, the film exhibits a large crack in the middle of the film as shown in the small image of
Figure 4.13.

Figure 4.13. X-ray scattering data of drop-casted C48-SO3Na film before (black) and after
annealing at 160 °C (red). Inlet: Image of the drop-casted C48-SO3Na film.

The polymer film shows a layered ionic aggregate morphology with an interlayer distance of
5.9 nm and the polyethylene chains exhibit an orthorhombic crystal structure (Figure 4.13a and
Table 4.3, also discussed in chapter 4.2.2). The long-range order in this particle-based polymer
film is low as evidenced by the low correlation length of the ionic aggregates of 14 nm which
corresponds to an average number of stacked layers of 2. Also, the peaks in the high q region are
broad and the (001) peak of the orthorhombic crystal phase has a shoulder to lower q which
indicates an amorphous halo underlying the scattering peaks. These are all pieces of evidence for a
completely random orientation of the particles in the polymer film.
To improve the crystalline order of the film, the film was annealed on a hot plate at 160 °C for
4 h. The temperature was chosen such that the annealing takes place below the melting point of
the bulk material (Tm = 210 °C) and above the phase transition of the PE chains from
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orthorhombic to hexagonal (T > 150 °C) which increases the chain mobility.192 After annealing,
the intensity of the peaks in the low q region has increased and the correlation length has increased
to 37 nm corresponding to an average number of stacked layers of 6. The intensity of the peaks in
the high q range has decreased and the peaks seem to be sharper and the shoulder to lower q values
of the (110) peak has vanished indicating an increased length of the PE lamellae.
In summary, the film prepared by drop-casting consists of randomly oriented fused polymer
particles. By annealing of the polymer film, the long-range order of the film was increased in both
directions, the extent of the crystalline PE lamellae as well as the number of stacked layers.
Table 4.3. Structural data of drop-casted C48-SO3Na film before and after annealing.

nanocrystals

C48-SO3Na

chain tilt
(°)a

correlation
length of
ionic layers
ξ (nm)b

method

PE structure

interlayer
distance
dlayer (nm)

dried

orthorhombic

5.9

38

14

annealed

orthorhombic

5.9

38

37

a

b

Calculated with an extended chain length of 7.4 nm for C48-SO3Na. Calculated from FWHM of
2q* in GIXRD.
Spin-coated polymer nanocrystal thin films
Thin and homogenous polymer films were prepared by spin coating on Si wafers. Different
conditions, e.g. plasma treatment of the Si substrate, load quantities, and rotation speeds were
tested, and the films were analyzed regarding thickness and uniformity (see Table 4.4). The
determination of film thicknesses by ellipsometry yielded similar results as the height profiles from
AFM on intently induced scratches. Compared to AFM, ellipsometry is a fast and non-invasive
technique and yields a mean thickness of the analyzed area. Thus, ellipsometry was chosen as the
main method to determine the film thicknesses in the described experiments.

Figure 4.14. Images of (1-7) C48-COOCs and (8-13) C48-SO3Na thin films prepared by spincoating. Numbers correspond to the respective entries in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Film thicknesses of C48-COOCs and C48-SO3Na thin films for different preparation
conditions. Entries correspond to films shown in Figure 4.14.

a

#

substrate

dispersion

conc.
amount
(mg/mL) (μL)

rotation
speed
(rpm)

1

Si

C48-COOCs

10

10

3000

-

-

2

Si

C48-COOCs

10

20

3000

41

-

3

Si

C48-COOCs

10

10

4000

37

-

4

Si

C48-COOCs

10

20

4000

34

-

5

Si

C48-COOCs

10

20

4000a

28

-

6

p.c. Si

C48-COOCs

10

10

3000

52

-

7

p.c. Si

C48-COOCs

10

10

4000

39

47

8

Si

C48-SO3Na

10

20

4000

0

0

9

p.c. Si

C48-SO3Na

10

10

3000

28

-

10

p.c. Si

C48-SO3Na

10

10

4000

17

14

11

p.c. Si

C48-SO3Na

50

10

4000

57

58

12

p.c. Si

C48-SO3Na

50

3 × 10

4000

90

76

13

p.c. Sic

C48-SO3Na

10

50

3000

16

dellipsometry dAFM
b

(nm)

(nm)

Pre-Run: 1000 rpm (instead of 400 rpm) for 7.5 s to distribute dispersion on the substrate. bSiO2

film thickness of 4.5 nm was assumed. c10 × 10 mm2 instead of 5 × 5 mm2
Figure 4.14 shows the prepared nanocrystal films with the respective experimental data shown
in Table 4.4. Due to an insufficient wetting of the Si wafers not treated by plasma discharge, low
loadings with the C48-COOCs dispersion did not yield closed and homogenous films (numbers 1
and 3, Figure 4.14). Moreover, for C48-SO3Na, the low interaction of the polar particles with the
non-polar Si substrate yielded empty Si wafers after spin-coating. For higher amounts of
C48-COOCs dispersion and high rotation speeds (entry 4) and for plasma cleaned Si wafers (entry
6, 7, 9 and 10) homogeneously distributed films were obtained. As anticipated, higher rotation
speeds of the spin coater decreased the thickness of the films (cf. entry 2 and 4, 6 and 7, 9 and 10,
Table 4.4). Thicker films were obtained from higher concentrated polymer dispersions (entry 11)
but the concentration of the dispersions is limited by their stability especially for C48-COOCs (see
chapter 4.2.1). The production of thicker films by spin-coating multiple times on the same Si wafer
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resulted in a thicker but very uneven film as evidenced by the color of the film (number 12, Figure
4.14). For larger Si wafers of 10 × 10 mm2 (entry 13, Table 4.4), the film thickness decreased
despite the 1.25-fold increased amount of dispersion per surface area of the Si wafer. However, a
large and ultra-thin homogeneous film of C48-SO3Na particles of 16 nm thickness was obtained
(number 13, Figure 4.14).
Surface analysis of spin-coated thin films by AFM
The surfaces of the polymer thin films were analyzed upon surface coverage and homogeneity
by AFM, exemplarily shown here for the films of entry 1, 10, 12 and 13 of Table 4.4 (Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15. AFM images of polymer nanocrystal thin films of (a) C48-COOCs (entry 1, Table
4.4), (b) C48-SO3Na (entry 13, Table 4.4), (c) C48-SO3Na spin-coated multiple times (entry 12,
Table 4.4) and (d+e) C48-SO3Na (entry 10, Table 4.4) before and after annealing at 140 °C.
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The surfaces of the Si wafers are virtually completely covered and the polymer films (except
for the film spin-coated multiple times) are flat over the whole measurement window and display
a surface roughness of only a few nanometers (Figure 4.15a, b, and d). The polymer film prepared
by multiple spin-coating on the same Si wafer possesses an uneven surface with height differences
of over 50 nm over the measurement window but the surface roughness is nevertheless only a few
nanometers (Figure 4.15 c).
Annealing of the C48-SO3Na polymer thin film (entry 10, Table 4.4) at 140 °C for 2 h did not
observably alter the surface in AFM (Figure 4.15e). Nevertheless, experiments on a comparable
thicker film from drop-casting showed that an increase in the internal order can be achieved by
annealing.
Analysis of spin-coated thin films by TEM and SEM
The surfaces of two polymer thin films, C48-COOCs and C48-SO3Na (Table 4.4 entry 1 and 10,
respectively), were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Both images show a
continuous polymer film without any particle boundaries leading to the conclusion that the particles
fused together to form a continuous film (Figure 4.16). This is in agreement with the concept of
short telechelic building blocks forming a crystal that can, compared to long polymer chains, form
superstructures with a higher flexibility generating materials without particle boundaries.

Figure 4.16. SEM images of polymer nanocrystal thin films of (a) C48-COOCs (entry 1, Table
4.4) and (b) C48-SO3Na after annealing (entry 10, Table 4.4).

To investigate the internal structure of the polymer thin films by TEM, two C48-SO3Na films
(entry 11 and 12 of Table 4.4) were floated off the Si wafer and placed onto a TEM grid (images
see Figure 4.17). Besides the differences in contrast that might result from different film
thicknesses, the TEM images show no evidence for particle-based or layered morphologies.
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Figure 4.17. TEM images of floated-off C48-SO3Na polymer nanocrystal thin films of (a) entry
12, Table 4.4 and (b) entry 11, Table 4.4.

Overall, the films seem to consist of fused particles rather than single particles but an analysis
of the films on the particle level remains challenging due to the polymeric nature of the material
that causes limitations in the resolution. In addition, it should be kept in mind that both techniques
(SEM and TEM) use high energy beams that can melt the material within seconds.
Surface properties of C48-SO3Na polymer nanocrystal thin films
Due to the ionic groups at the surface of the nanocrystals, the spin-coated polymer thin films
possess a functional surface. To analyze the surface properties of C48-SO3Na thin films, a series of
fresh C48-SO3Na films was prepared by spin-coating and the contact angles of water and
diiodomethane (DIM) were determined to calculate the surface free energies according to the
Owens, Wendt, Rabel and Kaelble (OWRK) method (Table 4.5).193
Table 4.5. Contact angles and surface free energies of C48-SO3Na polymer nanocrystal thin films.
Standard deviations are calculated from multiple measurement points of a single measurement.
film
entry thickness
(nm)

age of the
sample
(weeks)

contact angle contact angle
water (St Dev) DIM (St Dev)
(°)
(°)

surface free
energy (St Dev)
(mN/m)

1

0

-

19.1 (0.2)

38.8 (0.1)

73.5 (0.2)

2

30.9

0

4.4 (0.2)

41.4 (0.1)

76.1 (0.1)

3

33.0

1

12.4 (0.4)

41.8 (0.1)

74.8 (0.2)

4

33.6

2

10.6 (0.9)

42.4 (0.1)

75.1 (0.2)

5

32.2

4

16.2 (0.5)

42.2 (0.1)

73.7 (0.2)
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Figure 4.18. Contact angles of water (blue) and DIM (black) and surface free energies (red) against
the sample age.

The C48-SO3Na polymer thin films exhibit a hydrophilic surface as shown by the low contact
angles of water (4°) and the high surface free energy of 76 mN/m (entry 2, Table 4.5). For
comparison, polyethylene exhibits a water contact angle of 94° and a surface free energy of
31 mN/m.194 Interestingly, the water contact angle increases with increasing age of the polymer
films (Figure 4.18 and Table 4.5). Residues of water in the polymer film might evaporate only
slowly and thus alter the surface properties slightly over time.
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4.3 Summary and Conclusion
In conclusion, the experimental studies of C48 telechelics with different ionic head groups and
counterions show that the concept of generating an anisotropic shape on organic polymer
nanocrystals using a crystalline polyethylene core can be extended to other functional groups than
the previously reported case3 of Cs-carboxylate groups. It was shown that the type of the head
group and the counterion play a major role in determining the size and stability of the nanocrystals.
Stable nanocrystal dispersions were obtained for carboxylate groups with large cations (COOCs)
and strongly dissociating head groups (SO3-). As anticipated, the stability of the dispersions was
further determined by the concentration and the pH of the dispersion. In contrast to surfactants
and bolaamphiphiles, these polymer nanocrystals are not surface active.
In the well-studied block copolymer nanoparticles (or one-dimensional nanowires or twodimensional nanosheets), the noncrystalline polymer block characteristically impacts the overall
structure by its spatial demand (usually tending to form coils) and the corona it forms blurs the
overall shape of nanoparticles to an isotropic appearance. This differs from the concept of small,
charged hydrophilic groups attached to crystallizable polymer chains studied here. Experimental
observations of the particle shapes and dimensions in DLS and TEM suggested that the polymer
nanocrystals are extended-chain single crystals. This was supported by X-ray studies of the
crystalline particle structures on dried particles. The crystalline polyethylene core exhibited either
an orthorhombic or a hexagonal crystal structure with tilted PE chains to release the interfacial
tension at the surface of the crystal. Interestingly, for C48-COOCs, different crystal structures of
the PE chains and chain tilts were observed depending on the method of drying the particles. Due
to the reduced kinetics during freeze-drying, it was proposed that the freeze-dried C48-COOCs
particles resemble the particles in dispersion best. Consequently, C48-COOCs particles in
dispersion are assumed be thinner than the dry particles observed in TEM. A more detailed
investigation of particle thicknesses and chain tilts and the effect of the head group and counterion
on the microscopic surface structure by MD simulations is discussed in the following chapter.
In contrast to crystalline polyethylene particles from insertion polymerization,30 the extendedchain nanocrystals exhibit a tunable and covalently bound functional surface that can be exploited
for various applications. Preliminary results on the assembly of nanocrystals show that surfaces can
be coated with ultra-thin functional polymer films by spin-coating from dispersion. The coated
films that likely consist of fused nanocrystals are flat, smooth and exhibit a strongly hydrophilic
surface. Future tasks will be the improvement of physical and mechanical properties, e.g. by
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blending of the nanocrystals with other functional polymers and the induction of an ordered
assembly.
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4.4.1 Synthetic Procedures and Sample Preparations
Synthesis of octatetracontane-1,48-dioic acid (C48-COOH)

2 g (2.72 mmol, 1 equiv.) of dimethyl octatetracontane-1,48-dioate (cf. chapter 3.4.2) was
dissolved in 500 mL of hot isopropanol and 1.5 g (27.2 mmol, 10 equiv.) of KOH was added. After
heating the mixture to reflux for 18 h, the solvent was removed and the solid dissolved in 1.5 L of
hot water. The solution was acidified to pH 2 by the addition of phosphoric acid to precipitate the
C48 acid. The dispersion was cooled to room temperature and stirred overnight. After filtration and
drying of the product, octatetracontane-1,48-dioic acid was obtained as a white solid in quantitative
yield.
1

H NMR (600 MHz, C2D2Cl4, 115 °C) δ 7.29 (br, 1H, H-4), 2.40 (t, 3JH,H = 7.4 Hz, 4H, H-1),

1.72 (quin, 3JH,H = 7.4 Hz, 4H, H-2), 1.36 (m, 84H, H-3).
General procedure for the preparation of aqueous polymer nanoparticle dispersions from
C48-COOH
3 mg or 30 mg, respectively, of C48-COOH was weighed into a 20 mL vial and 1 mL of THF
and 3 mL of NaOH, KOH or CsOH solution (0.01 M or 0.1 M, respectively) were added. The
mixture was ultrasonicated with a Bandelin HD 3200 ultrasonotrode with a KE76 tip at 120 W for
10 min.
General procedure for the preparation of aqueous polymer nanoparticle dispersions from
C48-SO3Na
C48-SO3Na was dissolved in hot deionized water in an 8 mL vial and cooled to room
temperature.
Freeze-drying of a C48-COOCs dispersion for X-ray scattering
3 mL of a freshly prepared 10 mg/mL C48-COOCs dispersion was filtered over a 450 nm
syringe filter and freeze-dried overnight. To remove the excess of CsOH, the freeze-dried powder
was washed with methanol, filtered off and dried under reduced pressure to yield a white powder.
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Precipitation of a C48-COOCs dispersion for X-ray scattering
3 mL of a freshly prepared 10 mg mL-1 C48-COOCs dispersion was precipitated in 150 mL
methanol. The precipitate was filtered off, washed with methanol, and dried under reduced
pressure to yield a white powder.
Freeze-drying of a C48-SO3Na dispersion for X-ray scattering
1.3 mL of a freshly prepared 10 mg/mL C48-SO3Na dispersion was filtered over a 450 nm
syringe filter and freeze-dried overnight to yield a white voluminous powder.
General cleaning procedure for Si wafers
Silicon wafers (pre-cut 5 × 5 mm2 Si wafer purchased by Plano or self-cut 10 × 10 mm2 wafer
of an unknown supplier) were washed in isopropanol and (unless stated otherwise) cleaned in
plasma for 10 min directly before use.
Preparation of a C48-SO3Na film by drop-casting (used for GIXRD)
10 μL of a freshly prepared 50 mg/mL dispersion which was filtered over a 200 nm syringe
filter was placed on a freshly plasma-cleaned Si wafer and dried at room temperature.
General preparation procedure for nanocrystal thin films by spin-coating
10-20 μL of a nanoparticle dispersion for 5 × 5 mm2 Si wafers and 50 μL for 10 × 10 mm2 Si
wafers was placed on the wafer and the wafer rotated for 7 s with a rotation speed of 400 rpm
(unless stated otherwise) and then for 60 s with a rotation speed of 2000-4000 rpm.

4.4.2 Analytical Methods
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and Zeta potential measurements
A Malvern Nano-ZS ZEN 3600 particle sizer (173° backscattering) was used for the
determination of particle sizes and Zeta potentials. Clear nanoparticle dispersions were filtered over
a syringe filter prior to the measurements. The measurements (Size and Zeta) were performed in
the automatic mode with 4 replicate measurements. Number weighted particle sizes and Zeta
potentials were obtained with the Malvern Zetasizer software 7.13.
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
A Zeiss Libra120 microscope operated at 120 kV acceleration voltage was used for TEM
images and ED.
For TEM images, the dispersions were diluted to 0.05 mg/mL with deionized water and
stained with 6% of a phosphotungstic acid (PTA) solution (1% in water) for 30 min. TEM grids
(Cu, 6 nm C film) were treated by glow discharge for 25 s prior to use. A 2 μL drop of the stained
dispersion was placed on a TEM grid and dried at room temperature for a few hours.
For electron diffraction, 2 μL of a 1 mg/mL dispersion was placed on a TEM grid (Cu, 6 nm
C film) and dried at room temperature.
Films prepared by spin-coating were floated-off the Si wafer by dipping the wafer in a water
bath at an angle of ~45°. The floated-off films were placed on a TEM grid (Cu, empty or Cu, 6 nm
C film).
Cryo-TEM measurements were performed by Marina Krumova on a JEOL JEM 2200FS
microscope operated at 200 kV. The samples were prepared by Marina Krumova using a GridPlunger Leica EM GP. 3 µL of the dispersion (1 wt%) was dropped onto both sides of a Quantifoil
holey carbon film grid. The excess liquid was removed with filter paper (1 s blotting on both sides).
The resulting thin water films were vitrified by rapid immersing (plunging) into liquid ethane
at -180 °C. The specimens were then inserted into a cryo-transfer sample holder Gatan 914 and
transferred to the TEM.
X-Ray
Powder X-ray diffraction measurements (PXRD) and grazing-incident X-ray diffraction
measurements (GIXRD) were performed on a Bruker AXS D8 Advance diffractometer operated
by the Particle Analysis Center (PAC) at the University of Konstanz equipped with an IμS source
(Cu Kα, λ = 1.54 Å) and a Lynxeye XE detector. GIXRD measurements were performed with an
incident angle of 1.5°.
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were performed on a Bruker Nanostar
instrument also operated by the PAC.
Tensiometry
The surface tension was measured on a Krüss Processor Tensiometer K100 with a Wilhelmy
platinum plate. Freshly prepared 10 mg/mL dispersions were filtered over a 450 nm syringe filter
and diluted to 1 mg/mL for the measurement. MilliQ and a CsOH solution (0.01 M) were used as
such.
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Ellipsometry
Ellipsometry measurements were performed on a SENresearch 4.0 instrument. The UV/Vis
spectral range of 240-1040 nm and an angle of 70° were used for the measurements. Unless stated
otherwise the empty silicon wafer was measured before the preparation of thin films to determine
the thickness of the SiO2 layer on the Si wafer. The models shown in Figure 4.19 with CauchyLayers for Si, SiO2 and the polymer films were used to determine the thicknesses of the SiO2 layer
and the polymer nanocrystal thin film.

Figure 4.19. Models used for the analyses of film thicknesses by ellipsometry for (a) an empty
silicon wafer and (b) a silicon wafer with a polymer thin film.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on a Zeiss CrossBeam 1540 XB with an
acceleration voltage of 10 kV operated by the Electron Microscopy Center of the department of
biology at the University of Konstanz.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
AFM measurements were performed on a JPK NanoWizard instrument in the intermittent
contact mode using a Bruker OTESPA-R3 silicon tip with a force constant of 26 N m−1 and a
resonance frequency of about 300 kHz. Height, phase and amplitude images were recorded
simultaneously. Analyses of the height images were done with the JPK data processing software
(version spm-5.1.8).
Contact angle measurements
Contact angle measurements were performed on a Krüss Drop Shape Analyzer DSA25s. 1 μL
drops of water and diiodomethane (DIM) were placed on the substrate and the contact angles
measured every second for 20 s to calculate mean contact angles. The drop shape was fitted with a
circle for water and with an ellipsoid for DIM. The surface free energy was calculated from the
contact angles of water and DIM according to the Owens, Wendt, Rabel and Kaelble (OWRK)
method.193
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5.1 Introduction
Understanding the structure forming principles of the building blocks enables the control of
size, shape, and stability of anisotropic polymer nanoparticles. This is fundamental for designing
nanoparticles, for example, for particle-based materials with direction-dependent properties.
Molecular dynamics simulations on an atomistic level can give fundamental insights into the
microscopic structure of polymer nanoparticles and their behavior in solution. With that, the
influences of different components such as polymer crystallization, functional groups, and
counterions can be investigated on a level of resolution which is not easily accessible by
experimental techniques.
Bulk polymers were studied with MD simulations in many instances showing the crystallization
process of polyethylene102 or the influences of functional groups on the polymer morphology and
properties83, 89, 107. Also, the interactions of water and ions with charged organic molecules like
peptides116, surfactants120 and bolaamphiphiles121 and their self-assembly have been studied
intensively with MD simulation. Interestingly, simulations of self-assembled monolayers of
alkanethiols on gold nanoparticles revealed dependencies of the alkanethiol tail length and the
particle size on the chain tilt structure.195
Anisotropic extended-chain polymer nanocrystals were analyzed experimentally in the
previous chapter revealing influences of the head group and counterion on the stability, shape, and
size of the nanocrystals. The thicknesses of the nanocrystals were observed to be smaller than the
lengths of the extended chains suggesting that the PE chains in the crystals are tilted. With MD
simulations the structure of the nanocrystals can be investigated on a microscopic level promoting
the understanding of the experimental observations.
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This chapter reports MD simulations of extended chain polymer nanocrystals from
polyethylene telechelics showing the influence of chain length, head group and counterion on the
microscopic crystalline and surface structure of the crystals. In addition, chain tilts and the effects
of lateral size were investigated on the limiting case of monolayers. These studies give fundamental
insights into the design of extended chain polymer nanocrystals.
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5.2.1 Effect of Chain Length, Head Group, and Counterion
Systems with monovalent head groups – sodium, potassium and cesium carboxylate and
sodium sulfonate
To gain insights into the microscopic crystalline and surface structure of the extended chain
nanoparticles, atomistic molecular dynamics simulations were performed. These address the role
of chain lengths, head groups, and counterions from a simulation of five different systems. These
systems (C23-COOCs, C48-COOCs, C48-COOK, C48-COONa, and C48-SO3Na) were set up
consisting of a nanoparticle with 91 extended chains surrounded by water with the head groups
fully deprotonated and the counterions in 5 Å distance above or below the center of the head group
(Figure 7.56). Snapshots of the simulated systems after 100 ns with the particle aligned in the zdirection are shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.1. Snapshots from simulated systems of a (a) C23-COOCs, (b, f) C48-COOCs, (c, g) C48COOK, (d, h) C48-COONa, and (e, i) C48-SO3Na nanoparticle in water after 100 ns at 300 K
(hydrogen atoms and water molecules are not shown for clarity) (a-e) View on the yz plane. The
simulation box size is ~11 nm in the y-direction. (f-i) 30 Å slices of particle cores and the view
from the top. Detailed box dimensions are given in the appendix.
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Figure 5.2. Snapshots from simulated systems of a (a, e) C48-COOCs, (b, f) C48-COOK, (c, g)
C48-COONa, and (d, h) C48-SO3Na nanoparticle in water after 100 ns at 300 K with one chain on
the particle surface highlighted (hydrogen atoms and water molecules are not shown for clarity).
(a-d) View on the yz plane and (e-h) 30 Å slices of particle cores and the view from the top.

As a measure of the distance between the head group and counterion and the degree of their
dissociation, radial distribution functions (rdfs) of head group oxygen atoms with the counterions
were calculated. As a measure of the distance of the head groups from each other, the mean local
(number) density of the head groups from the head groups were calculated from head group
carboxylate carbons and sulfonate sulfurs, respectively (Figure 5.3). The thickness of the particles
was determined from the head group density in the z-direction by measuring the distance between
the two maxima after alignment of the crystalline chains in the z-direction (Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.3. (a) Radial distribution functions of counterion from head group carboxylate or
sulfonate O and (b) mean local number densities of head group carboxylate C (or sulfonate S)
around head group carboxylate C (or sulfonate S, respectively).
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Figure 5.4. Number densities of head groups (carboxylate C or sulfonate S) in the z-direction.

Comparing two systems with different lengths of the extended chain in MD simulations,
C23-COOCs and C48-COOCs, it can be observed that a crystal with extended chains of only 23
carbon atoms (C23) is not stable and dissociates into smaller non-crystalline aggregates, whereas a
crystal with chains containing 48 carbon atoms (C48) conserves its particle shape and forms a
polyethylene-like crystalline core (Figure 5.1a,b,f). Obviously, the attractive van der Waals
interactions between the hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains are only sufficient to overcome the
repulsion of the head groups for the longer chain polyethylene telechelics, allowing for stable
crystalline particles.
Comparing counterions of different sizes (C48-COOCs, C48-COOK, and C48-COONa), the
surface structure of the particle is more ordered for smaller counterions, which also increases the
crystalline order (Figure 5.1b-d). The chains at the lateral side of the crystal bend more strongly
with the increase in counterion size. Some of the chains form tight loops and fold itself onto the
hydrophobic side of the crystal (Figure 5.2a-c). The maximum in the rdf of the counterion from
the carboxylate O shifts to smaller distances and the maximum value increases with increasing
counterion size (Figure 5.3a). The distance at the maximum can be attributed to the average head
group to counterion distance of the counterions in the first coordination shell and the height of
the maximum to the probability of finding ions in the shell. The peak distances of 315 pm for
C48-COOCs, 278 pm for C48-COOK and 241 pm for C48-COONa agree with the sum of the ionic
radii of oxygen and the corresponding counterion, meaning that the ions in the first coordination
shell form contact ion pairs.151 The increase in the maximum of the rdf from cesium to potassium
to sodium shows that sodium has the most pronounced propensity for formation of contact ion
pairs. This is also confirmed by the density functional theory study of Stevens and Rempe showing
that the binding strength to carboxylate groups increases from Cs to K to Na.196 The in-layer
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distance of the carboxylate head groups to each other, reflected by the maximum of the mean local
density (Figure 5.3b), depends decisively on the nature of the counterion (Cs, 535 pm; K, 525 pm;
and Na, 475 pm). For sodium, the Lennard-Jones potential for the pairwise interactions used in
the simulation has its minimum at 456 pm, which is lower than the distance between the head
groups. Consequently, sodium can form contact ion pairs with the head groups neutralizing the
repulsion of the head groups and so the distance of the head groups is only limited by the size of
the head groups itself. In contrast, potassium and cesium both exhibit this minimum at larger values
than the calculated distance between the head groups in the nanoparticles. Only a part of the ions
forms contact ion pairs which results in a stronger electrostatic repulsion of the charged head
groups. The simulated particles’ thickness increases from cesium and potassium to sodium from
5.6 to 6.0 nm. The repulsion of the head groups leads to a more disordered interface of the particles
with cesium and potassium counterions, which slightly lowers the thickness of the particles (cf.
Figure 5.1b-d).
Concerning the nature of the end group, it can be observed that the particle formed from
C48-SO3Na has a crystalline core, but the surface structure is more disordered compared to that of
the carboxylate analog (C48-COONa) (Figure 5.1e+i). The head group oxygen to counterion
distance in the first coordination shell is 250 pm, 9 pm more than for C48-COONa which is
negligible (Figure 5.3a). More importantly, the degree of dissociation, as reflected by the maximum
in the rdf, is much higher for C48-SO3Na than for C48-COONa, as anticipated. Carboxylate as the
harder base interacts more strongly with the hard sodium cation than sulfonate, leading to a much
larger portion of contact ion pairs in C48-COONa compared to that in C48-SO3Na. The distance
between the head groups is 561 pm for C48-SO3Na, 86 pm more than for C48-COONa (Figure
5.3b). The degree of dissociation for C48-SO3Na is higher compared to that for C48-COONa but
lower than that for C48-COOK, so the electrostatic repulsion of the head groups should also be
lower than that for C48-COOK. Nonetheless, the observed head group–head group distance in
C48-SO3Na is longer than that in C48-COOK and C48-COOCs, leading to the conclusion that the
steric demand of the sulfonate group also plays a major role in the head group–head group
repulsion. Due to the slightly longer chain of two additional CH2 groups compared to that of the
carboxylate analog, the thickness of the C48-SO3Na particle is with 6.2 nm slightly higher than that
of the C48-COONa particle (6.0 nm).
The impact of all different parameters studied (chain length, nature of the head groups, and
type of counterions) is dominated by the interplay between the repulsion of the head groups and
the attraction of the hydrocarbon chains. Whereas the impact of the counterion size on the head
group repulsion is dominated by electrostatic interactions, the steric demand of the head group
also plays a major role in determining the stability, size, and shape of the individual particle. Both
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the steric hindrance and the electrostatic repulsion of the head groups leads to the bending of the
chains at the lateral side of the crystal, thus protecting these hydrophobic regions against
agglomeration. Indeed, experimental studies showed that C48-COOCs particles, the system with
the largest head group–head group repulsion, were stable against agglomeration.
A system with mixed monovalent head groups – mixed sodium carboxylate/sulfonate
In addition to the monofunctional systems, the effect of the head group was investigated on a
system with mixed functional groups. Therefore, a nanoparticle consisting of the bifunctional
telechelic NaOOC-(CH2)47-SO3Na (NaOOC-C48-SO3Na) was set up equal to the monofunctional
systems and with alternating functional groups (Figure 7.57). Snapshots of the simulated system
after 100 ns with the particle aligned in the z-direction are shown in Figure 5.5. The snapshots
from C48-COONa and C48-SO3Na nanoparticles are included for comparison. The rdf of the
counterion from the head group oxygens, the local density of the head groups around the head
groups and the head group density in the z-direction are shown in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.5. Snapshots from simulated systems of (a, d) a C48-COONa, (c, e) a NaOOC-C48SO3Na, and (c, f) a C48-SO3Na nanoparticle in water after 100 ns at 300 K (hydrogen atoms and
water molecules are not shown for clarity) (a-c) View on the yz plane. The simulation box size is
~11 nm in the y-direction. (d-f) 30 Å slices of particle cores and the view from the top. Detailed
box dimensions are given in the appendix.

Compared to the monofunctional systems C48-COONa and C48-SO3Na, the bifunctional
NaOOC-C48-SO3Na system has a less ordered surface structure than C48-COONa but more
ordered than C48-SO3Na (Figure 5.5). The degree of dissociation of the sodium counterions,
reflected by the maximum in the first peak in the head group–counter ion rdf, is stronger for
C48-SO3Na and weaker for C48-COONa (Figure 5.6a). Analog to the surface structure and
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counterion dissociation, the distance of the head groups for NaOOC-C48-SO3Na (530 pm) is
larger than for C48-COONa

(475 pm) and lower than for C48-SO3Na (561 pm) and the

distribution of head group distances is broadened (Figure 5.6b).

Figure 5.6. (a) Radial distribution functions of sodium from head group carboxylate or sulfonate
O and (b+d) mean local number densities of head group carboxylate C (or sulfonate S) around
head group carboxylate C (or sulfonate S, respectively) or a combination thereof. (c) Number
densities of head groups (carboxylate C and/or sulfonate S) in the z-direction.

By splitting up the head group–head group distance into contributions from carboxylate–
carboxylate (C–C), sulfonate–sulfonate (S–S) and carboxylate–sulfonate (C–S) distances, it can be
shown that the C–C distance is the smallest distance similar to the monofunctional system. For the
S–S distance the peak maximum is shifted to lower values compared to the monofunctional system.
The minimum C–S distance starts between the C–C and the S–S distances but the peak maximum
is similar to the S–S distance (Figure 5.6d). As a result of these different contributions, the overall
distance distribution is broadened and the maximum in the overall head group–head group distance
is between the monofunctional systems. The thickness of the particle is influenced only marginally
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by the different chain lengths increasing by one CH2 group each from C48-COONa to
NaOOC-C48-SO3Na to C48-SO3Na (Figure 5.6c).
The bifunctional system supports the results from the monofunctional systems. The head
group–head group distances for different contributions show that the steric demands of the
different head groups yield different distances. However, the stronger association of the
counterions compared to the C48-SO3Na monofunctional system reduces the electrostatic
repulsion of the head groups. This might explain the shift of the maximum in the S–S distance
compared to the monofunctional system. In summary, the NaOOC-C48-SO3Na system shows a
mixed behavior of both monofunctional systems yielding a system with averaged properties.
Systems with bivalent head groups – sodium and cesium phosphonate
The influence of the head group charge on the system can be investigated using a bivalent head
group. Phosphonate was chosen as a bivalent head group due to its geometric similarity to the
sulfonate group. Snapshots of the simulations for two different cations, sodium and cesium, after
100 ns are shown in Figure 5.7. Snapshots of the C48-SO3Na system are included for comparison.
The rdf of the counterion from the head group oxygens and the local density of the head groups
around the head groups are shown in Figure 5.8 and the head group density in the z-direction is
shown in Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.7. Snapshots from simulated systems of (a, d) a C48-SO3Na, (b, e) a C48-PO3Na2, and (c,
f) a C48-PO3Cs2 nanoparticle in water after 100 ns at 300 K (hydrogen atoms and water molecules
are not shown for clarity) (a-c) View on the yz plane. The simulation box size is ~11 nm in the ydirection. (d-f) 30 Å slices of particle cores and the view from the top. Detailed box dimensions
are given in the appendix.
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Both systems, C48-PO3Na2 and C48-PO3Cs2, show a stable nanoparticle with a crystalline
polyethylene core. C48-PO3Na2 seems to adopt a chain tilt but quantification is not possible due to
the small particle size. The C48-PO3Cs2 nanoparticle exhibits the most unordered structure of all
C48 nanoparticles studied.
For C48-PO3Na2, more cations form contact ion pairs than for C48-SO3Na as indicated by the
higher maximum of the first peak in the rdf of the cation from the head group O (Figure 5.8a).
Due to the higher valency, the electrostatic forces are larger leading to an increased attraction of
the cations to the nanoparticle surface. The small decrease in the O–Na distance from sulfonate to
phosphonate results from differences in the force field parameters used and will be detailed in
chapter 5.2.5. For C48-PO3Cs2, the ions are largely dissociated comparable to the C48-COOCs
system (cf. Figure 5.3a).
For C48-PO3Na2, the increased cation association leads to a decrease in the head group–head
group distance to 545 pm compared to the C48-SO3Na system with 561 pm (Figure 5.8b). For
C48-PO3Cs2, the head group–head group distance is drastically increased by over 100 pm to
665 ppm compared to all other systems observed. This results from the combination of strong
electrostatic forces of this bivalent head group and the largely dissociated cations.
The particle thickness of C48-PO3Na2 (6.0 nm) is comparable to that of C48-SO3Na (6.2 nm)
but for C48-PO3Na2 fewer chains fold themself onto the hydrophobic side of the crystal as
indicated by the density which goes to 0 around the hydrophobic waist of the particle (Figure 5.9).
The increased electrostatic attraction between the head group and cation probably bridges the head
groups and thus sticks them together more strongly. For C48-PO3Cs2, the head groups repel each
other so much that the whole surface of the particle is covered with head groups also leading to a
decreased particle thickness of 5.6 nm compared to C48-PO3Na2 (6.0 nm).

Figure 5.8. (a) Radial distribution functions of counterion from head group (sulfonate O or
phosphonate O) and (b) mean local number densities of head group (sulfonate S or phosphonate
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P) around head group (sulfonate S or phosphonate P) for the systems C48-SO3Na (green),
C48-PO3Na2 (brown) and C48-PO3Cs2 (light blue).

Figure 5.9. Number densities of head groups (sulfonate S or phosphonate P) in the z-direction
for the systems C48-SO3Na (green), C48-PO3Na2 (brown) and C48-PO3Cs2 (light blue).

5.2.2 Crystal Structure of the PE Chains
The crystal structure of the PE chains was analyzed by calculating the SAED patterns of the
(001)-plane of the C48-COOCs and C48-SO3Na nanoparticles aligned in the z-direction (Figure
5.10).

Figure 5.10. Calculated SAED patterns of simulated nanoparticles of (a) C48-COOCs and (b)
C48-SO3Na.

Both simulated SAED patterns show a hexagonal crystal structure with a lattice parameter of
4 Å. In contrast, experimental results from X-ray scattering on freeze-dried nanoparticles suggest
a hexagonal packing with a lattice parameter of 4.5 Å for C48-COOCs and an orthorhombic
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packing for C48-SO3Na. Several reasons can be given for these significantly different results from
simulation and experiment: 1) The crystal structure in simulation is very sensitive to the choice of
force field parameter and thus also unusual crystal structures can be found in simulations. For
example, for simulations of C23 alkane chains using the OPLS-AA force field, a spurious monoclinic
structure has been found.100 2) The crystal structure in experiments is very sensitive to temperature
and the thermal history of the material as shown for dried nanoparticles in chapter 4.2.2 and for
the bulk materials by Lu Yan.63 To elucidate the crystal structures of the nanocrystals with MD
simulations in detail, different force fields and temperatures would have to be tested and compared
to several experimental results. A detailed parameterization of the force field to the experimental
results might also be necessary.

5.2.3 The Effect of Lateral Size
Limiting case of a monolayer with initial chain tilt for the systems C48-COOCs and
C48-SO3Na
To better understand the observed particle structures, particularly with regard to the impact of
lateral extension, as a limiting reference case, single lamella monolayers of C48-COOCs and
C48-SO3Na in water were simulated. Periodic boundary conditions were employed to reasonably
limit computational effort. As an intuitive starting point to overcome the initial high energy from
the repulsion of the head groups, the chains were not placed perpendicular to the layer but with a
tilt of 30° (Figure 7.58). Note that such chain tilts are also often observed in semicrystalline
polyethylene, reducing the density at the interface of the crystallites.23 To avoid vacuum holes in
the polyethylene monolayer, the system was set up with a dense orthorhombic packing of the
chains.
During the first 100 ps of the simulation, the chain tilt increased to 52° for C48-COOCs and
to 37° for C48-SO3Na and remained constant for the rest of the simulation. The observed head
group–head group distance for both monolayers is 525 pm which is only 10 pm lower than for the
C48-COOCs particle but 36 pm lower than for the C48-SO3Na particle. The confinement of the
monolayer system pushes the head groups closer together compared to the nanoparticle systems
where the chains can evade to the side of the crystal. The thickness of the layer (without oxygens
and counterions) is 4 nm for C48-COOCs and 5.1 nm for C48-SO3Na which is considerably smaller
than the thickness of the particles (5.6 nm and 6.0 nm, respectively) as a result of the tilt of the
polymer chains. With a chain tilt of 52° for C48-COOCs, the theoretical thickness of the layer
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would be 3.8 nm. Due to the uneven surface of the layer, the head group density in the z-direction
leads to a slightly higher layer thickness of 4 nm.

Figure 5.11. Snapshots of the xz plane from a simulated system of (a) a C48-COOCs and (c) a
C48-SO3Na layer after 100 ns at 300 K (hydrogen atoms and water molecules are not shown for
better visibility). Box dimensions in x-direction: (a) 7.1 nm, (c) 5.6 nm. (b, d) Schematic
representations of a tilted chain and the definition of chain tilt.

Figure 5.12. (a) Radial distribution functions of counterion from head group carboxylate O (or
sulfonate O) and (b) mean local number densities of head group carboxylate C (or sulfonate S)
around head group carboxylate C (or sulfonate S, respectively) from the monolayer systems
C48-COOCs (blue) and C48-SO3Na (green). Dotted lines for comparison with the particle systems.
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Figure 5.13. Number densities of head groups (carboxylate C or sulfonate S) in the z-direction for
the monolayer systems C48-COOCs (blue) and C48-SO3Na (green).

In experiments, freeze-dried C48-SO3Na nanoparticles showed a thickness of 5.8 nm in X-ray
scattering which corresponds to a chain tilt of 39° (assuming extended chains) and freeze-dried
C48-COOCs nanoparticles showed a particle thickness of 4.7 nm corresponding to a chain tilt of
50° (cf. Table 4.2). These chain tilts observed by X-ray scattering of freeze-dried nanoparticles
agree with the chain tilts observed by simulations of monolayers in water, whereas the particle
thicknesses of C48-COOCs nanoparticles observed in TEM (6.1 nm) and in X-ray scattering of
precipitated nanoparticles (6.2 nm) are significantly larger compared to simulations. The
simulations support the hypothesis that the chain tilt changes upon drying in TEM and by
precipitation, whereas this change in chain tilt is suppressed kinetically during freeze-drying. In
addition, simulations show that the cesium ions in the C48-COOCs systems are largely dissociated
in solution. Upon drying, these ions would come closer to the head groups which reduces the
electrostatic repulsion of the head groups and, thus, the chain tilt would be reduced, and the particle
thickness increased. This, again, supports the afore mentioned hypothesis and explains the different
particle thicknesses observed experimentally for different drying procedures.
Limiting case of a monolayer without initial chain tilt for the systems C48-COOCs,
C48-COOK, and C48-SO3Na
In addition to the systems with initial chain tilt and an orthorhombic packing of the PE chains,
systems were set up without initial chain tilt and a wide-spaced hexagonal packing of the chains
(see the structure of C48-COONa in Figure 7.59). With that, the influence of the initial structure
on the chain tilt can be observed for C48-COOCs and compared to the system with initial tilt.
C48-COONa and C48-COOK monolayers were only set up without initial chain tilt.
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For C48-COONa, in the first 10 ns, the box shrank quickly resulting in a close packing of the
chains to a crystalline monolayer (Figure 5.14a). For C48-COOK and C48-COOCs, in the first
10 ns, the rearrangement of the chains was too slow and vacuum holes formed which were filled
with amorphous polyethylene chains (cf. structure of C48-COOCs in Figure 7.60). The residual
polyethylene chains formed crystalline bands with a certain degree of chain tilt. This chain tilt was
then used to start a new simulation with an initial chain tilt (Figure 7.59).
With this method, all three systems yield a uniform and crystalline monolayer in water with a
certain degree of chain tilt (Figure 5.14). From sodium to potassium to cesium, the chain tilt
increases from 25° to 26° to 50°, respectively. Note, that only the chain tilt in the y-direction is
considered here. For C48-COOK and C48-COOCs, a small chain tilt of a few degrees is also
observed in the x-direction.

Figure 5.14. Snapshots of the yz plane from a simulated system of (a) a C48-COONa, (c) a
C48-COOK and (e) a C48-COOCs monolayer after 100 ns at 300 K (hydrogen atoms and water
molecules are not shown for better visibility). Box dimensions in y-direction: (a) 5.0 nm, (c) 5.6 nm,
(e) 6.4 nm. (b, d, f) Schematic representations of a tilted chain and the definition of chain tilt.

The head group–counterion distances show the same trends as observed for the nanoparticle
systems (Figure 4.14 and cf. Figure 5.3). The larger the cation, the larger the distance between the
head group and cation in the first coordination shell and the more dissociated the cations. The
distance between the head groups is 471 pm, 480 pm and 506 pm for sodium, potassium, and
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cesium, respectively. These distances are smaller than for the nanoparticle systems (Na: 475 pm,
K: 525 pm and Cs: 535 pm), especially for potassium (by 45 pm) and cesium (by 29 pm). In the
monolayer systems, the repulsion of the head groups from each other is constrained by the
geometry of the monolayer that forces the head groups to come closer together.
The thickness of the monolayers calculated from the head group densities is 5.5 nm, 5.4 nm
and 4.1 nm for C48-COONa, C48-COOK, and C48-COOCs, respectively (Figure 5.16). These
values fit the values calculated from the observed chain tilt assuming extended polyethylene chains
(cf. Figure 5.14). Comparing the C48-COOCs monolayer system to the C48-COOCs monolayer
system which was set up with an initial chain tilt (cf. Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.13), both systems
show a similar chain tilt and particle thickness. This suggests that the chain mobility in the system
is high enough to overcome the constraint of the initial structure.

Figure 5.15. (a) Radial distribution functions of counterion from head group carboxylate O and
(b) mean local number densities of head group carboxylate C around head group carboxylate C
from the monolayer systems C48-COOCs (blue), C48-COOK (red) and C48-COONa (orange).

Figure 5.16. Number densities of head groups (carboxylate C) in the z-direction for the monolayer
systems C48-COOCs (blue), C48-COOK (red) and C48-COONa (orange).
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A C48-SO3Na nanoparticle of experimentally-observed size
Exemplarily, a C48-SO3Na nanoparticle was simulated with a lateral size of 15 nm which is a
similar size compared to real particle sizes observed by TEM (Figure 4.3 and Table 7.4). The
chains were set up perpendicular to each other at 5 Å distance without a chain tilt (Figure 7.61).
Snapshots of the simulation after 100 ns are shown in Figure 5.17. The nanocrystal has a plateletlike shape with a crystalline polyethylene core. In the course of the simulation, a chain tilt evolved
in the nanocrystal. In some regions of the crystal, as seen in Figure 5.17b on the right side of the
crystal, the chains have not yet fully rearranged to form a tilted layer but have a curved structure.

Figure 5.17. Snapshots from a simulated system of a C48-SO3Na nanoparticle in water after 100 ns
at 300 K (hydrogen atoms and water molecules are not shown for clarity) (a) View on the xz plane
and (b) view on the yz plane. Box dimensions: 19.9 × 18.0 × 12.5 nm3. (c) 30 Å slice of particle
core and the view from the top.

The head group–counterion rdf shows a similar profile compared to the small nanoparticle,
but a difference can be observed in the head group–head group local density (Figure 5.18). The
head group–head group distance is reduced by 34 pm from 561 pm to 527 pm in the system with
the large particle. This reduction in the head group–head group distance was also observed for the
monolayer systems and is attributed to the effect of the lateral size which forces the head groups
closer together (cf. Figure 5.12b).
The particle thickness of the large particle (5.9 nm) is smaller compared to the particle
thickness of the small particle (6.2 nm) but a precise quantification of the particle thickness and the
chain tilt is difficult due to the not fully tilted structure and the uneven particle surface (Figure
5.19). For a better analysis, the simulation time should be prolonged, or the crystal should be set
up with an initial chain tilt to reduce the need for an extensive rearrangement.
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Figure 5.18. (a) Radial distribution functions of sodium from head group sulfonate O and (b) mean
local number densities of head group sulfonate S around head group sulfonate S from systems of
a C48-SO3Na nanoparticle with small size (green) and large size (red).

Figure 5.19. Number densities of head groups (sulfonate S) in the z-direction from systems of a
C48-SO3Na nanoparticle with small size (green) and large size (red).

5.2.4 Tests for Convergence of the Systems
For the C48-COOCs nanoparticle (cf. chapter 5.2.1), a longer simulation run of 400 ns was
performed and the head group–counterion rdfs and the mean local densities of the head groups
from 90-100 ns and from 390-400 ns were compared to see if the simulation was reasonably
converged (Figure 5.20). Additionally, the C48-COOCs system at 100 ns as the most disordered
system was used to create a simulation evolving from disorder to order. For this purpose, Cs was
converted to Na, the simulation run for another 200 ns (300 ns total) and the head group–
counterion rdfs and the mean local densities of the head groups from 290-300 ns were compared
to those from 90-100 ns of the C48-COONa simulation (Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22).
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The comparison of the C48-COOCs systems after 100 and 400 ns simulation time shows that
there are effectively no differences in these two systems. Both the rdfs of the counterions from the
head groups and the mean local (number) densities of the head groups are basically identical
showing that the simulation converged (Figure 5.20). Furthermore, the exchange from cesium to
sodium shows that the more disordered C48-COOCs system quickly evolves to a more ordered
system after the change of the counterions, validating the findings of chapter 5.2.1 (Figure 5.21).
The head group–counterion rdfs and the head group mean local densities of the C48-COONa
system from 90-100 ns and the C48-COOCs-to-Na system from 290-300 ns also show similar
figures (Figure 5.22). The slightly larger head group–head group distance and lower local density
probably results from some chains at the lateral side of the crystal which are not (yet) fully extended.
In summary, it can be stated that the observed effects of different counterions and head groups
occur fast enough to be observed within the 100 ns simulation time applied in this work.
Presumably, longer simulation times would be needed to investigate an aggregation of chains from
a fully disordered system to a nanoparticle.

Figure 5.20. (a) Radial distribution functions of counterion from head group carboxylate O and
(b) mean local number densities of head group carboxylate C around head group carboxylate C
from 90-100 ns and 390-400 ns of the C48-COOCs system.
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Figure 5.21. Snapshots from simulated systems of (a+d) a C48-COOCs and (c+f) a C48-SO3Na
nanoparticle after 100 ns and (b+e) the C48-COOCs nanoparticle at 100 ns after the exchange of
Cs+ for Na+ and additional 200 ns simulation (hydrogen atoms and water molecules are not shown
for clarity). (a-c) View on the yz plane. (d-f) 30 Å slice of particle cores and the view from the top.

Figure 5.22. (a) Radial distribution functions of counterion from head group carboxylate O and
(b) mean local number densities of head group carboxylate C around head group carboxylate C of
C48-COONa from 90-100 ns and C48-COOCs at 100 ns after the exchange of Cs+ for Na+ and
additional 200 ns simulation from 290-300 ns.
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5.2.5 Comparison of Different Force Field Parameters
The structure of the nanoparticles in simulation is decisively determined by the nature of the
head group. To investigate the influence of the force field parameters used for the head groups,
simulations were performed using force field parameters for the sulfonate head group from two
different sources. The force field parameters used for the sulfonate group in chapters 5.2.1, 5.2.2
and 5.2.3 are from Shimizu et al. who parametrized the force field for common ionic liquids.110 The
parameters used for comparison here are generated by the LigParGen server of Jorgensen et al.
which generates force field parameters for organic ligands based on quantum mechanics
calculations.197-199 The detailed force field parameters are listed in chapter 7.3.3.
Snapshots of the simulated systems after 100 ns are shown in Figure 5.23. To compare the
two simulations, the head group–counter ion distance measured from the radial distribution
function of the counter ions from the head group O and the head group–head group distance
observed by the local density of head groups (sulfonate S) around the head groups are shown in
Figure 5.24. The head group–counter ion profile is similar for both force field parameters used
and only a small difference in the oxygen–counter ion distance is observed. The profile of the head
group–head group distance looks slightly different. The distance profile from the LigParGen
parameters shows a shoulder to lower distances but the maximum is at the same distance.
Overall, the differences in the simulations caused by the different force field parameters are
minor and the overall structure of the nanoparticle is identical (Figure 5.23).

Figure 5.23. Snapshots from simulated systems of a C48-SO3Na nanoparticle in water after 100 ns
at 300 K simulated with different force field parameters (hydrogen atoms and water molecules are
not shown for clarity) Force field parameters from (a+c) Shimizu et al.110 and (b+d) the LigParGen
server197-199. (a+b) View on the yz plane and (c+d) 30 Å slice of particle core and view from the
top.
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Figure 5.24. (a) Radial distribution functions of counterion from head group sulfonate O and (b)
mean local number densities of head group sulfonate S around head group sulfonate S of a
C48-SO3Na nanoparticle from 90-100 ns simulated with the Shimizu force field110 and the
LigParGen force field197-199.
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5.3 Summary and Conclusion
All-atom molecular dynamics simulations revealed the microscopic crystalline and surface
structure of extended chain polymer nanocrystals in solution. The particles exhibit a crystalline core
of regularly arranged stretched hydrocarbon chains with layers of head groups on the surfaces. This
crystalline core renders these particles stable toward break up to smaller entities and determines
their shape.
The steric demand of the head group and the strength of the head group–counterion
interaction, that is the degree of dissociation, strongly affects the extent of repulsion of the head
groups. This, in turn, decisively affects the size and stability of the nanoparticle. The larger diffuse
counterion cloud for more strongly dissociated head group–counterion combinations is expected
to enhance the colloidal stability and prevent the aggregation of the nanoparticles, which is indeed
observed experimentally (cf. Figure 4.1). Additionally, aggregation is facilitated by the exposed
lateral faces (cf. Figure 5.1d) in the most ordered crystals. Comparative studies of a shorter (C23)
chain length system reveal that in this case, the van der Waals interactions between the hydrocarbon
chains are not sufficient to form an ordered structure and overcome the head group repulsion.
Simulations result in a break-up of the nanoparticles, and, in agreement with an experimental study,
no stable particles were formed.3
With the increase in lateral size, studied on the limiting case of a monolayer, the repulsion of
the head groups leads to the formation of chain tilt, resulting in thinner particles. And indeed,
thinner particles were observed experimentally by X-ray scattering on freeze-dried dispersions (cf.
Table 4.2). The simulations show that, for carboxylate head groups, the dissociation of the ions is
the major reason for large tilt angles. If this dissociation would be reversed, e.g. by evaporation of
the solvent, the chain tilt is expected to decrease and the particle thickness expected to increase as
observed for particles in TEM (cf. Figure 4.3). The simulation of an experimentally sized particle
confirms the existence of chain tilt and shows that chain tilt can evolve on small timescales of
several hundreds of ns.
Additional investigations proved a reasonable convergence of the simulated nanoparticle
systems after 100 ns and showed the insensitivity towards small differences in force field
parameters.
These insights in the microscopic crystalline and surface structure of the nanocrystals are
instrumental for understanding and designing anisotropic polymer nanocrystals from polyethylene
telechelics. As a next step, a combination of these atomistic simulations with multi-scale models
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and a coarse-graining of the system will allow further studies on the formation and self-assembly
of these particles.
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5.4 Methods
5.4.1 Setup of Initial Structures for MD Simulations
Initial structures were generated by custom-built scripts using MarvinSketch200, VMD201,
Python202, and GROMACS203. The initial coordinates of a single chain in all-trans configuration
were created using MarvinSketch. For simulations of a particle in water, 91 chains for a small
particle and 631 chains for a large particle were assembled with VMD into a hexagonal shaped
particle with all chains parallel to each other and at a distance of 5 Å. For simulations of a polymer
layer in water with initial chain tilt, 72 chains tilted by 30° in the x-direction were placed into a facecentered rectangular lattice (7.41 × 4.94 Å2) with one chain at the edge and another in the middle
with a zigzag chain orientation orthogonal to the other chain. For simulations of polymer layers in
water without initial chain tilt, 144 chains were placed perpendicular into a hexagonal lattice at a
distance of 5 Å. With a Python script counterions were added 5 Å above/below the carbonyl
carbon or the sulfur atom, respectively and the particle or layer was solvated with GROMACS.
The final assignment of names and masses and the generation of the LAMMPS data file was done
with VMD.
For layers without initial chain tilt, the simulations were evaluated after 10 ns simulation time
whether a compact, continuous, and crystalline layer formed. If not, a new simulation was set up
with all chains aligned to one semicrystalline tilted chain of the 10 ns simulation.

5.4.2 MD Simulations
All simulations were performed on an atomistic resolution using the L-OPLS-AA force field97
with SPC/E water.109 In general, the force field parameters for the -CH2SO3- unit were used from
Shimizu et al.110 The force field parameter for the -CH2PO3- unit and the -CH2SO3- unit for
comparison with the Shimizu force field were generated by the LigParGen parameter generator
from Jorgensen et al.197-199 The X-H bonds and H-X-H angles, for X = O, C were constraint using
the SHAKE algorithm.204 Simulations were performed with the LAMMPS software package
(16Mar2018).205 The structures were first energy-minimized with a stopping tolerance of 10-4 for
energy and 10-4 kcal/mol-Å for force, followed by two short equilibrations. In the first
equilibration, an NVT ensemble with a timestep of 1 fs was used for 10 ps and in the second an
NPT ensemble with a timestep of 1 fs for 50 ps. The presented production runs of 100 ns with a
timestep of 1 fs were performed in the NPT ensemble at 300 K, coupled with a Nosé-Hoover
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thermostat with a pressure damping parameter of 1000 fs. Isotropic pressure scaling was used for
the nanoparticle systems and anisotropic pressure scaling for the layer system. A particle-particle
particle-mesh solver with a relative error in forces of 10-5 was used for long-range electrostatic
interactions.
For the large C48-SO3Na particle, the linear and angular momentum of the particle was zeroed
every 1000 steps to avoid a movement of the particle out of the box.
For C48-COOCs, a longer simulation run of 400 ns was performed to further probe
convergence. Additionally, the C48-COOCs system at 100 ns as the most disordered system was
used to create a simulation evolving from disorder to order by converting Cs to Na ions and
extending the simulation by another 200 ns (300 ns total).

5.4.3 Analyses of MD Simulations
Radial distribution functions and head group densities
Radial distribution functions were calculated by VMD from 90-100 ns using simulation frames
every picosecond. The radial distribution function 𝑔(𝑟)𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 between oxygens and counterions
was rescaled to the volume of solvent in the simulation box by
𝑔(𝑟)𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑑 =

𝑔(𝑟)
∗𝑉
𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡

where 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is the mean box volume in the time window 90-100 ns and 𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 the volume
of the solvent calculated by subtracting the volume of the particle or layer at 100 ns from the box
volume. The volume of the particle was calculated generating a surface representation of the
particle and a reference sphere with VMD and calculating the volume with Blender.206
Due to the different box volumes of the nanoparticle and the layer system, radial distribution
functions were converted to mean local (number) densities in order to make the local head group
coordination comparable
𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑔(𝑟)
𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛

For the calculation of the head group number density in the z-direction, the nanoparticles were
aligned along the extended chains in the z-direction and moved to the origin. A histogram of the z
coordinates (bin size 1 Å) of the carboxylate carbon or the sulfur atoms, respectively, was calculated
from 90-100 ns using simulation frames every picosecond and the number density calculated by
𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑁𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒
𝑎∗𝑏∗1Å
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with 𝑁𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒 the number of counts per frame and 𝑎 and 𝑏 the lengths of the box in x and ydirection, respectively.
SAED patterns
SAED patterns were calculated from the C48-COOCs and the C48-SO3Na nanoparticle system
at 100 ns. For the calculation, water was removed from the systems and the particles were centered
and aligned in z-direction. The calculations were performed for the (001) plane with the LAMMPS
software package including the extension for SAED caluclations.207 An incident radiation with a
wavelength of λ = 0.103 Å, a maximum distance explored from reciprocal space origin of 0.85 Å-1,
a manual spacing of the reciprocal lattice nodes of 0.01, and a thickness of the Ewald sphere slice
intercepting the reciprocal space of 0.01 Å-1 were chosen. The resulting data was plotted with
VisIt.208
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Designing advanced functional materials from anisotropic building blocks enables a
hierarchical structuring that is inspired by nature. To this end, it is essential to control the size,
shape, and functionality of the building blocks as well as the self-assembling process. For inorganic
nanoparticles, it is well known that the crystal structure and its directed growth enable the
formation of anisotropic nanoparticles. In polymer chemistry, spherical (isotropic) nanoparticles
dominate often due to the amorphous polymer structure. But there are also some well-known
crystalline polymers like polyethylene. Nevertheless, distinct from inorganic materials, the
crystallinity in polymers is based on the relatively weak Van-der-Waals interactions between
adjacent polymer chains.
This work focused on the design of anisotropic polymer nanoparticles exploiting the principles
of polymer crystallinity. In contrast to block copolymers, crystalline polymers with small ionic
groups were used which stabilize the nanocrystals in water without blurring their anisotropic shape.
Previous studies showed that polyethylenes with periodically placed carboxylic acid groups formed
anisotropic self-stabilized polymer nanocrystals.1 Disadvantageously, the synthesis of these
polymers by acyclic diene metathesis (ADMET) polymerization was tedious. Therefore,
periodically functionalized polyethylenes were synthesized from polyethylene telechelics by
classical melt polycondensation. The polyethylene telechelics can be synthesized by an entirely
catalytic and scalable synthesis starting from fatty acids.2, 3 To overcome the problem of low
miscibility of the hydrophobic polyethylene telechelics with polar functional groups, two methods
were applied: 1) the sulfonate monomer was applied as tetrabutylammonium salt and 2) functional
groups were introduced by post-polymerization click reactions.
The use of dimethyl sulfosuccinate as a tetrabutylammonium salt enabled successful melt
polycondensations with polyethylene telechelics and subsequent ion-exchanges yielded the periodic
polyethylene sulfonates (PES) (Figure 6.1).
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For post-polymerization functionalization, polymers were synthesized containing periodically
placed reactive double and triple bonds. Itaconate was polymerized in the melt with telechelic
polyethylene diols, and allyl- and propargyl-substituted propanediols were polymerized with
telechelic polyethylene diesters in solution. Thiol-ene click reactions on polymers with double and
azide-alkyne click reactions on polymers with triple bonds afforded polymers with carboxylic acid
and amine groups. Due to the reactive double and triple bonds, the polymers were prone to crosslinking during the melt polycondensation and the radical click reaction. Experimental observations
on solubility, molecular weight distributions and polymer crystallinities hinted to a partial crosslinking for some of the polymers. Studies on the morphology of two itaconate polymers revealed
unordered structures that were also associated with the partial cross-linking.

Figure 6.1. Chemical structure of periodic polyethylene sulfonates (PES).

In contrast to the itaconate polymers, the periodic polyethylene sulfonate polymers (Figure
6.1) showed very interesting ordered morphologies revealed by intensive X-ray studies performed
at the University of Pennsylvania. At room temperature, the polymers exhibit a layered ionic
aggregate morphology which consists of crystalline polyethylene layers embedded between ionic
layers. In water, these polymers form anisotropic self-stabilized polymer nanoparticles with a
crystalline polyethylene core and sulfonate groups on the surface (Figure 6.2a).

Figure 6.2. Schematic structures of periodic polyethylene sulfonate polymers a) as a nanoparticle
and in bulk at room temperature and b) at elevated temperatures in bulk. From left to right: layered,
gyroid and hexagonal morphology.

Upon increasing the temperature and melting of the polyethylene chains, the layered
morphologies transform into disordered, gyroid or hexagonal morphologies depending on the size
and polarity of the ionic groups (Figure 6.2b). Especially interesting, the gyroid structure observed
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for polyethylene telechelics with 23 carbon atoms, is a new morphology which was not observed
for ionomers before. Studies on the ionic conductivity revealed that the ionic conductivity in the
layered morphology is independent of the polymer segmental motion which is beneficial for
enhanced ion transport. Additionally, the gyroid morphology exhibits an even higher ionic
conductivity than the layered morphology due to its percolated ion channels. This makes these
polymers promising candidates for single-ion conducting membranes in solid-state Li-ion batteries.
To this end, future studies will focus on the generation of the gyroid structure at room temperature
and the dissociation of the ions with small organic molecules to further increase the ionic
conductivity. Another approach will focus on an increased long-range order of the layered
morphology to overcome low conductivities due to grain boundaries. Therefore, an ordered
assembly of the anisotropic nanoparticles will be pursued.
Besides the synthesis of functional polymers, this work provided a detailed insight into
anisotropic polymer nanocrystals experimentally and with MD simulations. For the investigations,
anisotropic polymer nanocrystals from self-assembled polyethylene telechelics as introduced
previously3 were used. They also form platelet-shaped nanoparticles with a crystalline polyethylene
core and functional groups at the surface (Figure 6.3).

Figure 6.3. Schematic representation for the synthesis and structure of anisotropic polymer
nanocrystals from polyethylene telechelics and TEM images of two different types of nanocrystals.

Based on these nanocrystals, the influence of the head group and the counterion on the size,
shape, and stability of the particles was investigated. Colloidally stable nanocrystal dispersions were
only obtained for carboxylate groups with large cations (C48-COOCs) and strongly dissociating
head groups like sulfonate (C48-SO3Na). Carboxylate particles with smaller cations (Na+ and K+)
agglomerated and precipitated eventually. Besides the head groups and the counterions, the stability
of the particles was shown to be dependent on the concentration and the pH of the dispersion.
X-ray studies to reveal the crystal structure of the particles were performed on dried dispersions
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prepared by different methods like freeze-drying, precipitation or film formation. They confirmed
that the nanoparticles exhibit a crystalline polyethylene core and that the thickness of the crystals
corresponds to the length of the extended polyethylene chains under a certain degree of chain tilt.
Interestingly, for C48-COOCs, the polyethylene crystal structure and the chain tilt varied for
different methods of drying.
Furthermore, preliminary experiments on the assembly of the nanocrystals showed that spincoating produces homogenous ultra-thin polymer films with hydrophilic surfaces. The combined
analysis of the films via AFM, SEM, and TEM suggests that the films consist of rather unordered
nanoparticles that fused together. The internal order of a comparable thicker film could be
increased by annealing below the melting point.
The experimental observations on the structure and properties of the extended-chain polymer
nanocrystals were extended by molecular dynamics simulations on an atomistic resolution showing
the nanoparticles’ microscopic crystalline and surface structure. Like in experiments, influences of
the chain length, head groups, and counterions were studied. With increasing counterion size (Na+
< K+ < Cs+), the dissociation of the counterions from the carboxylate head groups increases.
Consequently, the electrostatic repulsion of the head groups increases as well which leads to a
bending of the chains at the edge of the crystal leading to a covering of the hydrophobic side of
the crystal with functional groups (Figure 6.4a). The covering of the hydrophobic sides and the
larger diffuse ion cloud for large cations were attributed to an increased stability of the particles
against agglomeration. This conclusion was supported by the experimental observations on the
stability of carboxylate particles with different cations.

Figure 6.4. Snapshots from the MD simulations of a) a C48-COOCs particle and (b) a C48-COOCs
monolayer in water after 100 ns.

The simulation of a comparable nanoparticle with a shorter polyethylene chain of only 23
carbon atoms revealed that the repulsion of the head groups exceeded the Van-der-Waals attraction
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of the hydrocarbon chains which led to the dissociation of the particle into smaller aggregates.
Similarly, no stable particles were obtained experimentally.3
In addition to the studies on small nanoparticles, the influence of the lateral size was studied
on the limiting case of monolayers. With larger lateral size the chains cannot bend to avoid the
electrostatic repulsion of the head groups. Instead, chain tilt evolved to increase the distance of the
head groups from each other (Figure 6.4b).
With these insights from MD simulations, a hypothesis for the different experimentally
observed chain tilts and crystal structures could be developed. For cesium carboxylate particles
(C48-COOCs), the system with the most dissociated counterions, the dissociation of the
counterions would be reversed upon drying. This would lead to a decreased electrostatic repulsion
of the head groups and thus, to a smaller distance of the head groups. Therefore, dried particles
are assumed to have a denser packing of the chains and less chain tilt, leading to thicker particles.
In contrast, particles in solution would exhibit a less dense packing of the chains and a larger chain
tilt and would, thus, be thinner.
Despite the good agreement between the experimental observations and the MD simulations,
the convergence of the simulations and the force fields were additionally validated by several tests
showing a reasonable convergence and an insensitivity of the figures towards the choice of force
field parameters.
In conclusion, this work gave first comprehensive insights into the structure and preparation
of anisotropic polymer nanocrystals from polyethylene telechelics exploiting the principals of
polymer crystallinity. This was elaborated here for polyethylene, the most common synthetic
polymer but can be extended to other crystalline (bio)polymers. A straightforward synthetic route
to ionic polymers with a defined and tunable microstructure was presented which yielded highly
structured materials and nanoparticles. Possible applications for these materials are single-ion
conducting membranes in lithium-ion batteries where they can replace flammable liquid electrolytes
and enhance the charge densities. In addition, guided hierarchical self-assembly of the nanoparticles
would induce long-range order in these materials, thus, generating materials with improved or
anisotropic properties.
The combined insights from experiments and MD simulations on the structure and properties
of the extended-chain nanocrystals provide valuable knowledge for a targeted design of anisotropic
polymer nanocrystals. These studies lay the foundation for the generation of advanced hierarchical
materials from a guided self-assembly of such polymer nanocrystals. Future studies should focus
on the self-assembly process to obtain ordered superstructures taking advantage of the gained
knowledge on the nanocrystal’s structure and properties. Simulations using coarse-grained
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structures and multi-scale models that are based on the presented atomistic MD simulations would
complement experimental studies to this end.
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Appendix

7.1 Characterization of Polymers
7.1.1 Selected NMR Spectra

Figure 7.1. 1H NMR spectrum of PES23NBu4 in DMSO-d6 at 115 °C.
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Figure 7.2. 1H NMR spectrum of PES48NBu4 in DMSO-d6 at 115 °C.

Figure 7.3. 13C{1H} NMR spectrum of PES48NBu4 in DMSO-d6 at 115 °C.
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Figure 7.4. 1H NMR spectrum of PES23Li in DMSO-d6 at 110 °C.

Figure 7.5. 1H NMR spectrum of PES23Na in DMSO-d6 at 115 °C.
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Figure 7.6. 1H NMR spectrum of PES23Cs in DMSO-d6 at 110 °C.

Figure 7.7. 1H NMR spectrum of PES48Na in DMSO-d6 at 115 °C.
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Figure 7.8. 1H NMR spectrum of PES48Cs in DMSO-d6 at 110 °C.

Figure 7.9. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI12 in CDCl3 at room temperature.
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Figure 7.10. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI19 in CDCl3 at room temperature.

Figure 7.11. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI23 in CDCl3 at room temperature.
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Figure 7.12. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI48 in CDCl3 at 57 °C.

Figure 7.13. 1H NMR spectrum of PEA23 in CDCl3 at room temperature.
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Figure 7.14. 1H NMR spectrum of PEP19 in CDCl3 at room temperature.

Figure 7.15. 1H NMR spectrum of PEP23 in CDCl3 at room temperature.
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Figure 7.16. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI12-SC2H4COOH in THF-d8 at room temperature.

Figure 7.17. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI19-SC2H4COOH in THF-d8 at room temperature.
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Figure 7.18. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI19-SC2H4NH2 in CDCl3 at room temperature.

Figure 7.19. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI23-SC2H4COOH in THF-d8 at room temperature.
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Figure 7.20. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI23-SC2H4NH2 in CDCl3 at room temperature.

Figure 7.21. 1H NMR spectrum of PEI48-SC2H4COOH in CDCl3 at 57 °C.
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Figure 7.22. 1H NMR spectrum of PEA23-SC2H4COOH in CDCl3 at room temperature.

Figure 7.23. 1H NMR spectrum of PEP23-N3CH2COOH in CDCl3 at room temperature.
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Figure 7.24. 1H NMR spectrum of PE23 in C2D2Cl4 at 90 °C.

Figure 7.25. 1H NMR spectrum of PE48 in C2D2Cl4 at 110 °C.
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7.1.2 Selected GPC Traces

Figure 7.26. GPC trace of PES23NBu4 in DMSO (+ 0.1 M LiCl + 5 g/L acetic acid) at 80 °C
against PMMA standards.

Figure 7.27. GPC trace of PES48NBu4 in DMSO (+ 0.1 M LiCl + 5 g/L acetic acid) at 80 °C
against PMMA standards.
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Figure 7.28. GPC trace of PEI12 in THF at 50 °C with linear calibration against PS standards.

Figure 7.29. GPC trace of PEI19 in THF at 50 °C with linear calibration against PS standards.
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Figure 7.30. GPC trace of PEI23 in THF at 50 °C with linear calibration against PS standards.

Figure 7.31. GPC trace of PEA23 in THF at 50 °C with linear calibration against PS standards.
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Figure 7.32. GPC trace of PEP19 in THF at 50 °C with linear calibration against PS standards.

Figure 7.33. GPC trace of PEP23 in THF at 50 °C with linear calibration against PS standards.
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Figure 7.34. GPC trace of PEI19-SC2H4COOH in THF at 50 °C with linear calibration against
PS standards.

Figure 7.35. GPC trace of PEI23-SC2H4COOH in THF at 50 °C with linear calibration against
PS standards.
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Figure 7.36. GPC trace of PEA23-SC2H4COOH in THF at 50 °C with linear calibration against
PS standards.

Figure 7.37. GPC trace of PE23 in 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at 160 °C with universal calibration.
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Figure 7.38. GPC traces of PE48 in 1,2-dichlorobenzene at 160 °C with linear calibration against
linear polyethylene standards.
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7.1.3 Additional Information on Morphologies and Ionic Conductivities

Figure 7.39. The physical appearance of melt-pressed PES48NBu4, PES48Cs75/NBu425, and
PES48Na (translucent).

Figure 7.40. Room temperature small-angle and wide-angle X-ray scattering profiles of bulk
PES48Na, PES48Cs75/NBu425, and PES48NBu4.The arrows indicate the peaks arising from
inter-crystallites scattering.
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Figure 7.41. X-ray scattering profiles of bulk (a) PES48NBu4, (b) PES48Cs75/NBu425, and (c)
PES48Na at all temperatures measured during cooling from the melt (left) and the second heating
(right). The morphological transitions during the cooling and second heating are fully reversible in
all three polymers.
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Figure 7.42. d-spacing of ionic aggregates as a function of temperature in bulk PES48NBu4,
PES48Cs75/NBu425, and PES48Na. Filled and open markers represent the daggregate below and
above the Tm. All error bars are smaller than the markers.

Figure 7.43. Cryo-TEM images of a PES48Na nanoparticle dispersion.
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Figure 7.44. Representative Nyquist plot of PES48Na at 410 K. The minimum of the semicircle
where Z” = 0 represents the resistance of the bulk polymer film.

Figure 7.45. X-ray scattering of PES48NBu4 at anhydrous condition and 100% relative humidity
(RH) environment at room temperature. The numbers denote the q ratio of peaks relative to the
first order layer peak. The layered structures are retained upon the incorporation of water
molecules.
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Table 7.1. Small-angle X-ray scattering peak position data of PES23Li at 150 °C indicating a gyroid
structure (symmetry of 𝐼𝑎3̅𝑑, 𝑎 = 75.81 Å) for the ionic aggregates.
peak # (hkl) q ratio q (Å-1) d (Å)
1

(211)

√6

0.203

30.95

2

(220)

√8

0.234

26.85

3

(321)

√14

0.308

20.40

4

(400)

√16

0.332

18.93

5

(420)

√20

0.369

17.03

6

(332)

√22

0.389

16.15

7

(422)

√24

0.405

15.51

8

(431)

√26

0.421

14.92

Table 7.2. Crystal structure of the ethylene backbone in the PES23 polymers at 30 °C.
polymers

crystal structure unit cell parameter [Å]

PES23Li

hexagonal

a = 4.87

PES23Na

hexagonal

a = 4.86

PES23Cs

hexagonal

a = 4.88

PES23NBu4 hexagonal

a = 4.88
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Figure 7.46. In situ X-ray scattering data of PES23 polymers at all measured temperatures.
Samples were initially heated above the melting temperature to erase prior thermal history and then
cooled (a, c, e, g). The polymers neutralized with Li, Cs and NBu 4 were immediately reheated (b,
f, h), while the Na-neutralized PES23 was held at room temperature for 3 days because
crystallization was very slow.
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Figure 7.47. Storage (G’, filled) and loss (G”, open) modulus of PES23 polymers as a function
of temperature during the first cooling and second heating.

Table 7.3. VFT and Arrhenius fitting parameters of ionic conductivity data of PES23 polymers.
polymers

VFT
log 𝝈∞ (S/cm) D

Arrhenius

T0 (K)

log 𝝈𝟎 (S/cm) Ea (kJ/mol)

PES23Li

-2.34

1.24

302.25

--

--

PES23Na

-0.71

2.50

280.49

--

--

PES23Cs

-0.22

2.61

272.92

43.89

163.9

3.97

192.16

--

--

PES23NBu4 -0.047
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Figure 7.48. Ionic conductivity of (a) PES23Na, (b) PES23Cs, and (c) PES23NBu4 during
cooling (solid square) and heating (open square). Labels indicate the morphology of the ionic
aggregates, as measured by X-ray scattering.
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7.2 Additional Information on Extended Chain Polymer
Nanocrystals
7.2.1 Statistical Evaluation of Particle Sizes from TEM Images
Table 7.4. Statistical evaluation of nanoparticle sizes and thicknesses from TEM images and
nanoparticle size determined by DLS.

a

polymer

concentration
(mg/mL)

C48-COOCs

TEM

DLS

thickness
(St Dev) (nm)

lateral sizea
(St Dev) (nm)

size
(St Dev) (nm)

1

6.6 (0.5)

29 (5)

8.2 (0.1)

C48-COOCs

5

6.0 (0.8)

32 (6)

8.7 (2.3)

C48-SO3Na

5

5.0 (0.7)

14 (3)

1.9 (0.1)

large particles (>100 nm) are excluded from the statistics.

Figure 7.49. TEM image of the C48-COOCs dispersion (1 mg/mL, diluted to 500 ppm and stained
with 6 % phosphotungstic acid) used for the statistical evaluation of the particle thickness.
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Figure 7.50. TEM image of the C48-COOCs dispersion (1 mg/mL, diluted to 500 ppm and stained
with 6 % phosphotungstic acid) (left) and histogram of the lateral size of the particles measured
from the TEM image (right).

Figure 7.51. TEM image of the C48-COOCs dispersion (5 mg/mL, diluted to 500 ppm and stained
with 6 % phosphotungstic acid) used for the statistical evaluation of the particle thickness.
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Figure 7.52. TEM image of the C48-COOCs dispersion (5 mg/mL, diluted to 500 ppm and stained
with 6 % phosphotungstic acid) (left) and histogram of the lateral size of the particles measured
from the TEM image (right).

Figure 7.53. TEM image of the C48-SO3Na dispersion (5 mg/mL, diluted to 500 ppm and stained
with 6 % phosphotungstic acid) used for the statistical evaluation of the particle thickness.
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Figure 7.54. TEM image of the C48-SO3Na dispersion (5 mg/mL, diluted to 500 ppm and stained
with 6 % phosphotungstic acid) (left) and histogram of the lateral size of the particles measured
from the TEM image (right).

7.2.2 Additional TEM Images

Figure 7.55. TEM image of nanoparticles from an aged 10 mg/mL C48-COOCs dispersion.
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7.3 Additional Information on MD Simulations
7.3.1 Initial Structures

Figure 7.56. Initial structures of (a+f) C23-COOCs, (b+g) C48-COOCs, (c+h) C48-COOK, (d+i)
C48-COONa, and (e+j) C48-SO3Na. Images (a-e) show the yz direction and images (f-j) the xy
direction. Water molecules are not shown for clarity.

Figure 7.57. Initial structure of (a+d) NaOOC-C48-SO3Na, (b+e) C48-PO3Na2, and (c+f)
C48-PO3Cs2. Images (a-c) show the yz direction and images (d-f) show the xy direction. Hydrogen
atoms and water molecules are not shown for clarity.
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Figure 7.58. Initial structures of (a-d) a C48-COOCs monolayer and (e-h) a C48-SO3Na monolayer.
Images (a, e) show the xy direction, (b, f) the xz direction, (c, g) the yz direction, and (d, h) the xydirection with a tilt of 30° around the y-axes. Hydrogen atoms and water molecules are not shown
for clarity.

Figure 7.59. Initial structures of (a-c) a C48-COONa monolayer, (d-f) a C48-COOK monolayer,
and (g-i) a C48-COOCs monolayer. Images (a, d, g) show the xy direction, (b, e, h) the xz direction,
and (c, f, i) the yz direction. Hydrogen atoms and water molecules are not shown for clarity.
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Figure 7.60. (a) Initial structure of a C48-COOCs monolayer from the yz direction and (b)
snapshot of the simulation after 10 ns.

Figure 7.61. Initial structure of a large C48-SO3Na particle. Image (a) shows the xy direction, (b)
the xz direction, and (c) the yz direction. Hydrogen atoms and water molecules are not shown for
clarity.
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7.3.2 Box Dimensions
Initial box dimensions
C23-COOCs:

11.3 × 11.0 × 11.2 nm3

C48-COOCs:

11.3 × 11.1 × 12.5 nm3

C48-COOK:

11.3 × 11.1 × 12.5 nm3

C48-COONa:

11.3 × 11.1 × 12.5 nm3

C48-SO3Na:

11.8 × 11.0 × 13.0 nm3

NaOOC-C48-SO3Na

11.7 × 11.2 × 12.9 nm3

C48-PO3Na2:

11.5 × 11.0 × 13.0 nm3

C48-PO3Cs2:

11.5 × 11.0 × 13.0 nm3

C48-COOCs (monolayer):

4.4 × 3.0 × 13.4 nm3

C48-SO3Na (monolayer):

4.4 × 3.0 × 13.8 nm3

C48-COONa (monolayer without tilt):

5.9 × 5.1 × 22.2 nm3

C48-COOK (monolayer with aligned tilt): 5.4 × 5.6 × 22.2 nm3
C48-COOCs (monolayer with aligned tilt): 5.4 × 5.6 × 21.3 nm3
20.6 × 18.6 × 12.9 nm3

C48-SO3Na (large particle):

Mean box dimensions during the simulation (90-100 ns)
C23-COOCs:

11.0 × 10.7 × 10.9 nm3

C48-COOCs:

10.9 × 10.7 × 12.0 nm3

C48-COOK:

10.9 × 10.7 × 12.0 nm3

C48-COONa:

10.9 × 10.7 × 12.0 nm3

C48-SO3Na:

11.2 × 10.5 × 12.4 nm3

NaOOC-C48-SO3Na

11.1 × 10.6 × 12.3 nm3

C48-PO3Na2:

11.0 × 10.5 × 12.4 nm3

C48-PO3Cs2:

11.0 × 10.5 × 12.4 nm3

C48-COOCs (monolayer with 30° tilt):

7.1 × 3.0 × 8.7 nm3

C48-SO3Na (monolayer with 30° tilt):

5.7 × 4.1 × 11.3 nm3

C48-COONa (monolayer without tilt):

5.7 × 5.0 × 21.6 nm3

C48-COOK (monolayer with aligned tilt): 5.3 × 5.6 × 21.8 nm3
C48-COOCs (monolayer with aligned tilt): 6.4 × 6.4 × 15.4 nm3
C48-SO3Na (large particle):

19.9 × 18.6 × 12.9 nm3
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7.3.3 Force Field Parameters
Polyethylene chain
atoms

q (e)

ε (kcal mol-1)

σ (Å)

angles

θ0 (deg)

Kθ (kcal mol-1 rad-2)

C

-0.148

0.066

3.50

C-C-C

112.7

58.35

H

0.074

0.026290630975 2.50

C-C-H

110.7

37.5

H-C-H

107.8

33.0

K1

K2

K3

K4

bonds

r0 (Å)

Kr (kcal mol Å )

dihedrals

C-C

1.529

268.0

C-C-C-C

0.6446
926386

-0.2143 0.1782
420172 194073

0

C-H

1.09

340.0

CX-C-C-C

1.3

-0.05

0.2

0

C-C-C-H

0

0

0.3

0

H-C-C-H

0

0

0.3

0

-1

-2

(kcal mol-1)

Carboxylate
atoms

q (e)

ε (kcal mol-1)

σ (Å)

angles

θ0 (deg)

Kθ (kcal mol-1 rad-2)

CO

0.7

0.105

3.75

O-CO-O

126.0

80.0

O

-0.8

0.21

2.96

CC-CO-O

117.0

70.0

CC

-0.22

0.066

3.5

HC-CC-CO

109.5

35.0

HC

0.06

0.03

2.5

C-CC-CO

111.1

63.0

bonds

r0 (Å)

Kr (kcal mol-1 Å-2)

dihedrals

CC-C

1.522

317.0

O-CO-CC-HC

0

0

0

0

O-C

1.25

656.0

O-CO-CC-C

0

0.82

0

0

CO-CC-C-H

0

0

-0.1

0

CO-CC-C-C

-2.06

-0.313 0.315
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K2

K3

K4

(kcal mol-1)

0
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improper

χ0 (deg)

Kχ (kcal mol-1 rad-2)

CC-CO-O-O

180.0

10.5

Sulfonate from Shimizu et al110
atoms

q (e)

ε (kcal mol-1)

σ (Å)

angles

θ0 (deg)

Kθ (kcal mol-1 rad-2)

S

1.180

0.250

3.55

O-S-O

114.0

115.8

O

-0.680

0.200

3.15

CS-S-O

104.5

104.0

CS

-0.140

0.066

3.50

HS-CS-S

107.3

46.6

HS

0.000

0.030

2.50

C-CS-S

113.3

69.7

bonds

r0 (Å)

Kr (kcal mol-1 Å-2)

dihedrals

CS-S

1.792

235.4

O-S-CS-HS

0

0

0.3880

0

O-S

1.455

637.1

O-S-CS-C

0

0

0.3331

0

S-CS-C-H

0

0

0.3298

0

S-CS-C-C

-3.8500 -0.4791 0.1834

0

K1

K2

K3

K4

(kcal mol-1)

Sulfonate from LigParGen197-199
atoms

q (e)

ε (kcal mol-1)

σ (Å)

angles

θ0 (deg)

Kθ (kcal mol-1 rad-2)

S

1.32

0.25

3.55

O-S-O

119.0

104.0

O

-0.65

0.17

2.96

CS-S-O

108.9

74.0

CS

-0.57

0.066

3.50

HS-CS-S

109.5

35.0

HS

0.10

0.03

2.50

C-CS-S

108.6

50.0
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K1

K2

K3

K4

bonds

r0 (Å)

Kr (kcal mol Å )

dihedrals

CS-S

1.77

340.0

O-S-CS-HS

0

0

0.35

0

O-S

1.44

700.0

O-S-CS-C

0

0

0

0

S-CS-C-H

0

0

0.452

0

S-CS-C-C

1.262

-0.198

0.465

0

-1

-2

(kcal mol-1)

Phosphonate
atoms

q (e)

ε (kcal mol-1)

σ (Å)

angles

θ0 (deg)

Kθ (kcal mol-1 rad-2)

P

2.59

0.20

3.74

O-P-O

108.4

63.57

O

-1.31

0.21

2.96

CP-P-O

109.5

45.00

CP

-0.74

0.066

3.50

HP-CP-P

109.5

41.00

HP

0.04

0.03

2.50

C-CP-P

109.5

43.00

bonds

r0 (Å)

Kr (kcal mol-1 Å-2)

dihedrals

CP-P

1.843

212.0

O-P-CP-HP

0

0

0.25

0

O-P

1.48

525.0

O-P-CP-C

2.25

0

0

0

P-CP-C-H

0

0

0.3

0

P-CP-C-C

-0.845

-0.962

0.713

0
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K1

K2

K3

K4

(kcal mol-1)
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